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3ABSTRACT. For an analogon of the free Wess-Zumino model on Ricci flat spacetimes, the relation between a conserved ‘su-
percurrent’ and the point-separated improved energy momentum tensor is investigated and a similar relation as on Minkowski
space is established. The expectation value of the latter in any globally Hadamard product state is found to be a priori finite in the
coincidence limit if the theory is massive. On arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetimes the ‘supercurrent’ is shown to be a well
defined operator valued distribution on the GNS Hilbertspace of any globally Hadamard product state. Viewed as a new field,
all n-point distributions exist, giving a new example for a Wightman field on that manifold. Moreover, it is shown that this field
satisfies a new wave front set spectrum condition in a non trivial way.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. In dieser Arbeit wird ein Analogon zum freien supersymmetrischen Wess-Zumino Modell auf dem
Hintergrund einer Ricci-flachen, global hyperbolischen Raumzeit betrachtet. Die zu diesem Modell geho¨renden ‘Superstro¨me’
und deren Beziehungen zum erweiterten Energie Impuls Tensor werden untersucht. Es zeigt sich, daß sich in diesem Modell, wie
im Minkowskiraum, der durch ‘Punktetrennung’ regularisierte Energie Impuls Tensor mit Hilfe der ‘Superstro¨me’ erzeugen la¨ßt.
Ferner ergibt sich unter der Voraussetzung einer massiven Theorie, daß der Erwartungswert von letzterem auch bei Aufhebung der
Regularisierung endlich bleibt. Ein weiteres Resultat dieser Arbeit ist, daß die ‘Superstro¨me’ auf beliebigen global hyperbolischen
Raumzeiten operatorwertige Distributionen auf dem GNS-Hilbertraum eines jeden globalen Hadamardproduktzustandes definieren.
Diese Distributionen erfu¨llen die u¨blichen Wightman Axiome und ko¨nnen deshalb als Beispiele fu¨r neue Wightman Felder auf
Mannigfaltigkeiten dienen. Insbesondere existieren alle n-Punkt Distributionen und diese erfu¨llen in nicht trivialer Weise eine
neue Wellenfronten-Spektrumsbedingung.
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Introduction
In the last decade there was remarkable progress in the construction of unified theories for the fundamental forces
of nature. The unification of the electro-magnetic with the weak interaction summit into the Salam-Weinberg theory,
while attempts to incorporate strong interaction, described by quantum chromodynamics, seem to achieve success in
the so-called ‘supersymmetric grand-unified theories’ (SUSY-GUTs). Ordinary GUTs, despite of their qualitative and
quantitative success, for instance equality of different coupling constants at high energies, disparity of quark-lepton masses
at low energy, determination of the electro-weak mixing-angle, etc., unfortunately contain baryon and lepton number
violating interactions, which contradict the presently observed stability of the proton (lifetime > 1032 years). On the
other hand the addition of supersymmetry leaves the standard success of the ordinary GUTs more or less intact and
predicts 1032±2 years for the lifetime of the proton, which is compatible with the lower experimental bound mentioned
above. However, an incorporation of gravity is still one of the greatest challenges of modern physics. In the last years there
were an increasing number of approaches to this problem which look promising and the question arose whether one can
say anything about the influence of gravity on quantum phenomena. In some sense this situation is comparable to the one
encountered just before the discovery of quantum electrodynamics. In those days of quantum mechanics, one treated the
electro-magnetic field in the calculation as an external classical potential, while the matter was already described quantum
mechanically. The resulting theory, which one would call a semiclassical approximation nowadays, already gave some
results which were later shown to be in complete agreement with the fully quantized theory, i.e., quantum electrodynamics.
On the other hand those calculations showed also that a semiclassical theory leads to inconsistencies if it is stressed too
far. One may therefore hope that a similar semiclassical description is also valid for gravity. Quantum field theory on
curved spacetimes (QFT on CST) provides such a framework: The spacetime is described classically by a manifold
together with a metric field, while all the matter is described as quantized fields, which propagate on that spacetime.
The attempt to translate the considerations on the domain of validity from quantum electrodynamics (QED) to QFT on
CST indicates that the latter is expected to be huge, namely from the macroscopic scale down to the order of the Planck
length (≈ 10−33 cm) or Planck time (≈ 10−44 s) respectively. This huge domain should leave enough room for a fruitful
semiclassical theory. However, there is a subtle problem with such naive comparison of QED and QFT on CST: Due to
the equivalence principle, gravitational energy couples equally strong to geometry, as does all other matter. Hence gravity
will enter in a non trivial way at all scales. Fortunately one may still succeed in a semiclassical description of gravity.
To see the argument, recall that in classical general relativity gravitational waves are described as small perturbations of
the background metric. These perturbations can be treated as a null fluid and their contribution to the l.h.s. (i.e., to the
geometrical side) of the Einstein equation can be separated off from the (geometrical) rest in such a way that they may
be treated as part of the source, i.e., as part of T ab. It seems therefore reasonable to suppose that the ‘graviton’ field,
representing linearized perturbations of the background spacetime, can be included along with all other fields as part of
the matter rather than geometry. This approximation should work so long as one stays clearly away from the Planck scale.
Due to the weakness of gravitational effects, possible direct applications of this framework seemed to lie in the early
cosmology or in the description of microscopic black holes. This situation changed when Hawking during his studies
of quantum black holes in 1975 [Haw75] discovered the by now famous (macroscopic) black hole radiation, opening a
broad new area of physics. Although this radiation is still too weak to be detected experimentally (e.g., the temperature
of a black hole of a mass ten times that of our sun is approximately 10−8 K, which is eight orders of magnitude below the
the temperature of the cosmic background radiation), his result is remarkable for at least two reasons. First, it seems to
be universal in the sense that it can be established using very general assumptions on the quantum fields involved [FH90]
and it has been reproduced in various different ways. Second, it establishes and fixes the close relation between black
holes and thermodynamics, which had been suggested already before the application of quantum field theory to black
hole physics. Hawking’s radiation corresponds to a continuous energy-flow from the black hole to infinity and, at least
due to energy conservation, should be accompanied by a mass-loss of the former, i.e., the black hole should evaporate.
For a precise mathematical formulation of this back-reaction problem, a local stress energy tensor for the quantum field is
needed. This object, denoted by T ab, is important for another reason, too: Since the work of Unruh [Unr76] it is known
that the traditional particle concept of Minkowski quantum field theory is not suitable for quantum fields on curved
spacetimes. Instead the physical situation in the latter case should be described in a more operational way, i.e., in terms
of detectors and counting rates. Such a description is provided by a local stress tensor. Following Hawking’s paper, in
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the mid seventies, there were undertaken enormous efforts on the study of T ab and its expectation value in some states ω
(< T ab >ω). Unfortunately the classical expression for the stress energy tensor in the cases of the standard fields (e.g.,
scalar, Dirac, photon, etc.) yields divergent results after quantization, because products of field operators at the same point
occur. One therefore has to subtract out the divergences in some way, i.e., to regularize and renormalize. The various
renormalization techniques which were developed in that time all gave a locally conserved expectation value for the stress
tensor, which therefore is a good candidate for the r.h.s. of the semiclassical Einstein equation, even if particle creation due
to gravitational effects occur. Wald was even able to formulate a set of axioms [Wal77, Wal78] which almost uniquely
fixes these renormalized expectation values for every state under consideration. Despite of their success these methods
are still burdened with some fundamental difficulties. The first one concerns renormalization. In Minkowski space one
agrees on the fact that only energy differences are measurable. Hence any energy renormalization should not change the
physical content of the theory. On the other hand in classical general relativity the absolute value of the energy curves
spacetime. This means that energy renormalization could change the physical content of the theory in that case. To avoid
renormalization, one could for example use a mathematical framework which allows products of field operators at the
same spacetime point to be well defined. The new generalized functions of Colombeau [Col84], which can be extended
to manifolds [Ko¨h91], could be used to implement such a setting. However, at the level of interpretation such a scheme is
believed to be in fact equivalent to the renormalization prescriptions mentioned above. It follows that a model which has a
finite stress energy tensor a priori would be highly desirable. In fact such a model is already discussed by Unruh [Unr76]
in 1+1 dimensions, but apparently his ansatz was never extended to the four dimensional case. Meanwhile one did discover
on Minkowski space a whole class of models with such a remarkable finiteness property. These models possess, besides
the usual Poincare´ symmetry, an internal symmetry, the generators of which anti-commute with those of the Poincare´
group. The resulting algebra for all generators turned out to be a graded Lie-algebra, which is now called a supersymmetric
extension of the Poincare´ algebra. Consequently, these models were summarized under the name supersymmetric models.
One of their fundamental properties is the fact that they possess equally many bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom
and all particles of one supermultiplett must have equal masses1. Moreover, the stress energy tensor of these models can
be expressed locally in terms of spinor currents [FZ75], a representation which manifestly shows a priori finiteness of
the energy. Wess and Zumino [WZ74] gave the first field theoretical example of a global supersymmetric field theory
in 1974 and the subject evolved rapidly from thereon. On the other hand it is evident from experiments that (unbroken)
supersymmetry is not realized in nature. To solve this contradiction, the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking
was introduced into the framework, but it must be said that even today there are only hints on supersymmetry, but no
experimental verification. It is well known that supersymmetry –together with general covariance– leads unavoidably to
supergravity theories [Nie81], hence leaves the frame of QFT on CST. The only known non trivial example of a spacetime
which admits a supersymmetric extension of its isometry group is the anti-DeSitter solution of Einstein’s equation [BF82].
Unfortunately this manifold is not globally hyperbolic and this leads to problems during quantization, namely boundary
conditions at infinity are needed. On the other hand if one is interested in a cancellation of the divergences of the stress
energy tensor only, a model with the same particle contents as a ‘real’ supersymmetric model should suffice. Coming
back to the renormalization of the stress tensor on a curved spacetime, a second difficulty is a direct implication of one
of the major, still unsolved problems of QFT in CST. Namely the characterization of physical admissible states. (Recall
that the expectation value of T ab must be calculated in some state ω.) The problem occurs, since field theories have
infinite many degrees of freedom and hence there exist inequivalent representations of the canonical (anti) commutation
relations. It follows that the usual Hilbertspace approach, where all physical admissible states are identified with positive
trace class operators, is insufficient in general. Instead one should use the algebraic approach to quantum field theory, to
which Haag’s book [Haa92] provides a good introduction. The basic objects in this approach are the ‘algebra of local
observables’ which, roughly speaking, describes elementary events, together with states, which describe the preparation
of the physical system or equivalently the probability for subsequent events. It is worth noting that every choice of a state
on the algebra of local observables uniquely fixes, via the GNS reconstruction theorem, a Hilbertspace and a ‘vacuum’
vector, on which the observables act as bounded linear operators. For linear scalar and spinor fields on globally hyperbolic
spacetimes, the algebra of local observables, satisfying the axioms of algebraic quantum field theory, was successfully
constructed by Dimock in the 1980’s [Dim80, Dim82]. In the exceptional case of Minkowski space, there exists an –
usually unique– Poincare´ invariant state, satisfying the spectrum condition, i.e., the vacuum, which is used to construct all
other physical relevant states for particle physics. Unfortunately both, Poincare´ invariance and spectrum condition rely on
the globally flat structure of Minkowski space; thus they can not be extended naturally to generic manifolds. On the other
hand for free fields the class of the so-called Hadamard states seems to be a suitable replacement for the vacuum. Those
states are characterized locally by the short distance behavior of their two-point distributions [FSW78]. It was shown
in [Ver94] that they satisfy the condition of local definiteness due to Haag, Narnhofer and Stein [HNS84] and that their
local von Neumann algebras are factors of type III1 (see also [Wol92]). Finally Hadamard states are precisely those states
for which the expectation value of the stress energy tensor can successfully be renormalized. We should also mention
1We do assume the supersymmetry to be unbroken.
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another class of states, which is believed to be equivalent in the domain of application, namely the adiabatic vacuum
states, which were closely investigated by Lu¨ders and Roberts [LR90] This work is organized as follows: Following this
Introduction in chapter 1 the ideas to represent the stress energy tensor in terms of supercurrents is motivated and some
basic properties of the free Wess-Zumino model, which is the simplest supersymmetric model on Minkowski space, are
reviewed. The classical settings for this model are described and a simple argument is presented, which shows that its
energy operator is a priori normal ordered after quantization. In the next chapter the basic notation for the definition
of spinors on Lorentz manifolds is established. We expose the relation between topological properties of the spacetime
and the existence of classical spinor fields. Chapter 3 describes our analogon of the free Wess-Zumino model. We
begin with the classical settings and introduce spinor currents which shall later generate the stress energy tensor. The
assumption that these currents should be locally conserved restricts the underlying spacetime to have vanishing scalar
curvature. For the convenience of the reader this classical setting is followed by a brief introduction to the algebraic
approach to quantum field theory. In a next step the set of admissible states is fixed to consist of Hadamard states only.
We give a precise definition of these states due to Kay and Wald [KW91] and extend their definition for scalar fields
to fermions. Unfortunately this condition is quite complicated and difficult to check in actual calculations. Moreover,
various questions concerning multiplication of Hadamard distributions and their restriction to hypersurfaces are almost
impossible to deal with in this setting. Fortunately Ho¨rmander and Duistermaat developed the mathematical theory of
Fourier integral operators [Ho¨r71, DH72], in which the concept of wave front sets occur. In terms of wave front sets
the questions mentioned above can be answered quite easily. Radzikowski was the first who gave a characterization of
Hadamard states by their wave front sets [Rad92]. However, his proof as it stands is only valid in Minkowski space. The
gap in his argument is filled in section 5.1 of chapter 3, where the wave front set of any Hadamard state on an arbitrary
globally hyperbolic Lorentz manifold is calculated. We close this chapter by proposing a general wave front set spectrum
condition, which might serve in the future as a replacement for the usual spectrum condition on manifolds. In chapter 4
the stress energy tensor of our model is calculated. The quantized versions of the spinor currents defined in chapter 3
are shown to yield to new Wightman fields on the spacetime, whose n-point distribution satisfy our new wave front set
spectrum condition. Mimicking the situation on Minkowski space, we define a candidate for the energy momentum tensor
restricted to a spacelike hypersurface C in terms of the spinor current. The result, which is a distribution on C can be
expressed in terms of the basic fields and equals the point-separated ‘true’ stress energy tensor if and only if the spacetime
is Ricci flat, i.e., if it is a vacuum solution of the Einstein equation. Using the results of Christensen [Chr76, Chr78],
it is shown next that the expectation value of our point-separated stress energy tensor, with respect to every Hadamard
product state has finite coincidence limit after elementary averaging, i.e., it defines a (locally conserved) tensor field on the
spacetime. As a consequence of this a priori normal ordering feature, the stress energy tensor turns out to be a second new
Wightman field on the spacetime. We close the work with two examples: On the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions of the
Einstein equation the finite terms of our energy momentum tensor in the DeWitt-Schwinger pseudo-state are calculated.
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CHAPTER 1
The Wess Zumino model on Minkowski spacetime
A field theoretical realization of the super-Poincare´ algebra yielding its lowest dimensional representation was dis-
covered and studied by J. Wess and B. Zumino in 1974 [WZ74]. This model describes two spin-0 fields (A,B), one
of which is scalar (A), the other (B) is pseudo-scalar and a third (Ψ) which is a Majorana spinor field. In this chapter
we describe some features of this model, which motivate our subsequent studies on curved spacetimes. To establish the
mathematical settings, we start with an introduction to classical spinors on Minkowski space. The classical Lagrangian of
the Wess-Zumino model is given next and its internal symmetries are investigated. We close the chapter by showing that
the energy operator in the quantized version of this supersymmetric theory is a priori normal ordered and obtain a formula
for the energy-momentum tensor in terms of suitable spinor currents.
1. Classical spinors in Minkowski spacetime
Spinors arise most naturally in quantum field theory on Minkowski spacetime. It is even possible to show that all
classical (e.g. tensorial) objects can be constructed using spinors and some authors even believe that spinors are the most
fundamental objects in physics (See [PR84]). This statement clearly shows the importance of the concept of spinors,
even if one does not follow Penrose’s and Rindler’s extreme point of view. This section starts with a motivation, which
is followed by the definition of classical spinor fields on Minkowski space. The notion of Dirac- and charge conjugation
is introduced next and the definition of Majorana spinors closes the section. Consider a spacetime (M, gab), which we
assume to be a four dimensional C∞-manifold M together with a Lorentz metric gab with signature (+,−,−,−). Let
S denote the set of all physical states on this spacetime. At this stage, it is not necessary to specify S more precisely.
However, we assume the elements of S to be characterized locally; the usual tensor fields on M are an example. The
principle of ‘special covariance’, i.e., every physically admissible result of a measurement which is performed by an
observerOmust also be a physically admissible result of a measurement performed by a second observer O˜ who is related
to O by an isometry, induces for every isometry ̺ of the spacetime a map on the physical states. This map ˜̺ : S → S
is fixed by the requirement that every state ˜̺(ω) (ω ∈ S) gives the same results of measurement for the observer O˜ as
ω for O. The group of isometries for Minkowski space (R4, ηab) is the well known extended Poincare´ group (P). The
experiments of Wu ([W+57]) (violation of parity) and Fitch ([Fit81]) (violation of time-reversal if the CPT-Theorem is
valid) however indicate that the physical laws on Minkowski space are specially covariant under the restricted Poincare´
group (P0) only. We therefore restrict ourself to this subgroup. It was shown in 1939 by Wigner [Wig39] that the
assumption that ˜̺ does not change the transition amplitudes for pure states in quantum mechanics1 implies that ˜̺ is
a projective representation of the proper Poincare´ group. Moreover Wigner showed that adding the requirement that the
representation should depend continuously on the group elements fixes this representation up to sign. As a next step it was
proved by Bargman [Bar54] in 1954 that those representations are in one-to-one correspondence to the true representations
of the covering group Pˆ0 of the proper Poincare´ group. Every unitary representation of Pˆ0 can be decomposed into a
direct sum (or a direct integral) of irreducible representations. To study the former it is therefore sufficient to classify
all irreducible representations. The latter can be classified partially by the mass (m2) and the sign of the energy (ǫ).2 If
m2 > 0 and ǫ = +1 one further invariant s, called spin, is needed to fix the representation up to unitary equivalence. It
can be shown (see e.g. [B+90]) that all irreducible physical representations of Pˆ0 can be constructed in the space of spinor
wave functions (see below). We remark that this space carries a representation of Pˆ0 by construction. Moreover there
exists a positive definite Pˆ0 invariant form such that the equivalence classes of the spinor wave functions with respect to
this form span a pre-Hilbertspace (see [B+90, p. 285] for the details). Completing this space yields a Hilbertspace which
carries the unitary representation of Pˆ0 we are looking for.
REMARK . Note that the Hilbertspace mentioned above is a one-particle Hilbertspace. The quantum statistics will
not be implemented until the introduction of a many-particle Hilbertspace (Fockspace).
1It is assumed in the proof that pure states are represented as one-dimensional projectors on a separable Hilbertspace.
2Let Pµ and Mλν denote the generator of the representation. The three invariants mass (m2), sign of the energy (ǫ) and spin (s) are given by:
m2 = PµPµ = P 2; ǫ = sign(P 0); −m2(s2 + s) = W 2, where W = ǫµνλρP νMλρ is the Pauli-Lubanski vector.
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1.1. SL(2,C)–spinors. In this subsection the space of spinor tensor fields is constructed using the two component
formulation of Penrose & Rindler [PR84]. This formulation is more in the spirit of the introduction than the usual four
component Dirac approach which will be used later on exclusively, since two component SL(2,C)–spinors transform
according to an irreducible representation of the homogeneous part of Pˆ0 and there is a close relation between spinor
tensors and spinor wave functions. We note first that Pˆ0 is isomorphic to ISL(2,C), the semidirect product of the
group of translations with the group of linear transformations with unit determinant acting on a two dimensional complex
Hilbertspace. Let (W, ǫxy) be such a Hilbertspace together with a volume form ǫxy. Then the homogeneous part of
ISL(2,C) in its defining representation leaves the form ǫxy invariant. The pair (W, ǫxy) is called a spinor space, its
elements are called spinors. Let (W ∗, ǫxy) be the dual space of W , (W¯ , ǫ¯x′y′) the space of all anti-linear maps form W ∗
into C. The map
¯ :W → W¯
ξx 7→ ξ¯x′ : (νx 7→ ξxνx)
is called complex conjugation and induces a mapping between ǫxy and ǫ¯x′y′ . To clarify the notation we denote all elements
of W¯ with upper primed indices. The dual space of W¯ is denoted by (W¯ ∗, ǫ¯x′y′). The elements of W ∗ (W¯ , W¯ ∗) are
called dual (adjoint, adjoint dual) spinors. The space of spinor tensors T is the tensor product of these spaces. Note that
the relative order of primed and unprimed indices is irrelevant, i.e., vxx′y and vxyx′ are equivalent, since W ⊗ W¯ ⊗W
and W ⊗W ⊗ W¯ are naturally isomorphic. However vxyx′ and vyxx′ are different in general. Smooth mappings from
the Minkowski space into T are called spinor tensor fields. An action of ISL(2,C) on these mappings can be defined by
brute force as follows: To any g ∈ ISL(2,C) we associate the transformation
ξx(q) 7→ Lxyξy [P−1(q)], (1)
where Lxy ∈ SL(2,C) is the homogeneous part of g, P denotes the associated Poincare´ element and q is a point in
Minkowski space.
REMARK .
• This transformation is a true representation of Pˆ0, while for the Poincare´ group itself it is a representation up to
sign only.
• The representation given by Eqn. (1) is not irreducible, since spinor tensors are defined on the configuration space.
However it has the advantage that one can identify certain spinor tensors with ordinary tensors. To obtain all
irreducible representations mentioned above, one has to introduce spinor wave functions, which are defined on
momentum space together with an appropriate transformation law: For any non negative integer or half integer j,
consider the symmetric tensor product of 2j copies of W together with the self representation of SL(2,C) and
its complex conjugate. Mappings from the momentum space, which is isomorphic to R4, into one of these tensor
products are spinor wave functions. A transformation law, which is identical to Eqn. (1), up to a factor containing
the inhomogeneous part of the corresponding element g ∈ ISL(2,C), finishes the construction. For more details,
e.g., the explicit form of the transformation, for the proof of the claimed irreducibility as well as for the proof of
the statement that all irreducible representation of Pˆ0 can be obtained in this way, the reader is referred to the
book of Bogolubov loc. cit. and the references therein.
We establish now the relation between so called real spinor tensor fields and vector fields on Minkowski space. Let
(W, ǫxy) be a spinor space and let us denote the tensor product of W with W¯ by Y . Complex conjugation maps Y into
itself. Those elements in Y which are invariant under complex conjugation are called real spinor tensors and an analogous
definition is valid for spinor tensor fields.
REMARK . The term ‘real’ does not make sense for spinors, i.e., for elements of W . To see this consider the case
W = C2, z ∈ C2. The definition Re(z) := 1/2(z + z¯) obviously is not invariant under the action of SL(2,C).
The real elements of Y span a (real) four dimensional subspace of Y , which we denote by V . Let σx, ιx be a basis in
W with the property σxιyǫxy = 1. Then
txx
′
=
1√
2
(σxσ¯x
′
+ ιx ι¯x
′
) (2)
xxx
′
=
1√
2
(σx ι¯x
′
+ ιxσ¯x
′
) (3)
yxx
′
=
i√
2
(σx ι¯x
′ − ιxσ¯x′) (4)
zxx
′
=
1√
2
(σxσ¯x
′ − ιx ι¯x′) (5)
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are a basis in V . Moreover gxx′yy′ := ǫxy ǫ¯x′y′ defines a Lorentz metric on V (For the proof calculate explicitly that
(2)–(5) are an orthogonal basis for gxx′yy′). Finally consider a tetrad field (ta, xa, ya, za) on Minkowski space. The
following hybrid vector spinor field
σaxx′ := t
atxx′ − xaxxx′ − yayxx′ − zazxx′
defines for every point q ∈ R4 a vector space isomorphism between the tangential space TqR4 at this point and V .
Note that we lowered the indices with the metric gxx′yy′ . This isomorphism respects the metric structure (ηab ≡
σaxx′σ
b
yy′g
xx′yy′) and the action of the Poincare´ group (See [Wal84]). Thus having chosen the map σaxx′ we can
identify real spinor tensor fields with vector fields.
1.2. Dirac spinors. While SL(2,C)–spinors simplify the calculations in most cases since no Dirac γ–matrices
occur, the study of uncharged fermions is best done using the Dirac description. Consider the direct sum of two spinor
spaces (W, ǫxy) and (W¯ , ǫ¯x′y′). Denoting this space by E, E carries a (reducible) representation of SL(2,C) inherited
from W and W¯ respectively:
π : L 7→
(
L 0
0 L¯
)
≡ S ∀L ∈ SL(2,C) (6)
Recall that W¯ carries the complex conjugate representation of SL(2,C). E is called Dirac spinor space and the image
of SL(2,C) under π is naturally isomorphic to the group Spin0 (See below). Using the volume forms ǫxy and ǫ¯x′y′ , the
γ-matrices can be written in the following 4× 4 matrix representation (See [PR84, p. 460]):
γa
A
B =
√
2
(
0 σa
zz′ǫz
xǫ¯z′y′
σa
zz′ ǫ¯z′
x′ǫzy 0
)
,
where A = x⊕ x′ and B = y ⊕ y′, i.e., both indices A and B can take the four values 11′, 12′, 21′ and 22′ respectively.
An elementary but lengthly calculation verifies that the Clifford relations are satisfied:
γaγb + γbγa = 2ηab1, (7)
where ηab = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1) is the Minkowski metric and 1 is the identity on E. We remark that Spin0 mentioned
above is the connected component of the identity in the group Spin which consists of all 4× 4 matrices S satisfying
SγaS−1 = Λabγ
b
for some real constant Λab. The elements of E are called Dirac spinors. The elements of the dual vector-space of E,
which is called the Dirac cospinor space (E∗), are called Dirac cospinors. Finally smooth mappings from Minkowski
space into E (E∗), denoted by Γ(E) (Γ(E∗)), are called Dirac spinor fields (Dirac cospinor fields). By analogy to the
previous subsection, an action of ISL(2,C) on these fields is given by the transformation
ΨA(q) 7→ Ψ′A(q) = SABΨB(P−1(q)) ∀g ∈ ISL(2,C),ΨA ∈ Γ(E), (8)
and
Ψ¯A(q) 7→ Ψ¯′A(q) = Ψ¯B(P−1(q))S−1BA ∀g ∈ ISL(2,C), Ψ¯A ∈ Γ(E∗), (9)
where SAB is the homogeneous part of g in the representation given by Eqn. (6), P denotes the Poincare´ element associ-
ated to g and q is some point in Minkowski space. Since E and E∗ are dual to each other, we can equip the vector spaces
Γ(E) and Γ(E∗) with an (antisymmetric) wedge product∧. More precisely: For ΨA ∈ Γ(E) and Ψ¯A ∈ Γ(E∗) we define
Ψ¯B ∧ΨA : (Γ(E)⊕ Γ(E∗))⊗ (Γ(E)⊕ Γ(E∗)) 7→ C∞(R4)(
φ1
B
φ¯1A
)
⊗
(
φ2
B
φ¯2A
)
7→ Ψ¯Bφ1B ·ΨAφ¯2A
− Ψ¯Bφ2B ·ΨAφ¯1A (10)
Moreover,
Ψ¯B(q) ∧ΨA(q′) : (Γ(E)⊕ Γ(E∗))⊗ (Γ(E)⊕ Γ(E∗)) 7→ C(
φ1
B
φ¯1A
)
⊗
(
φ2
B
φ¯2A
)
7→ Ψ¯Bφ1B(q) ·ΨAφ¯2A(q′)
− Ψ¯Bφ2B(q) ·ΨAφ¯1A(q′) (11)
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is well defined. In the future we will omit the ∧ and simply write Ψ¯B(q)ΨA(q′) or even Ψ¯BΨA′ .The prime reminds of
the fact that A′ is a Dirac spinor index referring to the point q′. We obviously have
{Ψ¯B,ΨA
′}+ = {Ψ¯B, Ψ¯B′}+ = {ΨA,ΨA
′}+ = 0,
where {·, ·}+ denotes the anticommutator. In this sense classical Dirac spinor- and cospinor fields are anti-commuting
objects. Note that Ψ¯BΨA′ transforms as a cospinor at p and as a spinor at p′. Such quantities are usually called bi-spinors
(See [DB60] for further details). Classical Dirac spinors without further assumptions are suitable for models describing
charged fermionic fields. We are now going to define neutral spinor fields which we need later for the definition of the
Wess-Zumino model. In the literature neutral spinor fields often are called Majorana spinor fields. We begin with the
implementation of a charge conjugation. Majorana spinor fields are the elements of Γ(E) which are invariant under this
mapping. Consider a fixed but arbitrary four dimensional matrix representation of the Dirac γ-matrices. Since the adjoint
representation also satisfy Eqn. (7) there exists a unique matrix β with unit determinant3 that intertwines between these.
The four maps
EΛ : R
4 → E
p 7→ ωΛ,
such that for for every point p the four elements ωΛ, Λ = 1, . . . , 4 form a basis in E, define a moving frame. The dual
frame (E1, . . . , E4) consists of four maps EΣ from Minkowski space to E∗ satisfying EΛ(EΣ) = δΛΣ. Every Dirac
spinor field Ψ (Dirac cospinor field Ψ¯) can be written as Ψ = ΨΛEΛ (Ψ¯ = Ψ¯ΣEΣ), where ΨΛ (Ψ¯Σ) are complex valued
functions on Minkowski space called components of Ψ. The Dirac conjugation is given by the following definition:
DEFINITION 1.1. Let ΨA ∈ Γ(E) be a Dirac spinor field with components ΨΛ. We define the Dirac conjugate
spinor field Ψ+A ∈ Γ(E∗) by setting its components equal to
Ψ+Σ = Ψ
ΛβΛΣ. (12)
Here denotes complex conjugation and βΛΓ are the matrix elements of β.
DEFINITION 1.2. The Dirac adjoint of a Dirac cospinor field Ψ+ ∈ Γ(E∗) is defined by
(Ψ+)
+
:= (β∗)
−1ΛΣ
Ψ+ΣEΛ (13)
where (β∗)−1ΛΣ are the matrix elements of the adjoint matrix of β−1.
For the proof that Ψ+ and (Ψ+)+ defined by Eqn. (12) and (13) respectively are well defined, observe first that
(γa)
∗
= (S−1γbΛ(S)
b
aS)
∗
= S∗βγbβ
−1Λ(S)ba(S
−1)
∗
= S∗βSγaS
−1β−1(S−1)
∗
≡ βγaβ−1,
since det(S∗βS) = +1. Hence for all S ∈ π (SL(2,C)) we have S∗βS = β. Under a change of frames which induces a
change of components ΨΛ 7→ Ψ′Λ = SΛΣΨΣ one finds
(Ψ′)+Σ := Ψ
′ΛβΛΣ
= S
Λ
ΓΨΓβΛΣ
= ΨΓ S
T
Γ
Λ
βΛΣ = ΨΓβΓ∆S
−1∆
Σ = Ψ
+
∆S
−1∆
Σ
since (ST )Γ
Λ
= (S∗)Γ
Λ
. This shows that Ψ+ := Ψ+ΣEΣ is a frame invariant object. For a cospinor field Ψ+, locally
given by Ψ+ = Ψ+ΣEΣ, a similar calculation as above shows that (Ψ+)+ transforms as a Dirac spinor field under a
change of frame, which coincides with Ψ. The charge conjugation is defined next: The transposed Gamma matrices γT
satisfy the anticommutation relation Eqn. (7). Hence there exists a unique 4× 4 matrix C with unit determinant such that
CγaC
−1 = −γTa . This matrix is called charge conjugation matrix. Note that CT = −C = C−1.
DEFINITION 1.3. For any Dirac spinor field Ψ ∈ Γ(E) we define the charge conjugate Dirac field cΨ by:
Γ(E) ∋ cΨ = CΛΣΨ+ΣEΛ
where CΛΣ are the matrix elements of C and Ψ+Σ are the components of the Dirac conjugate spinor field of Ψ.
3In the literature one usually considers only those representations of the Dirac γ-matrices, where β is identical γ0
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For the proof that this definition is sensible, use a similar argument as above to show that for all S ∈ π (SL(2,C))
we have CS = S−1TC or equivalently SC = C(S−1)T . Under a change of frames
(
c
Ψ′)
Λ
= CΛ∆Ψ+ΓS
−1Γ
∆
= CΛ∆(S−1
T
)∆
Γ
Ψ+Γ
= SΛΣC
Σ∆Ψ+∆
= SΛΣ(
cΨ)
Σ
which shows that cΨ := (cΨ)ΛEΛ ∈ Γ(E) is a frame invariant object.
DEFINITION 1.4. Dirac spinor fields which are invariant under charge conjugation are called Majorana spinor fields.
In the remaining part of this chapter we will use Majorana spinor fields exclusively. To shorten the notation we will
omit the word ‘Majorana’ in the future whenever it appears unnecessary.
2. The internal symmetries of the classical free Wess-Zumino Model
The Wess-Zumino model consists of three fields, two Spin-0 fields (A,B) one of which is scalar (A), the other (B) is
pseudo-scalar and the third (Ψ) is a Majorana spinor field. The free Lagrangian density of this model is [WZ74]:
L = 1
2
(∇A)2 − 1
2
m2A2 +
1
2
(∇B)2 − 1
2
m2B2 +
1
2
Ψ+(i
⇀
6∇ −m)Ψ, (14)
where m > 0 is the mass of the fields and + denotes Dirac conjugation. Note that all fields have equal masses. The
equations of motion resulting from (14) are the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations respectively.
(✷+m2)A = 0 (15a)
(✷+m2)B = 0 (15b)
(i
⇀
6∇ −m)Ψ = 0 (15c)
Ψ+(i
↼
6∇+m) = 0 (15d)
Besides the usual Poincare´ symmetry the model possesses an internal symmetry, which is called supersymmetry. The
latter transforms Bose to Fermi fields and vice versa. To see this explicitly let us consider the following transformations
of the basic fields:
A 7→ A′ = A+ δA = A+ ǫ+Ψ (16a)
B 7→ B′ = B + δB = B − iǫ+γ5Ψ (16b)
Ψ 7→ Ψ′ = Ψ + δΨ = Ψ− (i
⇀
6∇+ m )(A− iγ5B)ǫ, (16c)
where ǫ is a x-independent spinor field. The resulting transformation of L up to first order
δL = L(A′, B′,Ψ′)− L(A,B,Ψ) = ∇a
(
∇aAδA+∇aBδB − 1
2
Ψ+iγaδΨ
)
=: ∇ava (17)
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is a pure divergence. This means that the action S =
∫
d4xL is left invariant, hence Eqn. (16a)–(16c) is indeed a symmetry
transformation. For the proof simply insert the definitions and use the Fierz rearrangement formulas of Appendix C:
δL = L(A′, B′,Ψ′, )− L(A,B,Ψ)
=
(
1
2
(∇(A+ δA))2 − m
2
2
(A+ δA)2 +
1
2
(∇(B + δB))2 − m
2
2
(B + δB)2
+
1
2
(Ψ + δΨ)+(i 6∇ −m)(Ψ + δΨ)
)
−
(
1
2
(∇A)2 − m
2
2
A2 +
1
2
(∇B)2 − m
2
2
B2 +
1
2
Ψ+(i 6∇ −m)Ψ
)
= ∇aA∇aδA−m2AδA+∇aB∇aδB −m2BδB − 1
2
Ψ+(i 6∇ −m)δΨ+ 1
2
(δΨ)+(i 6∇ −m)Ψ
(1. order)
= ∇a(∇aAδA+∇aBδB)
−✷AδA−m2AδA−✷BδB −m2BδB + 1
2
Ψ+(i 6∇ −m)δΨ− 1
2
Ψ+(i
↼
6∇+m)δΨ
by (118d)
= ∇a(∇aAδA+∇aBδB − i
2
Ψ+γaδΨ)
− (✷+m2)AΨ+ǫ+ i(✷+m2)BΨ+γ5ǫ+ (✷+m2)AΨ+ǫ− i(✷+m2)BΨ+γ5ǫ
using (118c) and since (i 6∇ −m)δΨ = (✷+m2)(A− iγ5B)ǫ
= ∇a(∇aAδA+∇aBδB − i
2
Ψ+γaδΨ)
=: ∇ava
REMARK . It is a generic feature of supersymmetry transformations, in contrast to other symmetries, e.g., Poincare´
invariance, that they produce a nontrivial variation of the Lagrangian density. The reader should note that Eqn. (17) is
obtainable from Eqn. (14) without using the field equations (15a)–(15d).
Using Noether’s theorem one obtains a conserved current associated with the transformation (16a)–(16c): It is given
by:
ia := va − ∂L
∂(∂aΦ)
δΦ Φ = (A,B,Ψ)
Inserting
∂L
∂(∂aA)
= ∂aA,
∂L
∂(∂aB)
= ∂aB,
∂L
∂(∂aΨ)
=
i
2
Ψ+γa
one obtains –using the Fierz rearrangement identities again–:
ia = −iΨ+γaδΨ
= iΨ+γa(i
⇀
6∇+m)(A− iγ5B)ǫ
= ǫ+i(A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γaΨ
=: ǫ+Ak
aA
(18)
The current kaA is usually called supercurrent. Note that it carries –besides the usual vector index– an additional spinor
index, hence it is a mixed spinor vector field. Its Dirac conjugate is
k+aA = iΨ
+γa(i
⇀
6∇+m)(A− iγ5B) (19)
OBSERVATION .
1. The charge Q associated to the Noether current ia induces the symmetry transformation Eqn. (16a)–(16c).
2. The symmetry transformation is a realization of the supersymmetry algebra.
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PROOF. 1. The classical charge Qǫ associated with ia is defined by
Qǫ :=
∫
Σ
k+aǫdσa, (20)
where Σ is the t = 0 hypersurface. Recall that Qǫ is actually independent of t and Σ, since ka is a conserved
current. To see that Qǫ generates the symmetry transformations Eqn. (16a) - (16c) we introduce the canonical
momenta for the three fields: For t = t0
ΠA :=
∂L
∂(∂0A)
= ∂0A
ΠB :=
∂L
∂(∂0B)
= ∂0B
ΠΨ = iΨ
+γ0
Note that the last equation does not read ΠΨ = i2Ψ
+γ0 (Wrong !), since Ψ is a Majorana spinor field, i.e., Ψ
and Ψ+ are not independent. (See for example the discussion in [Rom60, pp. 306]). Inserting these definitions in
Eqn. (20) we obtain
Qǫ(A,∇A,B,∇B,Ψ,∇Ψ,ΠA,ΠB,ΠΨ)
=
∫
Σ
d
3
σΠΨ
(
iγ
0ΠA + γ
0
γ
5ΠB + (i6∇+m)(A− iγ
5
B)
)
ǫ,
(21)
where the underscore denotes spatial (i.e. three dimensional) expressions. Note that Qǫ is bilinear in it’s variables.
We now compute the Poisson brackets of Qǫ with the fields4
{Qǫ, A} :=
∫
Σ
d3σ
∑
Φ
∂Q
∂Φ
∂A
∂ΠΦ
− ∂Q
∂ΠΦ
∂A
∂Φ
= −ΠΨiγ0ǫ = Ψ+γ0γ0ǫ = ǫ+Ψ ≡ δA
(22)
{Qǫ, B} = −ΠΨγ0γ5ǫ = −iΨ+γ5ǫ = −iǫ+γ5Ψ ≡ δB (23)
{Qǫ,Ψ} = −(6∇+m)(A− iγ5B)ǫ ≡ δΨ (24)
(25)
This shows that Qǫ indeed generates the supersymmetry transformation at the classical level.
2. To establish the second statement, we investigate the algebra of the supersymmetry charge:
{{Qǫ1, Qǫ2}, ·} , (26)
where the · denotes one of the basic fields. Let us evaluate these expressions explicitly using the Jacobi identity
and the Fierz rearrangement formulas. We start with the basic field A:
{{Qǫ1, Qǫ2}, A} = {Qǫ1 , {Qǫ2 , A}} − {Qǫ2 , {Qǫ1, A}}
= {Qǫ1, ǫ+2 Ψ} − {Qǫ2, ǫ+1 Ψ}
= −ǫ+2 (i 6∇+m)(A− iγ5B)ǫ1 + ǫ+1 (i 6∇+m)(A− iγ5B)ǫ2
= −2iǫ+2 6∇ǫ1A
Similarly for B:
{{Qǫ1, Qǫ2}, B} = −2iǫ+2 6∇ǫ1B
Finally let us calculate {{Qǫ1 , Qǫ2},Ψ}:
{{Qǫ1 , Qǫ2},Ψ} = {Qǫ1 , {Qǫ2,Ψ}} − {Qǫ2 , {Qǫ1,Ψ}}
= {Qǫ1, (−1)(i 6∇+m)(A − iγ5B)ǫ2}
− {Qǫ2 , (−1)(i 6∇+m)(A− iγ5B)ǫ1}
= −(i 6∇+m)(ǫ+1 Ψǫ2 − γ5ǫ+1 γ5Ψ ǫ2)− (1↔ 2)
(27)
To evaluate the last term we use the following identity for products of spinors and arbitrary 4×4 matrices N and
M [Wes90]:
Ψ+1 MΨ3Ψ
+
4 NΨ2 = −
1
4
∑
R
σ(R)Ψ+1 ORΨ2Ψ
+
4 NORMΨ3,
4For simplicity we consider a representation of the Dirac γ-matrices, where β ≡ γ0.
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where
σ(R) =

+1
−1
+1
for OR =

1, γ5, γa
γ5γa
1
4 (γ
aγb − γbγa) ≡ G[ab]
(27) = −iǫ+1 ∇aΨγaǫ2 −mǫ+1 Ψǫ2 + iǫ+1 γ5∇aΨγaγ5 ǫ2 +mǫ+1 γ5Ψγ5ǫ2 − (1↔ 2)
= −1
4
∑
R
−iσ(R)ǫ+1 ORǫ2γa(OR − γ5ORγ5)∇aΨ
−mσ(R)ǫ+1 ORǫ2(OR − γ5ORγ5)Ψ− (1↔ 2)
Note that the l.h.s. of Eqn. (27) is antisymmetric in ǫ1 and ǫ2 and the only antisymmetric terms on its r.h.s.
involving ǫ1 and ǫ2 are ǫ+1 γaǫ2 and γ5G[ab]γ5. But γ5G[ab]γ5 = G[ab] so that the brackets are zero in this case.
We get
(27) =
∑
b
iǫ+1 γ
bǫ2γ
aγb∇aΨ+mǫ+1 γbǫ2γbΨ
=
∑
b
ǫ+1 γ
bǫ2
(−γb ((i 6∇ −m)Ψ) + 2iηab∇aΨ)
= −2iǫ+2 6∇ǫ1Ψ
On the other hand the derivative ∇a is the generator of the translations. Therefore the Poisson brackets of the
supercharge generate the translations, i.e., Qǫ is the ‘square-root’ of the 4-momentum Pa = i∇a and
{Qǫ1, Qǫ2} = −2ǫ+2 γaPaǫ1 (28)
3. Normal Ordering
We will show in this section that the momentum operator and the Hamiltonian of the quantized Wess-Zumino model
are a priori normal ordered, i.e., that their vacuum expectation values vanish. Moreover the stress energy tensor of the
model can be written as an operator valued distribution on the vacuum Hilbertspace in terms of the supercurrent. We start
with the supercurrent. It is worth noting that Eqn. (18) is well defined after quantization, since the spectrum condition
ensures that products of different fields at the same spacetime point exist. For the adjoint of the supercurrent one obtains:
iaǫ
∗ = (ǫ+i(A− iγ5B)(i 6∇ −m)γaΨ)∗
= Ψ+γa(i 6∇+m)(A− iγ5B)ǫ
= k+
a
ǫ
= ǫ+ka = iaǫ ,
since ka is a Majorana spinor. Hence jaǫ is a conserved hermitian current. Let fR ∈ C∞0 (R3) and fT ∈ C∞0 (R) be two
smooth function with compact support, such that
fR(x) =

1 |x| < R
fR(|x|) R ≤ |x| ≤ R+ Λ
0 |x| > R+ Λ
for some Λ ∈ R, and
fT :

∫
fT (x0)dx0 = 1
fT (x0) = 0 |x0 − t| > T
fT (x0) = fT (−x0 + 2t)
Then QǫRT = j0ǫ (fRfT ) is a well defined operator. We have the following two theorems
THEOREM 1.5 (Theorem 6.2.3 of [Łop91]). Let AL be a localized operator, then
Cǫ(AL) = [QǫRT , AL]−
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applied to any state in the set
DΩ = {u ∈ H | u is generated by polynomials of the smeared fields applied to the vacuum Ω}
is independent of both fR and fT , whenever jaǫ is a conserved current and R is sufficiently large. Cǫ(AL) is a localized
operator.
THEOREM 1.6 (Theorem 6.2.8 and 6.2.9 of [Łop91]). Assume the existence of a mass gap and the local conservation
of the current; then the limit limR→∞(u,QǫRT v) =: Qǫ(u, v) exists for all quasi-local vectors u and v and defines a
linear operator ǫ+G on the Hilbertspace:
Qǫ(u, v) = (u, ǫ
+Gv) ∀u, v ∈ H, v quasilocal
REMARK .
• The charge ǫ+G is hermitian due to the fact that the corresponding current is. Moreover, since iaǫ is translational
covariant, it can be proved that ǫ+G is self-adjoint with a dense invariant domain DexΩ , consisting of all states with
finite number of particles and smooth momentum space wave-functions having compact support.
• By Theorem 6.2.12 of [Łop91] one finds (Ω, [QǫRT , AL]−Ω) = 0 for all localized operators and sufficiently
large R. It follows that ǫ+G annihilates the vacuum, i.e., supersymmetry is unbroken and on the vacuum
limR→∞[QǫRT , AL]−Ω = [ǫ
+G,AL]−Ω = ǫ
+GALΩ. The relation between currents and charges for models
with spontaneously broken symmetries is closely investigated by Buchholz, Doplicher, Longo and Roberts [BDLR92].
Let us now take a closer look at the charge operators: Qǫ is bilinear in the basic fields. Thus the results for the
classical charges
obtained in the previous section translate to the quantum field theoretical case:
[ǫ+1 G, ǫ
+
2 G]− = [ǫ
+
1 G,G
+ǫ2]− since G transforms as a Majorana spinor
= ǫ+1 [G,G
+]+ǫ2 ǫ
+
1 and ǫ2 anticommute
= 2ǫ+1 γ
aPaǫ2 by Eqn. (28)
It is therefore possible to write:
{GA, G+B}+ = 2γaABPa (29)
Now multiply Eqn. (29) by γ0 and take the trace over the spinor indices:
Tr ({GA, G+B}+γ0
B
C) = G
AG¯TBγ
0B
Cγ
0C
A + G¯
T
Bγ
0B
Cγ
0C
AG
A
= GAG†A + h.c.
= 8P0,
where Tr (γaγb) = 4ηab and γ02 = 1 were used. As usual † denotes hermitian conjugation. Since GAG†A + h.c. is a
positive operator, we conclude that P0 –which is the Hamiltonian– is positive too. A similar calculation yields
0 = Tr < Ω|{G,G+}+γaΩ >= 8 < Ω|P aΩ >,
which ensures that all components of P a are normal ordered. We remind the reader that P a which is the generator of the
translations is a well defined self adjoint operator for the massive Wess-Zumino model. Heuristically this normal ordering
feature is due to the fact that bosonic and fermionic loops have opposite sign. Their infinite contributions to the vacuum
expectation values cancel each other in models with equally many bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. In view of
Eqn. (29) the energy momentum tensor θab of the Wess-Zumino model can be written as (see e.g. [FZ75])
θab = +
1
16
Tr
(
γa{kb, G+}+ + γb{ka, G+}+
)
, (30)
where the spinor indices on γa, ka andG+ were suppressed5. (Kraus and Landau loc.cit. showed that the anti-commutator
in Eqn (30) is well defined on a suitable subset of DexΩ ). It follows that the vacuum expectation value of θab vanishes.
Recall that the supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken, i.e., the superchargeG+ annihilates the vacuum. In remaining
parts of this work the question whether this tameness of the vacuum expectation value of the energy momentum tensor of
supersymmetric quantum field theories can be extended to curved space times is investigated. Such a priori renormaliza-
tion is a highly desirable feature from a general relativistic viewpoint; contrary to special relativity where only differences
of energy are measurable, we have measurable effects induced by the absolute value of the energy, in the latter, namely
5The explicit proof of Eqn. (30) requires some lengthly calculations. Due to the fact that a similar identity on a manifold will be used and proved
later in this thesis, the actual proof of (30) is omitted.
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energy curves spacetime. It was already stated in the introduction, that supersymmetry on curved spacetime, to be imple-
mented consistently, leads to supergravity theories in general [Nie81]. Therefore we will only mimic the structure of the
Wess-Zumino model on a curved spacetime. If we restrict ourself to globally hyperbolic manifolds, i.e., to spacetimes
where a rigorous quantization of various free fields has been done [Dim80, Dim82, Dim92], there seems to be no known
nontrivial example of a manifold which possesses a true supersymmetric extension of its isometry group. Moreover,
in the general case a Lorentz manifold does not possess an isometry group at all. Coming back to the structure of a
supersymmetric theory one observes immediately that fermionic and bosonic fields are needed. (Recall that a supersym-
metric transformation changes half integer spin fields to integer spin fields and vice versa). The latter exist on all Lorentz
manifolds, whereas for the existence of fermionic fields special conditions on the topology of the manifold must be satis-
fied [Mil63]. On a globally hyperbolic manifold however a Theorem due to Geroch [Ger68, Ger70] ensures the existence
of half integer spin fields in four dimensions (see below). Nevertheless let us begin with a closer look on this topological
condition preventing the existence of spinor fields, because there are serious attempts to extend the result of Dimock loc.
cit. and others to non globally hyperbolic spacetimes (See [Kay92]). Moreover, there are some cosmologically interesting
solutions of the Einstein Equations –for example plain waves– which fail to be globally hyperbolic.
CHAPTER 2
Spinors on Lorentz manifolds
For the definition of spinors on Minkowski spacetime it was important that the Poincare´ group is the isometry group of
this manifold. It was already mentioned above that in the general case there might exist no isometry group at all. Therefore
the study of isometries does not seem to be a good starting point for a definition1 of spinors, since we would restrict ourself
to just a few very special cases. Let us therefore return to the principle of ‘special covariance’: Like on Minkowski space,
on a general manifold we can identify an observer with her measurement device at a point p with an orthonormal base
system (vierbein) at this point. Different observers at the same point will be described by different vierbeins. Since a
vierbein consists of four linearly independent orthogonal tangent vectors at p, two different vierbeins are connected by
a Lorentz transformation2. Thus to describe spinors we will start with the proper Lorentz group, not with the whole
Poincare´ group, as before. We are going to define spinors in such a way that every transformation of a vierbein (=ˆ change
of observer) results in a corresponding spinor transformation up to sign. The sign ambiguity evaporates –as in Minkowski
space– as soon as a continuous curve of transformations starting from the identity is specified. Mathematically this idea
is described best in terms of fiber bundles: Spinors are sections in a suitable associated fiber bundle, called spinor bundle.
The corresponding principal fiber bundle is a special twofold covering of the principal fiber bundle of the vierbeins. The
existence of this covering is a topological property of the underlying manifold. In the first section of this chapter for the
convenience of the reader the definition of a principal fiber bundle is recalled and we define the spinor bundle. Some facts
on the preferred connection on the latter are presented in the next section. For the proofs that were omitted, as well as
for further details, the reader is referred to the book of Kobayashi and Nomizu [KN63]. We continue by defining ˇCech-
cohomology groups and Stiefel-Whitney classes according to the book of Nakahara [Nak90]. The latter are shown in
section 5 to measure the existence of a spin structure as Milnor already found out in 1963 [Mil63]. We close this chapter
by summarizing some other, but also well known conditions on the existence of spin structures which turn out to be more
useful for applications.
1. Bundle-formalism for spinors
Let G denote a Lie-group, P a manifold and L : G × P → P a smooth mapping.
DEFINITION 2.1. The mapping L is called left action:⇔
1. ∀g ∈ G fixed, Lg : P → P is a diffeomorphism.
2. ∀g1, g2 ∈ G, Lg1 ◦ Lg2 ≡ Lg1g2 .
DEFINITION 2.2. A left action is called free:⇔ ∀g ∈ G, u ∈ P , g 6= e one has Lg(u) 6= u, i.e., Lg has no fix-points.
DEFINITION 2.3. For all points u ∈ P the set O = {Lg(u)| g ∈ G} is called the orbit of u.
REMARK . P can be represented as a disjoint union of orbits.
DEFINITION 2.4. A principal fiber bundle (P ,G,M,L) consists of a manifold P , the bundle manifold, a Lie group
G (fiber group), a second manifold M (base manifold) and a free left action L, which fulfills the following conditions.
1. The orbits of L are in one-to-one correspondence to the points of M and the projection
π : P →M
is surjective and smooth.
2. For all x ∈M there exists an open neighborhoodU of x such that there is a diffeomorphism
Ψ: P ⊃ π−1(U)→ G × U
and the left action of G on π−1(U) equals the left multiplication on G × U (Let Ψ(u) = (g, x), then Ψ(Lg′u) =
Ψ(g′g, x))
1In view of this E. Cartan suggested in [Car66] that a sensible definition of spinors on manifolds is not possible.
2We continue to restrict ourself to proper Lorentz transformations, since there are experimental evidences (see Chapter 1) that our universe is time
and space orientable. Moreover, we can distinguish these orientations by performing T and P asymmetry experiments.
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Let (P ,G,M,L) be a principal fiber bundle, F another manifold, and χ : G ×F → F a second left action, which is
not necessarily assumed to be free. Then the associated fiber bundle B is defined by:
DEFINITION 2.5. Consider the product manifold P × F . On this manifold
ξg(u, f) = (Lg(u), χg(f))
defines a left action. LetB denote the set of all orbits of G on P ×F . By the construction there exists a natural projection
π˜ from E to M
π˜ : E →M
y = [u, f ]∼ 7→ π(u),
where [·, ·]∼ denotes the orbit of (u, f) ∈ P ×F . We equipB with the structure of a topological manifold by demanding
that for any neighborhood U satisfying condition (2) of Definition 2.4, π˜−1(U) ⊂ B is diffeomorphic to F × U . B =
(P × F )/G is called the associated fiber bundle to (P ,G,M,L).
REMARK . It follows that π˜−1(x) is diffeomorphic to F , that is, B equals M × F locally.
We have now available all tools for the definition of spinors on a manifold. Consider the principal fiber bundle
FM = (P ,L↑0,M,L) which is the bundle consisting of all oriented, time oriented orthonormal frames on (M, gab)
together with the proper Lorentz group L↑0. Denoting its universal covering group by Spin0 we have
DEFINITION 2.6. An oriented, time oriented Lorentz manifold (M, gab) admits a spin structure:⇔
There exists a Spin0-principal fiber bundle SM = (Pˆ , Spin0,M, Lˆ) over M , called the spin frame bundle, and a bundle
homomorphism p : SM → FM preserving the base points which satisfies
p ◦ LˆS = LΛ(S) ◦ p
Here Λ(S) ∈ L↑0 is the element of L↑0 associated to S ∈ Spin0.
REMARK . It was already mentioned above that not all manifolds admit a spin structure. Moreover, spin structures
are not unique in general. The existence of a spin structure is a topological property of the manifold, i.e., it is independent
of the Lorentz metric. We will come back to this point in section 5 of this chapter.
DEFINITION 2.7. The spinor bundle is the associated vector bundle DM = (SM × C4)/Spin0 . Spinor fields are
sections in DM , i.e., C∞-mappings u : M → DM , such that u(x) ∈ DxM , where DxM denotes the fiber over x ∈M .
The dual vector bundle D∗M is called cospinor bundle, its sections are called cospinor fields.
In order to relate this bundle theoretical formulation with the intuitive ideas of a spinor, consider a local cross section
E : M ⊃ U → SM in the spin structure. This section uniquely determines a ‘moving frame’ (E1, . . . , E4) in the spinor
bundle DM : The mappings EΛ : U → DM are local crossections in the spinor bundle given by
EΛ(x) = i(E(x), ωΛ),
where i : SM × C4 → DM is the natural embedding of (SM × C4) into DM and ωΛ, Λ = 1, · · · , 4 denote a basis in
C4 . It follows that every spinor field u ∈ Γ(DM) can be written locally as
u =
4∑
Λ=1
uΛEΛ
with smooth functions uΛ. Under a change of sections in SM , given by E 7→ E′ = LˆS(E), where LˆS is the left-action
of S ∈ Spin0 on SM , the ‘moving frames’ transform as
EΛ 7→ E′Λ = EΓ(S−1)ΓΛ.
Consequently the components of a spinor field u transform according to
uΛ 7→ u′Λ = (S)ΛΓuΓ (31)
On the other hand by the bundle-homomorphism p every change of section in the spin structure induces a change of
sections in the vierbein bundle FM , i.e., the vierbeins in every fiber are undergoing a Lorentz transformation. In this
sense we found
A spinor u ∈ Γ(DM) transforms under a change of observers (=ˆ change of section in the spin structure)
according to a (reducible) representation of the group Spin0, the covering group of the Lorentz group.
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2. The spinor connection
It is well known that on the tangent bundle of a Lorentz manifold there exists a preferred connection, called Levi-
Civita connection. In this section it is shown how this connection can be used to define a preferred connection in the
spinor bundle. It is worth noting that this result depends crucial on the fact that the fiber groups of both bundles, i.e., L↑0
and Spin0, have the same Lie-algebra. Let us begin with two different characterizations of the notion of a ‘connection’
in a principal fiber bundle. Let (M, gab) denote a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension d, G a Lie-group and
(P ,M,G,R) a principal fiber bundle over M .
DEFINITION 2.8. Let u be a point in (P ,M,G,L) and let TuP denote the tangent space of P at u. A connection Ξ
in P is an assignment of a subspace Qu of TuP for every point u ∈ P , such that
1. TuP = Qu+Gu (direct sum), where Gu ⊂ TuP is the subspace tangential to the fiber π−1(π(u)); π denotes the
projection to the base point.
2. Qau = (La)∗Qu (La is the left action of G)
3. The mapping u 7→ Qu is smooth
Qu is called horizontal, whereas Gu is called vertical subspace of TuP , i.e., a connection uniquely assigns to every
element t ∈ TuP its horizontal and vertical components, denoted by Ht and V t respectively.
Note that this Definition yields for every vector-field on M a unique lift, i.e., it allows the parallel transport of vectors
along curves in M .
THEOREM 2.9. Let (P ,M,G,L) and Ξ be given as above and let X ∈ Γ(TM) be a vector-field on M , then there
exists a unique G invariant lift X˜ ∈ Γ(TP ) of X .
For the proof we refer the reader to [KN63, pp. 65]. As an immediate consequence one finds
LEMMA 2.10. Let Ξ be a connection in (P ,M,G,L), γ : [0, 1] → M a curve in M , then there exists a diffeomor-
phism
Tγ : π
−1(γ(0))→ π−1(γ(1)),
which is called parallel transport along γ.
PROOF. Let u ∈ π−1(γ(0)) be a point in the principal fiber bundle with base point γ(0). We define Tγu to be the
element in the fiber π−1(γ(1)) for which Tγu = γ˜(1); γ˜ denotes the unique lift of γ with γ˜(0) = u. We remark that
the horizontal lift of a curve is the integral curve of the horizontal lift of its tangent vector field. On the other hand the
Definition of a parallel transport uniquely fixes the connection: Let γ be a curve in M , u ∈ π−1(γ(0)) a point in the fiber
bundle and t ∈ TuP be an element in the tangent apace of u, such that
dπ(t) = γ∗(0) ≡ γ˙(0).
Then the horizontal part Ht of t is defined as follows: Let γ˜ be the lift of γ with γ˜(0) = u. Then by assumption γ˜ denotes
the parallel transport of u along γ and the horizontal part of t is defined by Ht := γ˜∗(0). This finishes the proof, since
such a splitting of the tangent space of P defines a connection.
On every Lorentz manifold there exists a distinguished connection, the Levi-Civita connection, with respect to which the
metric is covariantly constant. In order to define the ‘pull-back’ of this connection to bundles associated to the tangential
bundle, we need the notion of the so called ‘connection form’ Υ.
DEFINITION 2.11. Let (P ,M,G,L) be a principal fiber bundle and let Lie-G denote the Lie algebra of G, i.e., Lie-G
is the Lie algebra of the left invariant vector fields over G. For every u ∈ P let σu denote the smooth mapping
σu : G → P
g 7→ σu(g) = Lg(u).
A Lie algebra valued homomorphism λ from Lie-G into the Lie-algebra of the vertical3 vector fields over P is given by:
λ : Lie-G → Γ (TP )
X 7→ λX : u 7→ (σu)∗(Xe),
where Xe denotes the value of X at the identity of G. Recall that that Lie-G is isomorphic to the tangent space TeG of G
at the identity. Given a connection Ξ in (P ,M,G,L), we define a 1-form Υ on P with values in Lie-G as follows. For
every t ∈ TuP let Υ(t) to be the unique X ∈ Lie-G, such that λX(u) is equal to the vertical component of t. The form
Υ is called the connection form of the given connection Ξ.
3Note that the notion of a vertical vector field is independent of a connection.
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PROPOSITION 2.12 (Proposition 1.1. of [KN63, p. 64]). The Lie-algebra valued 1-form Υ is uniquely fixed by the
following three requirements.
1. Υ(λX(u)) = X for all u ∈ P and X ∈ Lie-G.
2. Υ is equivariant, i.e., Υ ◦ dLg = ad(g−1) ◦ Υ for all g ∈ G, where ad denotes the adjoint representation of G in
Lie-G.
3. Υ is smooth.
For a given connection Ξ, Υ is given by Definition 2.11 above. For the reverse relation let Υ be a connection form.
Then
Qu = {t ∈ TuP | Υ(t) = 0} and Gu = {t ∈ TuP | t = λΥ(t)}
define the horizontal and vertical subspace of u ∈ P respectively. Any connection in a principal fiber bundle defines
canonically a connection in all associated fiber bundles: Let (P ,M,G,L) be a principal fiber bundle with connection Ξ,
B = (P × F )/G an associated fiber bundle with fiber F . A parallel transport in B along some curve γ in M is defined
by
DEFINITION 2.13. Let γ : [0, 1] → M denote a smooth curve in M , π˜ be the base point projection in B and b ∈
π˜−1(γ(0)) be a point in B. Moreover, let f ∈ F and u ∈ P be such that π(u) = γ(0), [u, f ]∼ = b. By assumption there
exists precisely one horizontal lift
γ˜ : [0, 1]→ P with γ˜(0) = u.
A lift of γ to B is defined by
γ¯(s) := [γ˜(s), f ]∼. s ∈ [0, 1]
We define a parallel transport T¯γ along γ by
T¯γ = uˆ ◦ Tγ(p) ◦ uˆ−1,
where uˆ denotes the mapping uˆ : u 7→ [u, f ]∼ from P to B.
For the details the reader is referred to the book by S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu loc.cit. We are now able to define
the spinor connection:
DEFINITION 2.14. Let Ξ denote the connection form of the Levi-Civita connection in the Lorentz manifold (M, gab)
with spin structure (SM,p). The connection form σ of the spinor connection is the pull-back of Ξ to (SM,p)
σ := (̟)−1 ◦ p∗(Ξ),
where ̟ denotes the Lie-algebra homomorphism between Lie-Spin0 and Lie-L↑0.
EXAMPLE 2.15. Let (M, gab) a four dimensional orientable, time orientable Lorentz manifold with spinor bundle
(SM,p). Its Levi-Civita connection is characterized by the connection form Υ. Alternatively it can be regarded as
a covariant derivative ∇ : Γ(TM) → Γ(T ∗M ⊗ TM): If e ∈ Γ(FM) denotes a local orthonormal frame, i.e., for
µ = 1, · · · , 4 the four vector fields eµa ∈ Γ(TM) are everywhere linear independent and orthonormal, we have
∇aeµb =
∑
ν
(Υµν)a ⊗ eνb
=
∑
λ,ν
ωλµνeλa ⊗ eνb,
where (Υµν) are the matrix elements of the Lie-L↑0 valued one form e∗(Υ) on M . Recall that Υ is a Lie-L↑0 valued one
form on FM and an orthonormal frame e is a mapping e : M → FM . Note that ωλµν is anti-symmetric in µ and ν. The
relation between (Υµν) and the usual Christoffel symbols is given by
Γµνρ = Υ
µ
ν ◦ de(eρ),
where eρ denotes the ρ ‘leg’ of the frame e. In terms of the partial derivatives of the metric the Christoffel symbols are
written as
Γcab =
1
2
gcd {∂agbd + ∂bgad − ∂dgab} .
Now let γa be an arbitrary but fixed representation of the Dirac γ-matrices and let E ∈ Γ(SM) be spin frame with
e = p ◦ E. Then one finds for the matrix elements of the Lie-Spin0 valued one form E∗(σ) on M
σa
A
B = −
1
4
Γbacγ
cA
Cγb
C
B
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Combining these results, one finds that for any spinor tensor faAB ∈ Γ(TM ⊗DM ⊗ D∗M) the covariant derivative
has coordinate representation
∇af bAB = ∂af bAB + Γbacf cAB + σbADfaDB − faADσbDB.
Further details and proofs can be found in the standard literature, for example [Wal84, BC64, MTW73, KN63].
Let us now investigate the conditions, which prevent the existence of spin structures for a given manifold. We remind
the reader that these conditions are well known, but in order to formulate them, we have to deviate.
3. ˇCech-cohomology groups
Let Z2 denote the multiplicative group {+1,−1}. Let U = (Ui) be an open covering of some manifold M .
DEFINITION 2.16. A mapping
f(i0, . . . , ir) : ∅ 6= Ui0 ∩ Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩ Uir → Z2
which is totally antisymmetric in the indices (i0, . . . , ir) is called a r- ˇCech-cochain.
The multiplicative group of all r-cochains is denoted by Sr(U,Z2). We define a boundary operator δ by
δ : Sr(U,Z2)→ Sr+1(U,Z2)
f(i0 . . . , ir) 7→
r+1∏
j=0
f(i0, . . . , iˆj , . . . , ir),
where ˆ denotes the suppression of the corresponding index. It is easy to see that δ is nil potent4. The set of all cocycles
Zr(U,Z2) and coboundariesBr(U,Z2) respectively are given by
Zr(U,Z2) = {f ∈ Sr(U,Z2)|δf = 1}
and
Br(U,Z2) = {f ∈ Sr(U,Z2)|f = δg for some g ∈ Sr−1(U,Z2)}
The r- ˇCech-cohomology group Hr(U,Z2) are the cocycles modulo the coboundaries.
Hr(U,Z2) = Z
r(U,Z2)/B
r(U,Z2) = kerδr/Imδr−1
To achieve independence of the covering U we use an inductive limes process. The result
Hr(M,Z2) = lim
U
indHr(U,Z2)
is called r- ˇCech-cohomology group of M (compare Appendix A.
4. Stiefel-Whitney classes
Stiefel-Whitney classes are characteristic classes with values in Hr(M,Z2). In general these classes are defined for
all fiber bundles with an orthogonal group as fiber group. We are interested in the special case of the tangent bundle of
a four dimensional Lorentz manifold only, i.e., a fiber bundle with O(1, 3) as fiber group. Let (M, gab) be as usual a
four dimensional Lorentz manifold and U = (Ui) a simple covering of M , that is a covering such that Ui ∩ Uj is either
empty or simply connected for all pairs (i, j). Let {eiα}(α=1,2,3,4) denote a vierbein field over Ui. Let Uj denote another
element of U then
eiα = tijejα,
where tij : Ui ∩ Uj → O(3, 1) is the transition function for these two vierbein fields. The mapping
f : Ui ∩ Uj → Z2
tij 7→ det(tij) = ±1
defines a 1-cochain, since f(i, j) = f(j, i). Moreover, we have
(δf)(i, j, k) = det(tjk) det(tik) det(tij) = det(tjktiktij) = +1,
since for all transition functions tij in a fiber bundle the consistency condition
tij(p)tjk(p) = tik(p) (32)
must be satisfied. It follows that f ∈ Z1(M,Z2) is a cocycle defining an element
[f ] ∈ H1(M,Z2)
in the first cohomology group.
4Since Z2 is a multiplicative group, this means δδf ≡ 1.
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LEMMA 2.17. [f ] ∈ H1(M,Z2) is independent of the vierbein field {eiα}.
PROOF. Let {e˜iα} denote another vierbein field over Ui with e˜iα = hieiα, where hi is a mapping from Ui into
O(1, 3). Assume we are given the following transition functions t˜ij , such that e˜iα = t˜ij e˜jα is satisfied. Between the
original transition functions tij and t˜ij there is the following relation:
t˜ij = hitijh
−1
j .
Therefore
f˜(i, j) := det(hitijh
−1
j) = f(i, j) · δ(f0)
where f0(i) := det(hi). Note that det(hi) ≡ det(h−1i ) since f0 ≡ ±1. This shows that f and f˜ differ by a coboundary
only, i.e., they define the same element [f ] ∈ H1(M,Z2).
DEFINITION 2.18. The set of all elements H1(M,Z2) ∋ [f ] = w1(M) is called first Stiefel-Whitney class of M .
LEMMA 2.19 ([Nak90]). M is orientable if and only if w1(M) is trivial.
PROOF. Assume M to be orientable. The structure group of the tangential bundle is reducible to SO(1, 3) in this
case and det (tij) ≡ + 1. This means that w1(M) is trivial. On the other hand assume the triviality of w1(M). This
implies that f(i, j) is a coboundary, i.e., f(i, j) = (δf0)(i, j). Since f0(i) = ±1 for all i, we can find suitable elements
hi : Ui → O(1, 3), such that f0(i) = det (hi) for all i. Suppose we are given vierbein fields {eiα} on Ui. Use the
functions hi to define new vierbein fields via e˜iα = hieiα. The corresponding transition functions t˜ij satisfy the relation
det(t˜ij) = +1 for all pairs of indices (i, j) such that Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅:
Suppose we had f(i, j) := det(tij) = −1 for some indices (i, j). Choosing hi and hj such that det(hi) = +1 and
det(hj) = −1 respectively, we find for the new functions f˜(i, j):
f˜(i, j) = det(hitij(h
−1)j) = +1
For the Definition of the second Stiefel-Whitney class consider a four dimensional oriented Lorentz manifold (M, gab).
Let TM denote its tangent bundle. Note that TM has SO(1, 3) as fiber group. Let U = {Ui} denote a simple covering
of M and tij : M → SO(1, 3) are the local transition functions. We will denote the universal (twofold) covering group of
SO(1, 3) by Spin. Let φ : Spin → SO(1, 3) be the corresponding 2:1 group homomorphism. A family {t˜ij}, t˜ij : M →
Spin is called a lift of tij , if and only if for all pairs (i, j) such that Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅
1. φ(t˜ij) = tij
2. t˜ji = t˜−1ij
are satisfied. Such families always exist locally. Since we have the consistency condition Eqn. (32) it follows that
φ(t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki) = 1
which implies
(t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki) = ±1.
On the other hand the transition functions t˜ij ∈ Spin are defining a spin structure if and only if they fulfill the consistency
condition
t˜ij t˜jk = t˜ik ⇔ (t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki) = +1 (33)
We define a 2- ˇCech-cochain f : Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk → Z2 by
(t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki) = f(i, j, k) · 1
By Eqn. (33) we have f(i, j, k) ∈ S2(M,Z2).5 We also find
(δf)(i, j, k, l) = f(j, k, l)f(i, k, l)f(i, j, l)f(i, j, k)
= (±1)2·6 tijtjktki tijtjltli tiktkltli tjktkltli
= +1.
5It is enough to show the symmetry: By Definition we have f(i, j, k) = f(i, k, j)−1. It remains to show that f(i, j, k) = f(j, k, i).
f(i, j, k) = t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki = t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki t˜ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
=f(j,k,i)t˜kj
t˜jk t˜kif(i, j, k) = f(i, j, k)f(j, k, i)f(i, j, k)
It follows that f(i, j, k) = f(j, k, i)−1 = f(j, k, i).
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Note that the second equality follows from the fact that we have a freedom of sign in every transition function and all
transition function occur twice. Finally, using the consistency condition Eqn. (32) for the functions tij gives the result.
It follows that f defines an element in H2(M,Z2). The set of all elements in H2(M,Z2) ∋ [f ] = w2(M) is called 2.
Stiefel-Whitney class of M . It is easy to show that [f ] is independent of the vierbein family {eiα} and the ‘lift’.
5. An existence theorem
In this section we prove the following Theorem which ensures the existence of a spin structure for a given manifold.
A particular property which prevents the existence of spin structures is described next.
THEOREM 2.20 ([Nak90]). Let TM denote the tangent bundle of an orientable, time orientable, four dimensional
Lorentz manifold M . There exists a spinor bundle over M precisely when the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2(TM) of
TM is trivial.
It is worth noting that this Theorem involves global properties of the manifold and is independent of the metric
structure, i.e., the existence of a spin structure is a topological property of the manifold.
PROOF. Suppose there exists a spin structure over M , then all transition functions t˜ij satisfy the compatibility con-
dition Eqn. (33) for all overlapping regions Ui, Uj , Uk. It follows that w2(M) is trivial. On the other hand assume the
triviality of w2(M), i.e.,
f(i, j, k) = (δf1)(i, j, k) = f1(j, k)f1(i, k)f1(i, j),
where f1 is a 1-cochain. Let t˜ij be some given transition functions. The transition functions
t˜′ij = f1(i, j)t˜ij
satisfy
(t˜′ij t˜′jk t˜′ki) = f1(i, j)f1(j, k)f1(k, i) · t˜ij t˜jk t˜ki = δf1δf1 = +1,
which ensures that {t˜′ij} defines a spin structure over M .
We do now consider a ‘counterexample’: Let (M, gab) be a 4-dimensional orientable and time orientable Lorentz mani-
fold. Consider a family {ls}s∈[0,1] of closed curves in M . Suppose further that l0 ≡ l1 ≡ p, i.e., l is a special embedding
of the two-sphere into M . Let {eiα} denote an oriented, time oriented vierbein in the tangential space of the point p. The
parallel transport of this vierbein along l yields a curve in the proper Lorentz group since both, the starting and the ending
point of l coincide:
hs : [0, 1]→ L↑0
s 7→ hs
Moreover, since h0 ≡ h1 ≡ 1 this curve is closed.
LEMMA 2.21. If h1 is not homotop to to the trivial curve then there exists no notion of a parallel transport for
spinors, i.e., M does not admit a spin structure6.
PROOF BY CONTRADICTION. Assume we have a spin structure and h1 is not null homotop. Consider the parallel
transport of some spinor along l1. On one hand l1 is a constant curve, such that the spinor remains unchanged during its
transport. On the other hand, since h1 is homotop to a 2π rotation by assumption we conclude using the continuity of the
parallel transport, that the spinor must change sign during the transport. Contradiction.
Other properties of Lorentz manifolds without spin structure are investigated by Ohlmeyer [Ohl92], to which we refer the
interested reader. To summarize the results of this section, the following statements are equivalent: Let (M, gab) denote a
4-dimensional orientable, time orientable Lorentz manifold, then
I: M admits a spin structure
II: The second Stiefel-Whitney class of M is trivial
III: Let B denote the bundle of all orthonormal bases of M . Its fundamental group can be written as π1(B) =
π1(M)×Z2, where π1(M) denote the fundamental group of the manifold M , Z2 = {−1,+1} and× denotes the
direct product for groups.
IV: On every two sphere in M one can find three everywhere linearly independent vector fields.
If M is in addition non compact
V: M is parallelizable [Ger70]
6The parallel transport on the manifold induces –by a pull back of its connection form (see section 2)– a parallel transport in the spin structure.
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Note that ‘V’ implies that all 4-dimensional globally hyperbolic manifolds admit a spin structure (See [Ger70]): As is
pointed out by Geroch, an orientable or time orientable manifold does admit a spin structure precisely when every of its
covering manifolds does. Without loss of generality we may therefore restrict ourselves to the case of an orientable, time
orientable, globally hyperbolic manifold. These manifolds can be written as M = R× Σ, where Σ is a smooth spacelike
hypersurface. Σ is three dimensional and by assumption orientable; hence parallelizable (see e.g. [Ste51, page 204]). Due
to the fact that M is a Cartesian product of R and Σ this parallelizability can be extended to the whole of M . Using ‘V’
this implies the existence of a spin structure.
ON THE PROOF OF THE EQUIVALENCES.
Theorem 2.20.
I⇔II :I⇐III: Consider the following covering space B˜ of B. Let p0 ∈ B be fixed. Let p denote a curve in B from
the point p0 to p ∈ B. We introduce the following equivalence relation:
p ∼ p˜ :⇔ i) p and p˜ have the same end points
ii) p ◦ p˜ belongs to the homotopy class (g1,1) ∈ π1(B) in B,
where g1 ∈ π1(M) is a suitable element of the homotopy group of M
It follows that B˜ is a SL(2,C) bundle over M . i.e., a spin structure.
I⇒III: This implication follows immediately from the Definition of the spin structure: A spin structure is the two-
fold covering of the bundle of all orthonormal bases. Thus any simply closed curve7 admits precisely two lifts
–corresponding to the two elements in Z2– in SM . Moreover, traveling along γ twice, yields lifts which are
homotop.
I⇔IV : We refer to the book of Penrose [PR84] for the proof of this equivalence8.
I⇔V : This equivalence is shown in [Ger70]. We refer the reader to the original work for the proof. Note however
that ‘V ⇒ I’ is trivial and follows form the Definition of a spin structure or from: ‘V ⇒ IV and IV ⇔ I)’.
7A curve γ is called simple, if and only if there exists no closed curve γ˜ such that γ˜ ◦ γ˜ = γ.
8N.b. Actually Penrose shows: ‘IV’ implies that no situation as described in the ‘counterexample’ Lemma 2.21 above can occur.
CHAPTER 3
An analogon of the free Wess-Zumino model
In this chapter we define an analogon of the free Wess-Zumino model. It was already mentioned above that super-
symmetric models do not exist on a general spacetime. Thus we can only mimic the structure of supersymmetric models
defined on Minkowski space. Since the Wess-Zumino model is the simplest of those, we mimic its structure, by consid-
ering a model which has the same field content. Namely one that consists of two bosonic and one fermionic (Majorana)
field. We will refer to this kind of models as locally supersymmetric models. It is emphasized that this notion has no
relation to supergravity, where local, i.e., spacetime dependent, supersymmetry transformations are considered. In our
setting the word ‘local’ should remind of the fact that our model ‘looks’ like a supersymmetric model at every point of the
spacetime. We begin with the description of the classical settings for the bosonic and fermionic parts, followed by a brief
introduction to the algebraic approach to quantum field theory on curved spacetimes. In section 4 we review the global
Hadamard condition of Kay and Wald and extend their definition to Fermi fields. In order to describe Hadamard states
locally we introduce wave front sets in the next section. The chapter is closed with a proposal of a general wave front set
spectrum condition, which might generalize the usual Minkowski spectrum condition to Lorentz manifolds and should be
applicable even to models containing interaction. Let M be a four dimensional, smooth, second countable, paracompact,
Hausdorff manifold equipped with a metric field gab with signature (+,−,−,−). The pair (M, gab) is called a (curved)
spacetime. In the following we will use the timelike sign convention of Landau and Lifshitz which differs from the Misner,
Thorne and Wheeler convention ([MTW73]) in the sign of the metric. In particular we define the Riemann tensor by
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)ωc =: Rabcdωd ∀ dual vector fields ωc
and the Ricci tensor by Rab := Racbc. Let us assume further that (M, gab) is orientable, time orientable and globally
hyperbolic. Recall that a manifold is called globally hyperbolic if and only if it is of the form M = Σ × R, where Σ is
a (spacelike) Cauchysurface. The last assumption guarantees the existence of a spin-structure, which is necessary for the
definition of spinor fields (see [Ger68] or Theorem 2.20 above).
REMARK . It should be noted that at least for the metric both sign conventions are used in the literature. This makes
the comparison of results sometimes quite difficult, especially if the authors do not explicitly state their conventions. For a
recipe to change the formulas between different conventions, the reader is referred to the book of Birrell and Davis [BD82].
Spin 0: A classical neutral massive scalar field Φ ∈ C∞(M) propagating in a curved spacetime (M, gab) is described by
the action functional
S[Φ] = +
1
2
∫ (
Φ;aΦ
;a − (m2 + ξR)Φ2) dµ, (34)
where dµ is the invariant volume measure, m ≥ 0 is the mass, ξ describes the coupling (ξ = 0 minimal, ξ = 16 conformal
and ξ = 14 SUSY) and R ≡ Raa is the scalar curvature. As usual a semicolon denotes covariant differentiation. The field
equation is the Klein Gordon equation
0 =
δS
δΦ
=
(
✷+ (m2 + ξR)
)
Φ(x),
where ✷ = ∇µ∇µ is the D’Alembert operator. The canonical energy momentum tensor is
Θab =
δL
δ( ∂Φi
∂x(a
)
∂Φi
∂xb)
− gabL
= Φ;(aΦ;b) − 1
2
gab
(
Φ;cΦ
;c − (m2 + ξR)Φ2) ,
where L denotes the Lagrangian density of Φ and (ab) means symmetrization. However, as potential source term for the
Einstein equation the improved energy momentum tensor T ab introduced by Callan et al. [CCJ70] seems more appro-
priate. This improved energy momentum tensor is obtained by functionally differentiating the action with respect to the
metric field. This treats the metric as a dynamical variable which seems natural in view of general relativity. (See the
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discussion in the paper by DeWitt and Brehme [DB60] or Fulling’s book [Ful89] for further details.) We find that in the
SUSY coupled case
T ab := 2g−1/2
δS
δgab
(35)
≡
{
1
4
{Φ;a,Φ;b}+ − 1
4
{Φ;ab,Φ}+ + 1
16
gab{Φ;cc,Φ}+ − 1
8
(Rab +
1
8
Rgab){Φ,Φ}+
+
1
16
m2gab{Φ,Φ}+
}
where {·, ·}+ denotes the anticommutator and g1/2 is the square root of the determinant of the metric. We now do point
splitting: Write each bracket in Eqn. (35) in the form
{Φ;a,Φ;b}+ → limx′→x
1
2
(
gac′{Φ,Φ′}+;c
′b
+ gbc′{Φ,Φ′}+;ac
′
)
{Φ;ab,Φ}+ → limx′→x
1
2
(
{Φ,Φ′}+;ab + gac′gbd′{Φ,Φ′}+;c
′d′
)
{Φ,Φ}+ → limx′→x ({Φ,Φ
′}+)
where x′ is a point near x, Φ′ = Φ(x′) and {·, ·}+;a
′
represents the covariant derivative at x′. gac′ is the bi-tensor of
parallel transport defined by the equation σ;agac′ = 0 together with the boundary condition gac(x, x) = δac(x, x). The
bi-scalar σ(x, x′) is half the square of the geodesic distance between x and x′. Recall that σ is well defined whenever x
and x′ are sufficiently close to each other. We end up with
T ab = lim
x′→x
{
1
8
(
gaa′{Φ,Φ′}+;a
′b
+ gbb′{Φ,Φ′}+;ab
′
)
− 1
8
(
{Φ,Φ′}+;ab + gaa′gbb′{Φ,Φ′}+a
′b′
)
+
1
32
gab
(
{Φ,Φ′}+;cc + gcdgcc′gdd′{Φ,Φ′}+c
′d′
)
− 1
8
(Rab +
1
8
Rgab){Φ,Φ′}+ + 1
16
m2gab{Φ,Φ′}+
} (36)
Spin 1/2: A classical (anti-commuting!) massive Majorana spinor field Ψ propagating in a spacetime (M, gab) with spin
structure (SM, p) has the action functional (see [DeW65, BD82])
S[Ψ] =
1
2
∫
Ψ+(i 6∇Ψ−mΨ)dµ.
Note the factor 1/2 which is necessary since we assume a Majorana spinor field. The field equation is the Dirac equation
(i 6∇ −m)Ψ = 0
and for the improved energy momentum tensor one finds ([BD82])
T ab = − i
8
(
Ψ+
;a
γbΨ+Ψ+
;b
γaΨ−Ψ+γaΨ;b −Ψ+γbΨ;a
)
Since Ψ is a Majorana spinor, we use the identities of Appendix C and write:
T ab =
i
8
∑
A,B
γ(aAB
(
[ΨB,Ψ+A
;b)
]− − [Ψ;b)B,Ψ+A]−
)
where ( ) means symmetrization, [·, ·]− is the commutator and a local spin frameEA was chosen. Note that T ab transforms
as a second rank tensor under changes of frames. Since it is already symmetric we do point splitting by writing
T ab = lim
x′→x
i
8
∑
A,B
γ(aAB
(
gbb′JAA
′
[ΨB,Ψ
′+
A′ ]
;b′)
− − JAA
′
[ΨB,Ψ
′+
A′ ]
;b)
−
)
HereJAA
′
is the bi-spinor of parallel transport which is defined by the equation σaJAB
′
;a = 0 together with the boundary
condition JAB(x, x) = 1AB(x, x). Local supersymmetry: A classical locally supersymmetric field theoretical model is a
free field model with two SUSY coupled neutral scalar fields (A,B) together with one (anti-commuting) Majorana spinor
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field (Ψ). The action functional of this model is
S[A,B,Ψ] =
1
2
∫ (
A;aA
;a − (m2 − ξR)A2 +B;aB;a − (m2 − ξR)B2 +Ψ+(i 6∇ −m)Ψ)
)
dµ.
The equation of motion for the three fields obviously decouples, giving the Klein Gordon equation for both A and B and
the Dirac equation for Ψ. The already point-separated improved energy momentum tensor is
T
ab = lim
x′→x{
1
8
(
g
a
a′{A,A
′}+
;a′b
+ gbb′{A,A
′}+
;ab′
)
−
1
8
(
{A,A′}+
;ab
+ gaa′g
b
b′{A,A
′}+
a′b′
)
+
1
32
g
ab
(
{A,A′}+;c
c
+ gcdg
c
c′g
d
d′{A,A
′}+
c′d′
)
−
1
8
(Rab +
1
8
Rg
ab){A,A′}+ +
1
16
m
2
g
ab{A,A′}+ +
1
8
(
g
a
a′{B,B
′}+
;a′b
+ gbb′{B,B
′}+
;ab′
)
−
1
8
(
{φ, φ′}+
;ab
+ gaa′g
b
b′{B,B
′}+
a′b′
)
+
1
32
g
ab
(
{B,B′}+;c
c
+ gcdg
c
c′g
d
d′{B,B
′}+
c′d′
)
−
1
8
(Rab +
1
8
Rg
ab){B,B′}+ +
1
16
m
2
g
ab{B,B′}+
}
+
i
8
∑
A,B
γ
(aA
B
(
g
b
b′JA
A′ [ΨB ,Ψ
′+
A′ ]
;b′)
−
− JA
A′ [ΨB ,Ψ
′+
A′ ]
;b)
−
)
(37)
On a Ricci flat spacetime (Rab ≡ 0) we obtain,
T ab = lim
x′→x{
1
8
(
gac′{A,A′}+;c
′b
+ gbc′{A,A′}+;ac
′
)
− 1
8
(
{A,A′}+;ab + gac′gbd′{A,A′}+;c
′d′
)
+
1
8
(
gac′{B,B′}+;c
′b
+ gbc′{B,B′}+;ac
′
)
− 1
8
(
{B,B′}+;ab + gac′gbd′{B,B′}+c
′d′
)
+
i
8
∑
A,B
γ(aAB
(
gbb′JAA
′
[ΨB,Ψ
′+
A′ ]
;b′)
− − JAA
′
[ΨB,Ψ
′+
A′ ]
;b )
−
)}
iff Rab ≡ 0.
Note that we used the field equations for A and B.
REMARK . For classical fields Eqn. (37) is well defined. However in the quantized version of this model the basic
fields are operator valued distributions on some GNS Hilbertspace (see section 3 this chapter below). In this case Eqn. (37)
contains –in the limit– the product of the fields in the sense of a product of distributions. As is well known from Minkowski
space such products of operator valued distributions do not make sense in general. Thus at this stage Eqn. (37) is only
formal for the quantized model. On the other hand Christensen describes in [Chr76, Chr78] a method for renormalizing
the expectation values of T ab given by Eqn. (37) for a special class of states, namely for Hadamard states. We will use his
results in chapter 4 to show that Eqn. (38) without renormalization remains well defined after quantization.
1. A locally conserved ‘supercurrent’
It is amusing to observe that on a special class of curved spacetimes a locally supersymmetric model possesses due its
Bose-Fermi symmetry a locally conserved ‘supercurrent’. In contrast to the Minkowski space, however, this current can
not be obtained by a Noether method, since on generic spacetimes there exist no covariant constant (i.e. parallel) spinor
fields. We remark that there is a tight connection between such parallel spinors and the notion of a Ka¨hler manifold, for
which we refer the interested reader to chapter 10.8 in [BT87]. To obtain this current we consider the ‘variable’ part of
Eqn. (18).
PROPOSITION 3.1. The current
kaA = i
(
(A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γaΨ
)A
(38)
is locally conserved on spacetimes with vanishing scalar curvature (R = 0).
PROOF. By straightforward calculation
∇akaA = −
(
(A− iγ5B)(
↼
6∇
↼
6∇+m2)Ψ
)A
− i
(
(A− iγ5B)
↼
6∇(i
⇀
6∇ −m)Ψ
)A
= 0 iff R = 0.
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We used the field equations and the fact that 6∇6∇ applied to a scalar is the D’Alembert operator. Note that the assumption
on the scalar curvature of the spacetime enters via the scalar field equations.
2. The improved ‘supercurrent’
In chapter 1 we saw that the (canonical) energy momentum tensor of the free Wess Zumino model can be expressed
in terms of the supercurrent ka (Eqn. (30)). To obtain the improved energy momentum tensor in this way it is necessary
to use the following ‘improved’ supercurrent:
jaA = kaA − 2ξ(γaγb − γbγa)AB∇b
(
(A− iγ5B)Ψ)B (39)
REMARK . Ferrara and Zumino introduced the ‘improved’ supercurrent in 1975 [FZ75] to simplify their studies of
the transformation properties of various supercurrents in Minkowski space. They show that the ‘improved’ supercurrent
can be used to construct all generators of the supersymmetry transformations and emphasize that this step is perfectly
analogous to the introduction of the ‘improved’ energy momentum tensor [CCJ70] from which the generators of the
Minkowski space symmetries can be constructed.
It is obvious that∇ajaA = 0 on Minkowski space since∇a∇b is symmetric in this case. Moreover, since jaA differs
from kaA by a pure divergence only, it follows that both of these currents generate the same charge on Minkowski space.
On the other hand on a generic spacetime the improved ‘supercurrent’ is not covariantly conserved. Only on spacetimes
with vanishing scalar curvature we find in analogy to Proposition 3.1:
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (M, gab) denote a Lorentz manifold with spinor structure. The current
jaA = kaA − 2ξ(γaγb − γbγa)AB∇b
(
(A− iγ5B)Ψ)B
is covariantly constant if and only if (M, gab) has vanishing scalar curvature, i.e., R ≡ 0.
PROOF. Let us abbreviate (γaγb − γbγa) by 4G[ab], where the square brackets reminds of the fact that G[ab] is
antisymmetric in a and b. We have the following useful identity
G[ab]G[cd]R
cd
ab = +
1
8
R,
which is valid since
G[ab]G[cd]R
cd
ab =
1
4
γaγbγcγdRabcd,
since Rabcd = R[ab][cd]
=
1
4
γ(aγbγc)γdRcdab,
since R[abc]d = 0 by the Bianchi identities
=
1
24
(
gabγc + gbcγa +
γaγbγc + γcγbγa
2
)
γdRcdab
=
1
24
(
2gbcγa − gacγb) γdRcdab,
since Rabcd is antisymmetric in ab
= −1
8
γaγdRbad
b
= +
1
8
R,
since Rab = Rcacb is symmetric in ab
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We obtain
∇ajaA = ∇akaA︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
−8ξG[ab]∇a∇b
(
(A− iγ5B)Ψ)
= −8ξG[ab]
(
(∇(a∇b)(A− iγ5B))Ψ +
[
2(∇(a(A− iγ5B))(∇b)Ψ)
]
+ (A− iγ5B)∇a∇bΨ
)
,
where round brackets denote symmetrization
= −2ξ(A− iγ5B)G[ab]G[cd]RcdabΨ
= −1
4
ξ(A− iγ5B)RΨ
Here we used the fact that the commutator of two covariant derivations on scalars vanishes whereas on spinors it is given
by
[∇a,∇b]−Ψ = (∇a∇b −∇b∇a)Ψ = 2∇[a∇b]Ψ = 1
2
G[cd]R
cd
abΨ.
It follows that the expression Eqn. (40) vanishes precisely when R = 0, i.e., if and only if the spacetime has vanishing
scalar curvature.
REMARK . In particular the improved ‘supercurrent’ is conserved on all spacetimes which are vacuum solutions of
the Einstein field equations, provided these solutions admit the existence of spinors.
3. Quantization: The algebraic approach to quantum field theory
This section is written for the convenience of the reader and gives a brief introduction into the terminology and
notions of the algebraic approach to quantum field theory in curved spacetimes. Fur further information the reader is
referred to the books of Haag [Haa92], Baumga¨rtel & Wollenberg [BW92] or Horuzhi [Hor90]. Recall that in quantum
physics a “basic field” Φ is an operator valued distribution on some Hilbertspace H satisfying certain conditions which
will not be recalled here (see Haag’s book [Haa92] for details and references). These fields can be used to associate to
each open region O of the spacetime an algebra A(O) of (unbounded) operators on H, namely the algebra generated by
Φ(f) –the basic field “smeared out” with test functions f with support in O. The elements of A(O) can be interpreted as
representing physical operations performable in O. Furthermore, once the correspondence
O → A(O) (40)
is known, one can (in principle) compute all relevant physical quantities, e.g., cross-sections etc. This suggests that all
relevant physical information is encoded in the relation (40). For mathematical convenience one restricts to local algebras
generated by bounded operators, i.e., to algebras generated by eiΦ(f) in the notation used above. The corresponding net
is called the net of local algebras if and only if a generalization of the Haag Kastler axioms are fulfilled (see [Dim80]).
However for the purpose of this text it is more convenient to consider a larger net of algebras, namely the net of Borchers
Uhlmann algebras. This net, first mentioned by Borchers and Uhlmann ([Bor62, Uhl62]), contains kinematic information
only, meaning for example that our model consists of two scalar and one Majorana spinor field. We will denote the net of
Borchers Uhlmann algebras by AU (O). A remark concerning the relation between these nets is given at the end of this
section. For a scalar field and a given regionO ⊂M , AU (O) is the tensor algebra of smooth functions with support inO.
To be more precise, let Dm(O) denote
⊗m C∞0 (O), m ≥ 1, equipped with the usual topology and define D0(O) ≡ C.
D′m(O) denotes
⊗m
[D′(O)], the dual space of Dm(O). An element λm ∈ D′m(O) is called a m-point distribution. For
a family of functions {fm}m∈N0 , where fm ∈ Dm(O) with only finitely many fm non-vanishing, define f :=
⊕m
fm.
Define an involution as f∗ :=
⊕m f∗m, where f∗m(x1, . . . , xm) := f¯m(xm, . . . , x1), a non-commutative product for f
and g =
⊕m
gm by f × g =
⊕m
(f × g)m, where (f × g)m :=
∑m
i=0 fi(x1, . . . , xi)gm−i(xi+1, . . . , xm). Together
with grade-wise addition the set of such functions f becomes the involutive algebra AU (O). We equip AU (O) with the
direct sum topology coming from Dm(O). The dual space of this algebra –denoted by A′(O)– consists of a hierarchy of
m-point distributions:
A
′(O) ∋ λ = (λ1, . . . , λm, . . . )
with λ(f) =
∑∞
m=0 λ
m(fm). A state ω on the Borchers Uhlmann algebra AU (O) is a normalized linear form on
AU =
⋃
O AU (O), i.e.,
ω(f∗f) ≥ 0 ∀f ∈ AU
ω(1) ≡ ω0(1) = 1
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Such a state is said to satisfy local commutativity if and only if for all m ≥ 2 and all 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 we have
ωm(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fi ⊗ fi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fm) = ωm(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fi+1 ⊗ fi ⊗ · · · ⊗ fm)
for all f1, . . . , fm ∈ C∞0 (O) such that supp fi and supp fi+1 are spacelike separated. The state is called quasifree if
and only if its one point distribution vanishes and all higher n-point distributions ωn are completely determined by its two
point distribution ω2. The relation between “quantum fields” mentioned at the beginning of this section and the algebraic
approach via the Borchers Uhlmann algebra is the GNS-reconstruction theorem, Theorem 3.4 below for which we need
the following definition (Wightman axioms).
DEFINITION 3.3 (See, e.g. [Rad92]). A quadruple (H, D,Φ,Ω) is called a neutral scalar quantum field model on a
spacetime (M, gab), if the following properties are satisfied:
1. H is a separable Hilbertspace with positive definite inner product < ·, · >.
2. D is a dense subspace of H.
3. Φ is an H operator valued distribution on C∞0 (M).
4. For each f ∈ C∞0 (M) the domain of Φ(f) contains D, and
Φ(f)D ⊂ D
5. The vector Ω ∈ H is cyclic for Φ and D is the linear span of the set
{Φ(f1) · · ·Φ(fm)Ω ∈ H|f1, . . . , fm ∈ C∞0 (M)}
6. Hermicity of the field. For each f ∈ C∞0 (M), the domain of the adjoint of Φ(f) (denoted by Φ(f)∗) contains D
and
Φ(f)∗ = Φ(f¯) on D,
where means complex conjugation.
7. Local commutativity. For two test-functions f1, f2 ∈ C∞0 (M) with spacelike separated support, the commutator
[Φ(f1),Φ(f2)]− vanishes on D.
THEOREM 3.4 (GNS-Reconstruction). For every state ω on the Borchers Uhlmann algebra AU (O) satisfying local
commutativity there is a scalar quantum field theoretical model (H, D,Φ,Ω), unique up to unitary equivalence, such that
for f1, . . . , fm ∈ C∞0 (O) we have
ωm(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fm) =< Ω,Φ(f1), · · · ,Φ(fm)Ω > . (41)
Conversely by Eqn. (41) every scalar quantum field theoretical model (H, D,Φ,Ω) defines a state ω on AU (O) satisfying
local commutativity.
For a proof of this Theorem see the standard literature (for example [BW92, B+90]).
So far we have only considered models with spin zero. For models with higher spin the Borchers Uhlmann algebra
has to be modified slightly. For the spin 1/2 case, i.e., fermions, the corresponding definitions are given in the next
paragraph. In analogy to the scalar case we define the Borchers Uhlmann algebra for Dirac spinor fields to be the tensor
algebra generated by sections with compact support in the spinor and cospinor bundle respectively. To be more precise,
let Dˆ0(O) ≡ C for all open subsets O ⊂ M with compact closure. Denote by Dˆ1(O) = Γ (DM(O)) the vector space
of all sections in DM := DM ⊕D∗M with support in O equipped with the topology induced by D1(O). Dˆm(O) is the
m-fold tensor product of the spaces Dˆ1(O)1 Note that this product is neither commutative nor anti-commutative.
REMARK . Let Dˆ′1(O) denote the dual space of Dˆ1(O). We sometimes denote by (f ⊗ g)(x, x′) the integral kernel
of the map f ⊗ g : Dˆ′1(O)× Dˆ′1(O) 7→ C defined by
(f ⊗ g)(f∗, g∗) ≡
∫
M
∫
M
(f ⊗ g)(x, x′)f∗(x)g∗(x′)dµ dµ′
The transformation properties of the components of (f ⊗ g)(x, x′) under a change of frames show that (f ⊗ g) is a bi-
spinor. If f, fˆ ∈ Γ(DM) i→֒ Dˆ1(O) are two spinors with compact support we abbreviate (f ⊗ fˆ)(x, x′) by fAfˆA′ . The
prime on the second index emphasizes the bi-spinor character.
We consider now a family of functions {fm}m∈N0 , where fm ∈ Dˆm(O) and with only finite many fm non-vanishing
and define f :=
⊕m
fm. For those elements f , such that all fm can be written in the form fm = g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gm an
involution is defined by f∗ :=
⊕m
f∗m where f∗m ≡ (g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gm)∗ := g+m⊗ · · · ⊗ g+1 . (·)+ means Dirac conjugation.
For the other elements we define the involution by continuous extension. A product of f and g =
⊕m
gm is defined as
1Recall that the tensor product of two vector bundles with typical fiber E over some base manifold M is the vector bundle over M with typical
fiber E ⊗E. Its Fre´chet topology is defined analogously to the one of D1(O), i.e., by the usual family of semi-norms (See, e.g. [Die72] 17.2).
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f × g = ⊕m (f × g)m where (f × g)m = ∑mn=1 fn ⊗ gm−n. With grade-wise addition the set of such f ’s becomes
the involutive algebra AˆU (O), the Borchers algebra for Dirac Spinors. The topology on AˆU (O) is the one inherited from
Dˆm(O). We do not give the definition of the dual space and of states since it is identical to the scalar case (see above).
DEFINITION 3.5. A Dirac quantum field theoretical model is a quadruple (H, D,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω) such that the proper-
ties 1-5 of Definition 3.3 –replacing Φ by Ψ and C∞0 (M) by Γ(DM)– are fulfilled. The remaining two properties are
substituted by
1. For each f ∈ Γ(DM), the domain of the adjoint of Ψ(f) –denoted by Ψ(f)∗– and of the Dirac adjoint –denoted
by Ψ+(f) both contain D and
Ψ(f)∗ = Ψ+(f+) on D,
where f+ denotes the Dirac conjugate of f .
2. Local anti-commutativity. For two test-functions f1, f2 ∈ Γ(DM) with spacelike separated support, the anticom-
mutator [Ψ(f1),Ψ+(f2)]+ vanishes on D.
The GNS-reconstruction theorem for Dirac fields is
THEOREM 3.6 (GNS-reconstruction). For every state ω on the Borchers Uhlmann algebra AˆU (O) for the Dirac
field satisfying local anti-commutativity there is a Dirac quantum field theoretical model (H, D,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω), unique up to
unitary equivalence, such that for f1, . . . , fm ∈ Γ(DM) we have
ωm(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fm) =< Ω,Ψ(f1), · · · ,Ψ(fm)Ω > . (42)
Conversely by Eqn. (42) every Dirac quantum field theoretical model (H, D,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω) defines a state ω on AˆU (O)
satisfying local anti-commutativity.
REMARK . Ψ(f1) = Ψ
((
g
h+
))
is identical to Ψ(g) + Ψ+(h+) in usual notation.
We get the Borchers Uhlmann algebra for Majorana Spinors by restricting ourself to the Majorana subbundle of
DM and repeating the construction above. To clarify the relation between the net of local observables mentioned in the
introduction and the net of Borchers Uhlmann algebras we follow Dimock’s construction of the former [Dim80, Dim82].
Recall that states on the Borchers Uhlmann algebra satisfying local (anti) commutativity define a (unique) field theoretical
model. Let us denote the corresponding Bose and Fermi fields with Φ and Ψ respectively. Dimock constructs the net of
local algebras with these field operators, showing that the result is independent of the state chosen before. Roughly
speaking for scalar fields the local algebra A(O) is the algebra generated by the exponentiated field operators (eiΦ(f))
smeared with testfunctions with support in O. On the other hand for Fermi fields the corresponding algebra of local
observables is generated by Ψ(h)Ψ+(h), with h having support in O. For a description of models with more than one
field things are greatly simplified by the fact that the Borchers Uhlmann algebras are tensor algebras over some spaces of
test-function.
DEFINITION 3.7. Let A1, · · · ,AN be a finite number of Borchers Uhlmann algebras over spaces of test-functions
A1, · · · ,AN respectively. The Borchers Uhlmann algebra over the space A =
⊕N
i=1Ai is called the product of these
algebras and is denoted by A := A1 ∗ · · · ∗ AN , i.e., A is the free tensor product of the algebras A1, · · · ,AN .
REMARK . The monomial parts of A are C, A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ AN , (A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ AN ) ⊗ (A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ AN ), · · · , the
unit element is given by 1 = (1, 0, · · · ) and multiplication is the usual tensor product. This product –in difference to
the usual tensor product of algebras– is not commutative. (Recall that for two algebras A,B, A ⊗ B is well defined.
The embeddings are A i→֒ A ⊗ 1, B i→֒ 1 ⊗ B. It follows that for a ∈ A and b ∈ B their product is given by
a · b := (a⊗ 1)(1⊗ b) ≡ (a⊗ b) ≡ b · a).
We take the opportunity to introduce product states on these algebras. These states are used to implement the idea of
‘fields not interacting with each other’.
DEFINITION 3.8. Let ω and ωi be states on A = A1 ∗ · · · ∗AN and Ai respectively. ω is called a product state if and
only if all its m-point distributions ωm can be written as products of the ωi, e.g., let A = A1 ∗ A2 and ω = ω1 · ω2 be
given, then for f1 ⊗ f2 ⊗ g ∈ A1 ⊗A1 ⊗A2 the corresponding three point distribution ω3 may read
ω3(f ⊗ g1 ⊗ g2) = ω21(f1 ⊗ f2) · ω12(g).
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4. Hadamard states
The Hadamard condition for quasifree states of quantum fields on a manifold is believed to be a necessary condition
for physical states since the work of DeWitt and Brehme in 1960 [DB60] and was intensively studied since this time by
various authors (See the references in Fulling’s book [Ful89]). Unfortunately it is a global condition which moreover, can
be formulated for free fields only. The first mathematical rigorous formulation of this condition for free scalar fields is due
to Kay and Wald [KW91]. We state their definition in this section for the convenience of the reader and extend it, using
the ansatz of Najmi and Ottewill [NO84], to the fermionic case. Scalar case: Let ω be a quasifree state on the Borchers
Uhlmann algebra for a scalar field on a globally hyperbolic manifold (M, gab) satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation and
local commutativity. Assume that a preferred time orientation has been chosen on (M, gab) and let T be a global time
function increasing towards the future. Recall the definition of a convex normal neighborhood: An open subset U ⊂M is
called a convex normal neighborhood if for all points x1, x2 ∈ U there exists a unique geodesic contained in U connecting
x1 and x2. Let O ⊂M ×M be an open neighborhood of the set of causally related points (x1, x2) ∈M ×M , such that
J+(x1) ∩ J−(x2) and J+(x2) ∩ J−(x1) are contained within a convex normal neighborhood. As usual J±(x) denotes
the causal future (past) of the point x. Then the square of the geodesic distance, σ, is well defined and smooth on O. For
each integer p and ǫ ≥ 0 define for (x, x′) ∈ O the complex valued function
GT,pǫ (x, x
′) =
1
(2π)
2
(
∆1/2(x, x′)
σ(x, x′) + 2iǫt+ ǫ2
+ v(p)(x, x′) ln[σ(x, x′) + 2iǫt+ ǫ2]
)
(43)
where t ≡ T (x) − T (x′) and ∆1/2 and v(p) are smooth functions uniquely determined by the geometry on M (∆1/2
is the van Vleck Morette determinant [DeW65] and v(p) is given by the Hadamard recursion relation up to order p (See
Appendix B). The branch cut of the logarithm is taken to lie on the negative real axis). Let C be a Cauchy surface and let
N be a neighborhood of C with the property: For each pair of points x1, x2 ∈ N such that x1 can be reached by a causal
curve emerging from x2 (x1 ∈ J+(x2)) one can find a convex normal neighborhood in M containing J−(x1) ∩ J+(x2).
N is called a causal normal neighborhood of C. Now letO′ be a neighborhood in N ×N such that its closure is contained
inO and choose a smooth real valued functionχ on M×M with the properties χ(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) 6∈ O and χ(x, y) = 1
if (x, y) ∈ O′.
DEFINITION 3.9 (Globally Hadamard states). We say the state ω mentioned above is globally Hadamard if and only
if its two-point distribution2 ω2 is such that for each integer p there exists a Cp- function H(p)(x, y) on N ×N such that
for all F1, F2 ∈ C∞0 (N) we have
ω2(F1 ⊗ F2) = lim
ǫ→0
( ∫
N×N
(
χ(x, y)GT,pǫ (x, y) +H
(p)(x, y)
)
F1(x)F2(y)dµxdµy
)
(44)
REMARK . Kay and Wald prove in [KW91] that this Definition is independent of the Cauchy surface C and the time
function T . This in turn means that the Cauchy evolution preserves the Hadamard structure, i.e., ω2 restricted to a causal
normal neighborhoodN of a Cauchy surface C already fixes ω2 throughout the whole spacetime.
For a detailed discussion of this definition the reader is referred to the work of Kay and Wald [KW91]. Fermi case:
Let ω be a quasifree state on the Borchers Uhlmann algebra for a Majorana spinor field satisfying the Dirac equation on
(M, gab). In analogy to the scalar case the Hadamard condition is formulated in terms of its two point distribution ω2.
Since the Dirac operator itself is not a strictly hyperbolic differential operator in the sense of Leray [Ler63] we introduce
an auxiliary two point distribution ω˜2 such that for all F1 ∈ Γ(D∗M(N)) i→֒ Dˆ1(N)), F2 ∈ Γ(DM(N)) i→֒ Dˆ1(N))
ω2(F1 ⊗ F2) = (i 6∇x +m)ω˜2(F1 ⊗ F2) ≡ ω˜2 (((i 6∇+m)F1)⊗ F2)
where 6∇ is the Dirac operator (minus adjoint Dirac operator) on the spinor (cospinor) part of DM . Since ω2 is a bi-
solution of the Dirac equation it follows that ω˜2 is a bi-solution of the SUSY coupled Klein Gordon equation
ω˜2
(([
✷+
{
m2 +
1
4
R
}]
1F1
)
⊗ F2
)
= ω˜2
(
F1 ⊗
([
✷+
{
m2 +
1
4
R
}]
1F2
))
= 0.
Having chosen a moving frame EA we write the components of the kernel of ω˜2 as3
ω2(h⊗ j) = (i 6∇x +m1)BCω˜2
C
A′(x, x
′)F1B(x)F
A′
2 (x
′).
2Note that this Definition discusses the Hadamard condition in terms of the (not symmetrized) two point distribution of the state. The symmetric
two-point distribution, which is discussed usually in the literature, is the real part of ω2.
3For simplicity only the case F1 ∈ Γ(D∗M) and F2 ∈ Γ(DM) respectively is considered.
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The SUSY coupled Klein Gordon operator is strictly hyperbolic and we define in analogy to the scalar case: The spinor
state ω mentioned above is a (spinor) Hadamard state if and only if it’s auxiliary two point distribution ω˜2 is a Hadamard
distribution. More precisely: Let (GT,pǫ )BA′(x, x′) be the bi-spinor function
(GT,pǫ )
B
A′(x, x
′) =
1
(2π)
2
(
∆1/2
B
A′(x, x
′)
σ(x, x′) + 2iǫt+ ǫ2
+ v(p)
B
A′(x, x
′) ln[σ(x, x′) + 2iǫt+ ǫ2]
)
where ∆1/2BA′ is the spinor van Vleck Morette determinant and v(p)
B
A′ is given by the spinor version of the Hadamard
recursion relation (See Appendix B).
DEFINITION 3.10 (Spinor Hadamard states). ω is a spinor Hadamard state if and only if it’s auxiliary two point
distribution ω˜2 is such that for each integer p there exist a Cp-function H(p)(·, ·) on Dˆ2(N) such that for all F1 ∈
Γ(D∗M(N))
i→֒ Dˆ1(N)), F2 ∈ Γ(DM(N)) i→֒ Dˆ1(N)) (in a local frame EA) we have
ω˜2(F1 ⊗ F2) = lim
ǫ→0
(∫
N×N
(
χ(x, y)GT,pǫ
B
A′(x, x
′)
)
F1B(x)F2
A′(x′)dµxdµx′ +H
(p)(F1, F2)
)
REMARK . The reader might wonder why the operator in front of the auxiliary two-point distribution ω˜2 is (i 6∇+m)
and not −(i 6∇ +m); the second being the correct choice for the fundamental solution (See Proposition 4.16 below). To
see the reason consider a free massive Majorana spinor field Ψ on Minkowski space. Let Ψ+ denote its Dirac adjoint and
Ψ† its hermitian conjugate. Then one demands [IZ80]:
{Ψ(x),Ψ+(y)}+ = −iS(x, y) ≡ i(i 6 ∂ +m)E(x, y), (45)
where S is the fundamental solution of the Dirac operator (i 6 ∂ +m), and E is the fundamental solution of the Klein
Gordon operator. The sign setting is required to ensure the equal time anti-commutation relations
{Ψ(t,x),Ψ+(t,y)}+ = γ0δ(3)(x,y),
which means that iΨ† is conjugate to Ψ. Recall that this result is suggested by the corresponding Lagrangian (compare
chapter 3) and that the l.h.s. of Eqn. (45) equals the imaginary part of ω2. Comparing Eqn. (45) with the corresponding
relation for the scalar field, where one demands the commutator to be +i times the fundamental solution E, one sees that
(i 6∇+m) must be used above for consistency.
The Hadamard condition in the formulation of Kay and Wald is a global condition, for example it requires continuity
ofH(p) on the whole spacetime. In his thesis Radzikowski [Rad92] recently gave a local characterization of the Hadamard
condition in terms of wave front sets. However the proof of his claim is –as it stands– only valid for the rather trivial case
of a flat spacetime. The proof presented below (See subsection 5.1) verifies his results in the general case. This wave front
set characterization will be extremely useful for all following calculations in this thesis. It also motivates the wave front
set spectrum condition, which is presented in the last section of this chapter.
5. Wave front sets
In this section some properties of the wave front set of a distribution are collected. For further details and the proofs
which are omitted, we refer the reader to the original literature ([Ho¨r71, DH72]) or to the monographs of Ho¨rmander,
Taylor and Reed & Simon [Ho¨r83, Tay81, RS75]. The theory of wave front sets was developed in the seventies by
Ho¨rmander together with Duistermaat for their studies of pseudodifferential operators and differential equations on man-
ifolds [Ho¨r71, DH72]. Wave front sets (WF) are refinements of the notion of the singular support (sing supp) of a
distribution. One main reason for using them in favor of the sing supp is that they provide a simple characterization for
the existence of products of distributions and eliminate the difference between local and global results. It is interesting
that Duistermaat and Ho¨rmander even mention relations between their ‘micro-local analysis’ which they used to study
solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation on a manifold and quantum field theory.
DEFINITION 3.11. Let v ∈ D′(Rn) be a distribution on Rn. The set Σz(v) is the complement in Rn \ {0} of the
set of all nonzero ξ ∈ Rn for which there is a smooth function φ with compact support not vanishing at z and a conic
neighborhoodCξ of ξ such that for all N ∈ Z there exists a constant CN such that for all ξ′ ∈ Cξ
(1 + |ξ′|)N
∣∣∣φ̂u(ξ′)∣∣∣ ≤ CN
The hatˆdenotes Fourier transformation.
DEFINITION 3.12. The wave front set of v is defined by
WF(v) = {(z, θ) ∈ T ∗Rn \ {0}| θ ∈ Σz(v)} (46)
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All points < x, ξ >∈ T ∗Rn which are not in the wave front set are called regular directed points.
REMARK .
1. WF(v) is a closed subset of T ∗Rn \ {0} since each regular directed point < x, ξ > 6∈ WF(v) has by definition an
open neighborhood in T ∗Rn \ {0} consisting of regular directed points, too.
2. The wave front set of a smooth function is the empty set
3. For v ∈ D′(Rn) with wave front set WF(v), the projection of the wave front set to the base point gives the singular
support of v.
4. For all smooth functions φ˜ with compact support WF(φ˜v) ⊂ WF(v).
5. For two distributions v, w ∈ D′(Rn) with wave front sets WF(v) and WF(w) respectively, the wave front set of
(v + w) ∈ D′(Rn) is contained in WF(v) ∪WF(w)
In order to extend this definition to manifolds we use the behavior of WF(v) under diffeomorphisms of Rn to Rn
(Theorem 3.13 below). Although Definition 3.11 contains a Fourier transform, it turns out that the elements of WF(v)
transform as elements of T ∗Rn, the cotangential bundle of Rn. It is therefore possible to define the wave front set of a
distribution on a manifold via charts.
THEOREM 3.13 (Theorem IX.44 and Problem 75 in [RS75]). Let v ∈ D′(Rn) be a distribution on Rn, χ be a dif-
feomorphism of Rn to Rn and let v ◦ χ be the distribution4
v ◦ χ(f) := v(g−1(f ◦ χ−1))
where g is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix dχ. Define χ∗ : Rn × (Rn \ {0})→ Rn × (Rn \ {0}) by
χ∗ < x, ξ > = < χ(x), dχ
∗(ξ) >
where dχ∗ is the adjoint of dχ with respect to the Euclidean inner product on Rn. Then
WF(v ◦ χ−1) = χ∗ (WF(v))
For the proof of this Theorem, which is only sketched in [RS75], we refer the reader to the monograph of Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r83,
p. 265].
DEFINITION 3.14. Let u ∈ D′(M) be a distribution over some manifold M . Let {Xλ}λ∈N denote an open covering
of M . Choose a compatible partition of unity {Φλ}λ∈N. Without loss of generality we may assume that suppΦλ is
contained in a single coordinate patch for every λ ∈ N. The corresponding charts are denoted by χλ : suppΦλ ⊂ Xλ →
Rn. Using the same notation as in Theorem 3.13 above we find as a Corollary
χλ∗ (WF(Φλu)) ≡ WF(Φλu ◦ χ−1λ ) (47)
where Φλu ◦ χ−1λ obviously is a distribution with compact support over Rn. We define the wave front set of u by
WF(u) =
⋃
λ
WF(Φλu)
REMARK . This is a local definition. It follows that the following results which are stated in [RS75] for distributions
on Rn, are valid for distributions defined on manifolds, too.
A useful application of wave front sets is the definition of products of distributions. Wave front sets provide a simple
characterization for the existence of such products, which furthermore can be extended to manifolds. The following
definition of a product and its relation to wave front sets can be found for example in Reed & Simon [RS75, p.90–97].
DEFINITION 3.15. Let v, w ∈ D′(Rn). The distribution T ∈ D′(Rn) is the product of v and w if and only if for all
x ∈ Rn there exists a smooth function f not vanishing at x such that for all k ∈ Rn
f̂2T (k) = (2π)−n/2
∫
Rn
f̂ v(l)f̂w(k − l)dnl (48)
where the integral is absolutely convergent.
4Note the misprint in [RS75].
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REMARK .
• The product is well defined, since if such a T exists, it is unique:
Let g ∈ D(Rn) then
ĝf2T = (2π)−n/2ĝfv ∗ f̂w = (2π)−n/2f̂ v ∗ ĝfw,
since the change of variables is legitimate due to the assumption of absolute convergence of (48). Now suppose
T1 and T2 both fulfill (48), e.g. for all x ∈ Rn there exist functions f and g not vanishing at x such that f̂2T1 =
f̂ v ∗ f̂w and ĝ2T2 = ĝv ∗ ĝw. We conclude f̂2g2T1 = f̂2g2T2, so (T1 − T2) vanishes near x for all x, that is it is
zero.
• The product of two distributions with disjoint support is zero.
• Since this is a local definition, we can extend it immediately to manifolds, using charts (See [Ho¨r71]).
The following Theorem gives the relation between the wave front sets of two distributions and the existence of their
product.
THEOREM 3.16 (Theorem IX.54 of [RS75]). Let v, w be two distributions on M such that
WF(v)⊕WF(w) ≡ {< x, k1 + k2 > | < x, k1 >∈ WF(v), < x, k2 >∈ WF(w)}
does not contain any element of the form < x, 0 >, then the product v · w exists and has wave front set
WF(v · w) ⊂ WF(v) ∪WF(w) ∪ (WF(v)⊕WF(w))
Another interesting result, which will be used frequently in this work is the following Theorem of Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r71,
Theorem 2.5.11’].
THEOREM 3.17. Let C be a sub-manifold of M with embedding ϕ and let
Nϕ = {(ϕ(y), ξ) ∈ T ∗(M)| < ξ, dϕ(y)η >= 0 ∀η ∈ T (M)}
be the set of all normals of the map ϕ (< ·, · > denotes dual pairing). If u ∈ D′(M) and WF(u)∩Nϕ = ∅, we can define
the restriction (pullback) u ↾C≡ ϕ∗u of u in one and only one way so that it is equal to the composition u ◦ ϕ when u is
a continuous function and it is a sequentially continuous5 function from D′Γ(M) = {u ∈ D′(M)|WF(u) ⊆ Γ} to D′(C)
for any closed cone Γ ⊂ T ∗(M) \ {0} with Γ ∩Nϕ = ∅. Moreover,
WF(ϕ∗(u)) ⊂ ϕ∗WF(u) = {(y, tdϕ(y)ξ|(ϕ(y), ξ) ∈ WF(u)},
where tdϕ(y) denotes the transposition of dϕ(y) with respect to the dual pairing.
REMARK .
• The smooth functions of M are sequentially dense in D′Γ for all admissible Γ ∈ T ∗M \{0} (See [Ho¨r71, p. 125]).
• Theorem 3.13 above may be viewed as a Corollary to this Theorem setting C ≡ M = Rn (Compare [Ho¨r83,
p. 265]).
It is worth noting that the restriction mapping ϕ∗,due to its continuity, can be approximated by a suitable family of
test densities:
COROLLARY 3.18. Let C,M, ϕ as in Theorem 3.17 above be given and let u ∈ D′(M) denote a distribution, such
that ϕ∗u exists. Then for all smooth densities f on C there exists a family of smooth densities fρ on M , such that
u(fρ)→ ϕ∗u(f) for ρ→ 0.
PROOF. Let {fρ} be a family of smooth densities on M , such that for all smooth functions ul onM limρ→0 ul(fρ) =
u ◦ ϕ(f) ≡ ϕ∗ul(f). Such families always exist due to the fact that the Dirac measure on M can be approximated by
smooth densities (see e.g. [Die72, p. 242]). Now let {ul} denote a Cauchy sequence of smooth functions converging to u,
then
‖ϕ∗u(f)− u(fρ)‖ ≤ ‖ϕ∗u(f)− ϕ∗ul(f)‖+ ‖ϕ∗ul(f)− ul(fρ)‖+ ‖ul(fρ)− u(fρ)‖
≤ ǫ,
for ρ ≤ δ and l ≥ Nρ, since ϕ∗ul converges to ϕ∗u by Theorem 3.17, as well as ul(fρ) and ul converge to ϕ∗ul(f) and
u respectively.
In the sequel of this work, Theorem 3.17 above will be used for instance to define restrictions of distributions on M ×M
to the diagonal. As a second Corollary one finds:
5We refer the reader to Ho¨rmanders original work for the definition of the pseudo topology D′Γ is equipped with.
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COROLLARY 3.19. Let f ∈ C∞0 (M ×M) be a smooth function on M ×M and let u ∈ D′(M) be an arbitrary
distribution. Then f · u exists as a distribution on M ×M and can be restricted to the diagonal.
PROOF. Let WF(u) denote the wave front set of u. Obviously f · u exists as a distribution on M ×M with wave
front set
WF(f · u) = {(x, 0; y, ξ) ∈ T ∗(M ×M) \ {0}| x ∈M, (y, ξ) ∈ WF(u)}.
Let ϕ : M ∋ x 7→ (x, x) ∈ M ×M denote the embedding of M onto the diagonal in M ×M . ϕ is smooth and for the
set Nϕ introduced above one finds:
Nϕ = {(x, η;x,−η) ∈ T ∗(M ×M)| (x, η) ∈ T ∗(M)}.
Thus the assumption of Theorem 3.17 are satisfied, i.e.,
WF(f · u) ∩Nϕ = ∅,
which finishes the proof.
REMARK . We will denote the kernel of this special restrictionϕ∗(f ·u) byϕ∗(f ·u)(y), f(y, y)u(y) or limx→y f(x, y)u(y)
repectively.
5.1. The wave front set of a globally Hadamard state. The result of this subsection (Corollary 3.23 below) can al-
ready be found in the dissertation of Radzikowski. However the proof he gave is –as it stands– only valid for the rather triv-
ial case of a flat spacetime. The proof presented here verifies his claim in the general case. Let ω2 w.l.o.g. denote the two
point distribution of a globally Hadamard state for a free scalar Klein Gordon field on (M, gab). Following Radzikowski’s
line of argument, consider first the free massive Klein-Gordon field on Minkowski space in the vacuum state. The vacuum
is known to fulfil the global Hadamard condition with ∆1/2 ≡ 1 and v(p) ≡∑pn=0 2(m22 )n+1/n! (n+1)! ([CH84]). The
wave front set of the corresponding two-point distribution Mkω2 is also well known (see for instance [RS75]):
THEOREM 3.20 (Theorem IX.48 of [RS75]). The two-point distribution Mkω2 of the free massive scalar field on Min-
kowski space in the vacuum state has wave front set
WF(Mkω2)
= {(x1, k1), (x2, k2) ∈ R4 × (R4 \ {0})| x1 6= x2; (x1 − x2)2 = 0;
k1‖(x1 − x2); k1 + k2 = 0;
k01 ≥ 0}⋃
{(x, k1), (x, k2) ∈ R4 × (R4 \ {0})| k1 + k2 = 0; k21 = 0; k01 ≥ 0}
k2k1“=”
x1
k1
k2
∪x2 x
(49)
For a proof see [RS75] or use the following representation of the Fourier transform of Mkω2:
M̂kω2 = (2π)−1δ(k1 + k2)Θ(k
0
1)δ(k
2
1 −m2) ∈ S ′(R4 × R4)
Using this representation and Definition 3.12 it is an easy, but lengthly calculation to verify Eqn. (49) explicitly. In order
to extend this result to arbitrary (globally hyperbolic) manifolds, let x ∈ M be a point on a Cauchy surface C and let
Ux be a convex normal neighborhood of x. Denote by Cb ⊂ C an arbitrary (non void) open subset in C, containing x,
such that the domain of causal dependence,✸(Cb), is contained in Ux. We are going to calculate the wavefront set of ω2
for all base points x1, x2 ∈ D+(Cb) := ✸(Cb) ∩ J+(Cb) using some properties of Hadamard states on a special smooth
deformation (Mˆ, gˆab) of our original spacetime6. Finally the propagation of singularities theorem (Theorem 3.21 below)
and our knowledge that ω2 has no singularities for spacelike separated points allows us to extend this result to the whole
spacetime (M, gab). Given C, x ∈ C and Cb it will be shown below that there exists a globally hyperbolic spacetime
(M˜, g˜ab) with the following properties:
(i) A neighborhoodU of C in M is isometrically isomorphic to a neighborhood U˜ in M˜ and the isometry ̺ is also an
isometry between C and C˜; e. g. (M˜, g˜ab) is a smooth deformation of (M, gab).
(ii) For all points x1, x2 ∈ D+(Cb) there exists a Cauchy surface S˜ with neighborhood Uˆ in M˜ , such that the metric
g˜ab restricted to Uˆ is flat (i.e. Minkowskian) and✸(̺(Cb)) ⊂ ✸(Uˆ).
6The author thanks R. Verch for calling his attention to the deformation argument of Fulling, Narcowich and Wald [FNW81]. Note that the
metric gab restricted to D+(Cb) is not flat in general; the latter was assumed implicitly in Radzikowski’s argument at some point, making the following
modification of his proof necessary.
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Now ω2 induces canonically a Hadamard distribution ω˜2 on (M˜, g˜ab), since it does so on U˜ : Being a Hadamard distri-
bution on U˜ implies, by the Remark following Definition 3.9, that ω˜2 is a Hadamard distribution throughout (M˜, g˜ab).
Moreover, the wave front set of ω˜2 on U˜ determines that of ω at U and vice versa by Theorem 3.13. On the other hand,
using the propagation of singularities theorem and the smoothness of ω˜2 for spacelike separated points, the wave front set
of ω˜2 at x˜1 = ̺(x1) and x˜2 = ̺(x2) is already fixed by the wave front set of that distribution at all points in Uˆ (See below
and note that x˜1 and x˜2 ∈ ✸(Uˆ)). To obtain the wave front set of ω2 at x1 and x2 it is therefore sufficient to calculate
the wave front set of ω˜2 for all points in Uˆ . The following computations are performed entirely in the flat part of M˜ and
were partly sketched in [Rad92]. Note first that Eqn. (44) is valid in (M˜, g˜ab), too. To keep the notation simple we omit
the ˜ in what follows. Choose a point x ∈ S ≡ Cˆ(t1) and a convex normal neighborhood Ux ⊂ Uˆ of x. Using normal
coordinates and an adapted time function T the distribution GT,pǫ , when restricted to Ux × Ux is
Gp := lim
ǫ→0
χGpǫ
= lim
ǫ→0
∆1/2(x1, x2)
−(x1 − x2)2 + 2iǫ(x01 − x02) + ǫ2
+ v(p)(x1, x2) ln(−(x1 − x2)2 + 2iǫ(x01 − x02) + ǫ2)
The metric gab is flat on Ux and hence 2σ(x, y) ≡ −(x1 − x2)2 in these coordinates. Moreover the van Vleck Morette
determinant ∆1/2 and v(p) are identical to the corresponding functions on Minkowski space, since only local properties
of the underlying geometry enter into the Hadamard recursion relations. We conclude that WF(Mkω2m=0) = WF(Gp) in
normal coordinates on U ′x × U ′x. Using Definition 3.14 this result can be pulled back to the manifold:
WF(Gp) = {(x1, k1), (x2, k2) ∈ (T ∗M × T ∗M) \ {0}|
(x1, k1) ∼ (x2,−k2); k01 ≥ 0} on U ′x × U ′x
where (x1, k1) ∼ (x2, k2) means (i) x1 and x2 can be joined by a null geodesic γ, (ii) k1(= k1ν) is a cotangent vector
such that kµ1 = k1νgµν is tangential to γ, (iii) The parallel transport of k1 along γ yields k2 or (i) x1 = x2, (ii) k21 = 0
and (iii) k1 = k2. Now H(p) ∈ Cp(M ×M) which implies for φ ∈ C∞0 (M) and φ(x) 6= 0
((φ⊗ φ)H(p)) (̂k1, k2) ≤ Cp(1 + |k|)−p
for a constantCp and all k = (k1, k2). Since ω2 = Gp+H(p) for all p we conclude that the wave front set of ω2 restricted
to U ′x × U ′x is
WF(ω2) = {(x1, k1), (x2, k2) ∈ (T ∗M × T ∗M) \ {0}|
(x1, k1) ∼ (x2,−k2); k01 ≥ 0} on U ′x × U ′x (50)
As a Corollary to the following Theorem of Ho¨rmander this extends to all of M˜ (Compare section 2.2 in [Rad92]).
THEOREM 3.21 (Corollary to Theorem 6.1.1 of [DH72]). Let P = 1 ⊗ (✷ + ∇µV µ + b) be a pseudodifferential
operator on a globally hyperbolic manifold (M, gab). ✷ denotes the D’Alembert operator and V µ and b are a smooth
vector field and a smooth function on M respectively. The principal symbol of P is denoted by p and is given here by
p : (T ∗M × T ∗M) \ {0} → R
(x1, k1;x2, k2) 7→ gµν(x2)k2µk2ν
If u ∈ D′(M ×M) is a weak solution of Pu = 0 with wave front set WF(u), it follows that
a) WF(u) ⊆ p−1(0) and
b) WF(u) is invariant under the (Hamiltonian) vector field Hp given by
Hp =
2n∑
i=1
∂p(x, k)
∂xi
∂
∂ki
− ∂p(x, k)
∂ki
∂
∂xi
in local coordinates.
DEFINITION 3.22. The bi-characteristic strips of P are the curves on the sub-manifold p−1(0) ⊂ (T ∗M × T ∗M) \
{0} which are generated by Hp.
Note that b) means: If (x1, k1;x2, k2) and (x′1, k′1;x′2, k′2) are on the same bi-characteristic strip, denoted by (x1, k1;x2, k2) ≈
(x′1, k
′
1;x
′
2, k
′
2) and (x1, k1, x2, k2) ∈ WF(u), then (x′1, k′1;x′2, k′2) ∈ WF(u). For P = 1⊗ (✷ +∇µV µ + b) one finds
(See Proposition 2.8 in [Rad92])
(x1, k1;x2, k2) ≈ (x′1, k′1;x′2, k′2)⇔ (x1, k1) = (x′1, k′1) and (x2, k2) ∼ (x′2, k′2)
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COROLLARY 3.23 (See Theorem 2.6 in [Rad92]). The two-point distribution ω2 of a free massive Klein-Gordon
field on a globally hyperbolic spacetime in a globally Hadamard state has wave front set
WF(ω2) = {(x1, k1;x2,−k2) ∈ (T ∗M × T ∗M) \ {0}| (x1, k1) ∼ (x2, k2); k01 ≥ 0}
k2k1“=”
x1
k1
k2
∪x2 x (51)
PROOF. Since ω2 is a bisolution of the Klein-Gordon operator, we can apply Theorem 3.21 with P1 = 1⊗ (✷+m2)
or P2 = (✷+m
2)⊗ 1. In the first case we conclude by a) that
WF(ω2) ⊆ {(x1, k1;x2, k2) ∈ (T ∗M × T ∗M) \ {0}| k22 = 0}
and –using b)– (
(x1, k1;x2, k2) ∈ WF(ω2) ∧ (x2, k2) ∼ (x′2, k′2)
)⇒ ((x1, k1;x′2, k′2) ∈ WF(ω2)) (52)
Obviously the second case leads to
WF(ω2) ⊆ {(x1, k1;x2, k2) ∈ (T ∗M × T ∗M) \ {0}| k21 = 0}
and (
(x1, k1;x2, k2) ∈ WF(ω2) ∧ (x1, k1) ∼ (x′1, k′1)
)⇒ ((x′1, k′1;x2, k2) ∈ WF(ω2)) (53)
To decide whether (x1, k1;x2, k2) with k21 = k22 = 0 is in the wave front set of ω2, one checks first whether x1 and x2
are spacelike separated. If this is true, then (x1, k1;x2, k2) 6∈ WF(ω2), since the projection of the wave front set of a
distribution to the base point gives the singular support of that distribution, but ω2 is assumed to have no singularities
at spacelike separated points. If they are causally related, we use Eqn. (52) and (53) to propagate (xi, ki) along the null
geodesic γi with tangent vector ki at xi to the Cauchy surface C. Note that due to the global hyperbolicity of M this
is always possible. If the points on C do not coincide, we have (x1, k1;x2, k2) 6∈ WF(ω2), since different points on a
Cauchy surface are spacelike separated. Should they coincide at say x ∈ C, we check whether this particular combination
(x, k1;x, k2) is in the wave front set using Eqn. (50).
gab = gab
gab = ηab C′
C
FIGURE 1. Spacetime Deformation
To finish the argument, we have to construct a spacetime (M˜, g˜ab) that satisfies the properties (i) and (ii). This can be
done by using the methods of Appendix C in [FNW81] (Compare Figure 1 and see also [Ver93]). Let ✸(Cb) ⊂ V ⊂ N
be a causal normal neighborhood of C, such that C is also a Cauchy surface for V . V is, by the normal exponential map
̺ of C, diffeomorphic to an open neighborhood V˜ ⊂ R × C of C˜ = {0} × C = ̺(C). Using normal coordinates (t, x)
around some point in C˜, the metric ̺∗g on V˜ takes the form
dt2 − hij(t, x)dxidxj
Choose t1 < t2 < t3 < 0 such that
Cˆ(ti) ∩ J−(C˜b) ⊂ ̺(Ux) i = 1, 2, 3,
where Cˆ(t) := {t} × C, t ∈ R and C˜b := ̺(Cb) (As a consequence of the global hyperbolicity and due to the assumption
✸(Cb) ⊂ Ux such a choice is always possible). Recall that ̺(Ux) can be covered with a single coordinate patch by
assumption. Next choose a neighborhood U˜ of C˜ such that U˜ ⊂ V˜ ∩ int
(
J+(Cˆ(t3))
)
. Due to the fact that t1 < t2
there exists a neighborhood Uˆ of J−(C˜b) ∩ Cˆ(t1) in M˜ such that (i) Uˆ ⊂ ̺(Ux) and (ii) Uˆ ∩ J+(Cˆ(t2)) = ∅. Let
f ∈ C∞(R × C,R) be a smooth function 0 ≤ f ≤ 1, f ≡ 0 on U˜ and f ≡ 1 outside the closure of V˜ or in the past
of J−(Cˆ(t2)). Let h˜ be a complete Riemannian metric on C being flat on the spatial component of Uˆ ∩ (Cˆ(t3)). Note
that the existence of such a h˜ follows from the fact that Uˆ can be covered by a single coordinate patch (i.e. ̺(Ux)). Let
β ∈ C∞(R × C,R+) be a function equal to one on U˜ and on (−∞, t2). Define a Lorentzian metric g˜ab on R × C by
setting in the coordinates above the coordinate expression of g˜ab equal to
β(t, x)dt2 − ((1− f(t, x))hij(t, x) + f(t, x)h˜ij(t, x))dxidxj
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By choosing β sufficiently small outside the region where it is demanded to be one7, we can ensure that (M˜ := R×C, g˜ab)
is globally hyperbolic. Setting U := ̺−1(U˜) and S˜ := ̺−1(Cˆ(t1)) finishes the construction.
A first consequence of Corollary 3.23 is
COROLLARY 3.24. Let ωn be the n-point distribution arising from a quasifree Hadamard state of a massive Klein-
Gordon field propagating on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, gab). Then all finite powers of ωn exist as products of
distributions.
PROOF. Assuming all odd n-point distributions to vanish, we have, since ωn arises from a quasifree state
ωn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
P
∏
r
ω2(x(r,1), x(r,2)),
where P denotes a partition of the set of points {xi} into subsets which are pairings of points, labeled by r. Note that
the ordering of the points in ω2 is preserved, e.g. (r, 1) < (r, 2) and no two arguments are identical. The latter fact
ensures the existence of the product
∏
r whenever ω2(xi, xj) are distributions. For the wave front set of ωn one finds
using Theorem 3.16
WF(ωn)
=
⋃
(x1,... ,xn)∈Mn
WF (ωn(x1, . . . , xn))
⊆
⋃
(x1,... ,xn)∈Mn
⋃
P
⋃
p
⊕
rp
[
Mn−2 ×WF (ω2(x(rp,1), x(rp,2)))]
 ,
(54)
where p denotes a subset of P , rp labels the elements of p and[
M
n−2 × WF
(
ω
2(x(rp,1), x(rp,2))
)]
= {(x1, 0; · · · ; x(rp,1), k(rp,1); · · · ;x(rp,2), k(rp,2); · · · ; xn, 0) ∈ (T
∗
M)n \ {0}|
(x(rp,1), k(rp,1);x(rp,2), k(rp,2)) ∈ WF
(
ω
2(x(rp,1), x(rp,2))
)
}.
(Compare Example 3.25 below, which demonstrates the notation on the four point function). To prove the Corollary it is
–by Theorem 3.16– necessary and sufficient to show that finite sums of WF(ωn) do not contain zero. We know the wave
front sets of all distributions in Eqn. 54 explicitly (See Corollary 3.23). Consider the following two cases:
1. The direction in WF(ωn) associated to the first variable is not zero. Then its time component is strictly positive by
Corollary 3.23. Since the time components of all directions associated to the first variable of WF(ωn) are always
greater or equal to zero, the sum of all these directions can not vanish and the Corollary is proved.
2. The direction in WF(ωn) associated to the first variable is zero for all summands. Then all directions associated
to the second variable must have time components greater or equal to zero and we apply the same argumentation
as for the first variable. Note that it is excluded by the definition of the wave front set that all directions of all
variables vanish simultaneously. Therefore there exists a variable (xi) i < n such that the analogon of (1) holds.
EXAMPLE 3.25. Consider the four-point distribution of a quasifree state:
ω4(x1, x2, x3, x4) = ω
2(x1, x2)ω
2(x3, x4) + ω
2(x1, x3)ω
2(x2, x4) + ω
2(x1, x4)ω
2(x2, x3)
We have
P ∈ {{(x1, x2), (x3, x4)}, {(x1, x3), (x2, x4)}, {(x1, x4), (x2, x3)}}
7I.e. we “close” up the light cone.
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Let P = {(x1, x3), (x2, x4)}, then p ∈ {{(x1, x3)}, {(x2, x4)}, {(x1, x3), (x2, x4)}}. Assume p = {(x1, x3)}, then
rp = (x1, x3), i.e. x(rp,1) = x1 and x(rp,2) = x3. Therefore
WF(ω4)
⊆
⋃
(x1,... ,x4)∈M4
([
M2 ×WF(ω2(x1, x2))
] ∪ [M2 ×WF(ω2(x3, x4))]
∪ [(M2 ×WF(ω2(x1, x2)))⊕ (M2 ×WF(ω2(x3, x4)))]
∪ 2↔ 3
∪ 2↔ 4
)
≡ {(x1, k1;x2, k2;x3, 0;x4, 0)| (x1, k1;x2, k2) ∈ WF(ω2)}
∪ {(x1, 0;x2, 0;x3, k3;x4, k4)| (x3, k3;x4, k4) ∈ WF(ω2)}
∪ {(x1, k1;x2, k2;x3, k3;x4, k4)| (x1, k1;x2, k2) ∈ WF(ω2); (x3, k3;x4, k4) ∈ WF(ω2)}
∪ · · ·
We can extend Corollary 3.23 and Corollary 3.24 immediately to the fermionic case, since both, the spinor van Vleck
Morette determinant ∆1/2BA′ and v(p)
B
A′ are smooth near the diagonal for all spinor indices A′, B and the Dirac oper-
ator, which acts as a differential operator, does not enlarge the wave front set.
COROLLARY 3.26. The two point distribution ω2A
A′
of a free Majorana spinor field in a globally Hadamard state
has wave front set contained in
WF(ω2A
A′
) ⊆ {(x1, k1), (x2,−k2) ∈ T ∗M \ {0} × T ∗M \ {0}|(x1, k1) ∼ (x2, k2); k01 ≥ 0} (55)
The extension of Corollary 3.24 above to the fermionic case reads:
COROLLARY 3.27. Let ωnAA
′
be the n-point distribution arising from a quasifree Hadamard of a massive Majorana
spinor field propagating on a globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, gab). Then all finite powers of ωnAA′ exist as product of
distributions.
PROOF. For fixed Spinor indices the wave front set of the fermionic two-point distribution is contained in the wave
front set for the scalar field (See Eqn. (55)). Applying the same argumentation as in the proof of Corollary 3.24 finishes
the proof.
REMARK . It is worth noting that for the wave front set of all finite powers of all Hadamard two point distributions
ω2 satisfies
WF(ω2 · · · · · ω2) ⊆ (WF(ω2)⊕WF(ω2)) ∪WF(ω2). (56)
This relation follows by Theorem 3.16 together with the observation that the first summand in Eqn. (56) is invariant under
further additions of WF(ω2), i.e.,
WF(ω2)⊕WF(ω2)⊕WF(ω2) = WF(ω2)⊕WF(ω2)
5.2. A local characterization of globally Hadamard states. One of the main motivations for using wave front sets
in quantum field theory is the fact that they allow the specification of global properties locally. The following Theorem,
which is one of the main results of Radzikowski’s dissertation, gives a local characterization of globally Hadamard states.
THEOREM 3.28 (Theorem 2.6 of [Rad92]). Let ω2 be the two-point distribution arising from a state of a massive
Klein-Gordon field propagating on a globally hyperbolic spacetime. If ω2 has wave front set as in Corollary 3.23 above
then ω2 is globally Hadamard.
REMARK . Our assumption implies that ω2 fulfils the Klein-Gordon equation and has i times the commutator distri-
bution of ✷+m2 as its antisymmetric part. The Corollary 3.23 above may be viewed as the converse of this Theorem.
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The proof of this Theorem is rather long; we refer the reader to the dissertation of Radzikowski for the details.
Radzikowski’s Theorem 2.6 states the equivalence of the wave front set assumption and the globally Hadamard condition
mod C∞. To prove it, he introduces the Feynman two-point distributionωF defined by ωF := iω2+E+, whereE+ is the
advanced fundamental solution of✷+m2. The assumption on the wave front set of ω2 uniquely fixes this distribution (up
to C∞) to be the distinguished Feynman parametrix defined in [DH72]. This in turn implies that ω2 is globally Hadamard
mod C∞.
6. The wave front set spectrum condition
In this section we propose a condition on the wave front sets of states of a quantum field on a manifold M , which
might generalize the usual Minkowski spectrum condition to Lorentz manifolds. The idea to use wave front sets for a
formulation of some kind of spectrum condition is due to Radzikowski [Rad92]. For a motivation of this idea recall that
the wave front set of a state can be used to characterize this state globally. However Equation (51) restricts the singular
support of ω2(x1, x2) to points x1 and x2 which are null related; hence ω2 is smooth for spacelike related points. This
smoothness is known to be true for reasonable quantum field theories on Minkowski space satisfying the true spectrum
condition by the Bargmann-Hall-Wightman Theorem. For timelike related points however a similar general prediction on
the smoothness does not exist. In order to include possible singularities at timelike related points, Radzikowski extended
in [Rad92] the right hand side of Eqn. (51) to all causally related points. He proposed that the wave front set of the two-
point distributions of any physically reasonable state should be contained in this extended set and called this proposal the
‘wave front set spectrum condition’ (WFSSC). He also proposed a WFSSC for higher n-point distributions and showed
that both of his Definitions are compatible to the usual spectrum condition: Each ωn fulfilling his WFSSC satisfies the true
spectrum condition on Minkowski space mod C∞ (Theorem 4.10 of [Rad92]) and vice versa. He gives further evidence
on the legitimacy of his Definitions by linking them to the scaling limit condition of Fredenhagen and Haag [FH87]:
Both Definitions imply the true spectrum condition in the scaling limit if this limit exists (Theorem 4.11 of [Rad92]).
Unfortunately it can be shown that the n-point distributions for n > 2 associated to a quasifree Hadamard state of a
scalar field on a globally hyperbolic spacetime do not satisfy his WFSSC in general. Moreover, the Wick products defined
below give rise to counterexamples even for his two point WFSSC. Thus his original WFSSC needs to be modified. The
counterexample mentioned above and the wish to include fields which are Wick products of ‘simple’ fields, leads us to
propose the following ‘conic’ WFSSC8. Let Gn denote the set of all undirected finite graphs9 with vertices {1, . . . , n},
2 3 4 5
immersion
1
x(1) x(2) x(4)
x(3) x(5)
FIGURE 2. An immersion of a graph
such that for every element G ∈ G all edges occur in both admissible directions. An immersion of a graph G ∈ Gn into
some manifold M is an assignment of the vertices of G to points in M , ν → x(ν), and of the edges of G to causal curves
in M , e→ γ(e), together with a covariantly constant causal covector field ke on γ, such that
1. If e is an edge from ν to ν′ then γ(e) connects x(ν) and x(ν′),
2. If e−1 denotes the edge with opposite direction as e, then the corresponding curve γ(e−1) is the inverse of γ(e),
3. For every edge e from ν to ν′, ke is directed towards the future whenever ν < ν′,
4. ke−1 = −ke.
(Compare Figure 2)
8I.e., (x, k1; . . . ; y, l1), (x, k2; . . . ; y, l2) ∈ WF(ωn)⇒ (x, λk1 + µk2; . . . ; y, λl1 + µl2) ∈ WF(ωn) ∀λ, µ > 0.
9We allow each two vertices of a graph to be connected by multiple edges.
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DEFINITION 3.29 (GWFSSC). A state ω with n-point distributions ωn is said to satisfy the general wave front set
spectrum condition (GWFSSC) if and only if
WF(ωn)
⊆
{
(x1, k1; . . . ;xn, kn) ∈ T ∗Mn \ {0}| ∃G ∈ Gn and an immersion (x, γ, k) of G,
such that (i) xi = x(i) ∀i = 1, . . . , n
(ii) ki =
∑
e
i is starting
point of e
ke(xi)
}
EXAMPLE 3.30. m = 3
2
3
1 1
2
3
1
2
3
REMARK . For every set of base points (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ sing supp (ωn) the first non zero direction kl in the wave
front set is future directed.
As an important consequence of this Definition we have the following
PROPOSITION 3.31. Let ω be a state which satisfies the GWFSSC, then all finite powers of its n-point distributions
exist.
PROOF. To prove the Proposition it is –by Theorem 3.16– sufficient to show that finite sums of WF(ωn) do not
contain zero. Consider the following two cases:
1. The direction in WF(ωn) associated to the first variable is not zero. Then its time component is strictly positive
since the sum of future directed covectors is again future directed. Thus the sum of all directions associated to the
first variable can not vanish and the Proposition is proved.
2. The direction in WF(ωn) associated to the first variable is zero for all summands. Then all directions associated
to the second variable must have time components greater or equal to zero and we apply the same argumentation
as for the first variable. Note that it is excluded by the definition of the wave front set that all directions of all
variables vanish simultaneously. Therefore there exists a variable (xi) i < n such that the analogon of (1) holds.
To show that there exists non trivial states which verify our Definition we prove the following
LEMMA 3.32. Let ω denote a quasifree Hadamard state for the Klein-Gordon field on a globally hyperbolic manifold
(M, gab), then ω satisfies the general wave front set spectrum condition.
PROOF. Note first that all odd n-point distributions vanish by assumption, hence ωn satisfies the GWFSSC triv-
ially for odd n. Consider the two point distribution of ω. Its wave front set is explicitly known (see Proposi-
tion 3.23) and obviously satisfies the GWFSSC. For a general n-point distribution, with n even, consider a point
p = (x1, k1; . . . ;xn, kn) ∈ WF(ωn). Using the same notation as in Definition 3.24 and Eqn. (54) this point can be
written as
p = (x1,
n/2∑
i=1
k1i ; . . . ;xn,
n/2∑
j=1
knj ),
where the directions klm are suitable chosen with the constraint (xl, kli ;xm, kmj ) ∈ WF(ω2) or (xl, kli ;xm, kmj ) =
(xl, 0;xm, 0). We remark that this representation follows trivially from Eqn. (54). Now by Eqn. (51), whenever kli , kmj 6=
0, (xl, kli) ∼ (xm,−kmj ), i.e., xl and xm are immersed vertices νl and νm of some graph G, such that the corresponding
edge e connecting νl and νm has an immersion γ(e), which is the lightlike geodesic connecting xl and xm. Moreover,
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there exists a covector field ke such that ke(xl) = kli and ke−1 (xm) = −kmj . Note that kli is directed towards the future
whenever l < m. Thus G with this immersion (x, γ, k) satisfy (i) and (ii) in the Definition of the GWFSSC.
We close this chapter by giving our definition of the quantized version of our locally supersymmetric model using the
algebraic approach: A scalar quantum field theoretical model (H, D,Φ,Ω) on a spacetime (M, gab) which we assume to
be orientable, time orientable and globally hyperbolic, is said to satisfy the Klein Gordon equation (with coupling ξ) if
and only if
For all f ∈ C∞0 (M): Φ(Kξf) = 0,
where Kξ :=
(
✷+ (m2 + ξR)
)
is the generic Klein Gordon operator associated to gab. A Majorana quantum field
theoretical model (H, D,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω) on the same spacetime (M, gab) with spin structure (SM,p) is said to satisfy the
Dirac equation if and only if
For all f ∈ Γ(DM(O)) i→֒ Dˆ1(O): Ψ(6Df) = 0
and
For all f+ ∈ Γ(D∗M(O)) i→֒ Dˆ1(O): Ψ+(6D+f+) = 0
where 6D := (i 6∇−m) ( 6D+ := (−i 6∇−m)) is the generic Dirac (adjoint Dirac) operator on the spinor (cospinor) bundle.
The states of these models fulfill the same equation of motion as the corresponding fields. Let now A1,A2 be two scalar
Borchers Uhlmann algebras and Aˆ3 be a Majorana Borchers Uhlmann algebra. Denote by A the product A1 ∗ A2 ∗ Aˆ3 of
these three algebras. A is called a locally supersymmetric Borchers Uhlmann algebra. A product state ω = ω1 · ω2 · ω3
on A such that each ω1,2 defines a scalar quantum field theoretical model satisfying the Klein Gordon equation with
ξ = 1/4, whereas ω3 gives a Majorana quantum field theoretical model satisfying the Dirac equation, defines a locally
supersymmetric quantum field theoretical model on the spacetime (M, gab). For convenience such a state will be called a
local SUSY product state (on the local SUSY Borchers Uhlmann algebra A).
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CHAPTER 4
The energy momentum tensor
It was shown in chapter 1 that there is a close relation between the (conserved) supercurrent and the energy momentum
tensor in the free Wess-Zumino model on Minkowski space. We expect a similar relation on a curved spacetime, too. It
seems therefore reasonable to define a candidate for the energy momentum tensor of a locally supersymmetric model
on a curved spacetime by an analogon of Eqn. (30) using the improved ‘supercurrent’, i.e., by inserting the improved
‘supercurrent’ (Eqn. 39) into Eqn. (30). It is worth noting that this substitution is necessary in order to obtain the improved
stress energy tensor instead of the canonical one. Unfortunately there are some conceptual and mathematical difficulties
with this approach which will be discussed in the sequel:
1. In classical general relativity the energy momentum tensor T ab of the matter fields has to be locally conserved.
Recall that this assumption reflects the well established fundamental law of energy conservation. Moreover, it is
required as a consistency condition in the Einstein equations, where T ab acts as a source term1. It is easy to see
–at least in Minkowski space–, that only a locally conserved supercurrent leads to a conserved energy momentum
tensor. The fact that kaA is locally conserved on Lorentz manifolds with vanishing scalar curvature only, indicates
that our Definition is applicable at most to those special spacetimes.
2. A mathematical difficulty comes from the fact that on a general Lorentz manifold the integration of a spinor vector
current, such as jaA, over some spacelike hypersurface C with normal covector field na does not make sense, since
the parallel transport of spinors is path dependent. Recall that such an integration was necessary on Minkowski
space for the definition of the spinor superchargeQA. However locally, i.e., for a sufficiently small regionOC of C
there exists an obvious solution to this problem: The expression jaA(x)JAA
′
(x, x′), where JAA
′
(x, x′) denotes
the bi-spinor of parallel transport introduced in chapter 3 transforms as a cospinor at x and as a spinor at x′, hence
the integral ∫
OC
jaAJAA
′
na dC (57)
does make sense (at least at the classical level). Moreover, since limx→x′(∇aJAA
′
) = 0, we have “asymptotic
conservation” of jaAJAA
′
, i.e., the coincidence limit limx→x′(∇a(jaAJAA
′
)) vanishes whenever jaA is locally
conserved. Note however that the integral (57) obviously depends on x′.
In the remaining part of this work we will roughly speaking investigate the expression
+
1
8
(
γ(a{jb), Q+}+
)
, (58)
for a quantized version of our locally supersymmetric model. Q+ is the ‘supercharge’ associated to kaA and the point
separated version of Eqn. (58) is regarded as an operator valued distribution on a suitable Hilbertspace (See below for the
actual definitions).
REMARK . The use of kaA instead of jaA for the definition of the ‘supercharge’Q+ is motivated by the observation
that in the Wess-Zumino model the divergence, by which jaA and kaA differ, does not contribute to the supercharge G.
1. New Wightman fields: The ‘supercurrents’ after quantization
Consider the locally supersymmetric Borchers Uhlmann algebra A on (M, gab) together with a locally SUSY Hada-
mard product state ω, i.e., ω = ω1 · ω2 · ω3 is a local SUSY product state, such that ω1, ω2 and ω3 are three Hadamard
states. Let (H,D,A,B,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω) denote the corresponding quantum field theoretical model, where A and B are scalar
and pseudo-scalar fields respectively and Ψ denotes a Majorana spinor field. Recall that H is the GNS Hilbertspace of ω
and that Ω denotes the corresponding cyclic vector. Let us study the improved ‘supercurrent’
jaA = i(A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γaΨ
− 2ξ(γaγb − γbγa)∇b
(
(A− iγ5B)Ψ) , (59)
1For a discussion of this assumption see e.g. [HE73].
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which involves the pointwise product of the basic fields. We find
PROPOSITION 4.1. jaA is well defined and gives a new Wightman field on the GNS Hilbertspace (H, A,B,Ψ,Ω) of
every quasifree globally Hadamard product state ω.
PROOF. We show that jaA is well defined and fulfils the following four Wightman axioms:
1. For all f ∈ Γ0(D∗M × T ∗M), jaA is a well defined operator valued distribution on the GNS Hilbertspace
(H,Ω, A,B,Ψ) with domain
D = Span{Φ(f1) · · ·Φ(fn)Ω|
Φ ∈ (A,B,Ψ, jaA), f1, . . . , fn ∈ (C∞0 (M),Γ0(D∗M),Γ0(D∗M ⊗ T ∗M))}
By Γ0(·) we denote sections with compact support.
2. D is dense in H .
3. jaA leaves D invariant.
4. jaA is anti-local (e.g. fermionic).
To simplify the notation, these four Wightman axioms are actually shown for the kaA part of jaA only. However the proof
below is obviously equally valid for jaA itself.
1. Let D′ = Span{Ψ = k(f1) · · · k(fn)Ω|fi ∈ Γ0(D∗M ⊗ T ∗M)}. We remark that the definition of D′ is only
formal at this stage. To show that kaA is well defined on D′, it is sufficient to show that
‖k(f)Ψ‖ <∞ ∀f ∈ Γ0(D∗M × T ∗M), Ψ = k(f1) · · · k(fn)Ω ∈ D′ (60)
Choose a moving frame in the spinor bundle (EA) which induces moving frames in the cospinor bundle (EA), in
the tangent bundle (eµ) and in the cotangent bundle (eµ). Inserting the definitions of k and Ψ in Equation (60) we
obtain in these local coordinates:
‖k(f)Ψ‖2
=< k(f)k(f1) · · · k(fn)Ω|k(f)k(f1) · · · k(fn)Ω >
=< Ω|k+(f+n ) · · · k+(f+1 )k+(f+)k(f)k(f1) · · · k(fn)Ω >
=
∫
· · ·
∫
dµxn · · · dµx1dµxdµydµy1 · · · dµyn
Ψω2n+2An···A1A
A′A′1···A
′
n(xn, . . . , x1, x, y, y1, . . . , yn)γ
anAn
Bn · · · γa1A1B1γaAB(
(−i
⇀
6∇
xn
−m)BnCn · · · (−i
⇀
6∇
x
−m)BC(i
⇀
6∇
y
−m)C′B′ · · · (i
⇀
6∇
yn
−m)C′nB′n
Aω2n+2(xn, . . . , x1, x, y, y1, . . . , yn)
− ((−i
⇀
6∇
xn
−m)γ5)Bn
Cn
· · · ((−i
⇀
6∇
x
−m)γ5)B
C
(γ5(i
⇀
6∇
y
−m))B′
C′
· · · (γ5(i
⇀
6∇
yn
−m))B′n
C′n
Bω2n+2(xn, . . . , x1, x, y, y1, . . . , yn)
)
γa
′B′
A′γ
a′1
B′1
A′1
· · · γa′nB
′
n
A′n
f+an
Cn
(xn) · · · f+a1
C1
(x1)f
+
a
C
(x)fa′C′(y)fa′1C′1(y1) · · · fa′nC′n(yn)
(61)
The cross + denotes Dirac conjugation and the equation separates since we are dealing with a product state.
Φω2n+2 denotes the n-point distribution of the basic field Φ and the r.h.s of Eqn. (61) defines ‖k(f)Ψ‖2.
All n-point distributions above arise from quasifree states. Hence they decay into the sum of products of two-
point distributions. Using Corollary 3.24 and 3.27 one sees that arbitrary (finite) products of these distributions
with each other exist. This ensures the finiteness of Eqn. (61). Now suppose we replace one or more k(fi)
in Eqn. (61) by Φ(g1, . . . , gk, g˜1, . . . , g˜l, h1, . . . , hm) ≡ A(g1) · · ·A(gk)B(g˜1) · · ·B(g˜l)Ψ(h1) · · ·Ψ(hm) with
g1, . . . , g˜l ∈ C∞0 (M) and h1, . . . hm ∈ Γ0(D∗M). Redoing the calculation in Eqn. (61) one ends up again with
various products of two-point distributions. However all two-point distributions which include parts of the “Φ’s”
are in fact smooth functions (for example Aω2(gi, x) ∈ C∞(M);Aω2(gi, gj) ∈ C). Thus replacing an operator
k(fi) by Φ(g1, . . . , hm) does not change the finiteness of the whole equation. Moreover since the products in
Eqn. (61) are again distributions, it follows that kΨΨ′ : Γ(D∗M ⊗ T ∗M) ∋ f 7→< Ψ|k(f)Ψ′ > is well defined
and continuous for all Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ D. This proves the assertion. Note that the relation between k and its adjoint k∗,
i.e. k∗(f) = k+(f+), follows by Corollary 3.18 from the corresponding properties of the basic fields.
2. is obvious since H is the GNS Hilbertspace of the basic fields,i.e., the “vacuum” Ω is cyclic for A,B and Ψ.
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3. follows directly from our definition of D.
4. Note that A,B and Ψ mutually commute,
[A(f), A(g)]− = [B(f), B(g)]− = 0 if supp(f) ⊂ supp(g)c,
whereas two Ψ’s anti-commute for causally disjoint arguments. supp(g)c denotes the causal complement of the
support of g. Therefore
{k(f), k(g)}+ = 0 if supp(f) ⊂ supp(g)c,
REMARK .
• D′ is not dense in H , since for example Ψ = A(f)|Ω > can not be approximated by elements in D′: ∀Φ ∈ D′
we have ‖Ψ− Φ‖2 = ‖Ψ‖2 + ‖Φ‖2 since < Ψ,Φ >= 0.)
• |Ω > is not cyclic for the fields jaA.
It is worth noting that all n-point distributions of kaA do satisfy our new GWFSSC in a non trivial way. The proof of this
statement which is completely analogous to the considerations of Lemma 3.32 is omitted.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let a spacelike hypersurface C and f, g ∈ Γ(D∗M ⊗ T ∗M) be given. It follows that the wave
front set of the distribution (f, g) 7→< Ω|j+(f+)j(g)Ω > does contain directions normal to C × C, i.e., it violates the
assumption of Theorem 3.17.
PROOF. Consider < Ω|j+(g+)j(f)Ω >. By Eqn. (61) this expression contains sums of the product of two 2-point
distributions, hence the wave front set of this distribution is contained (and in fact equals) the set
W ≡ (WF(ω2)⊕WF(ω2)) ∪WF(ω2)}.
However, due to the fact that in the first term the wave front sets are added, W contains –associated to the first entrance–
directions in the whole forward lightcone, that is it contains all timelike direction. On the other hand the normals of C are
timelike by definition, which proves the Corollary.
REMARK . Unfortunately the assumptions of Theorem 3.17 are only sufficient for the existence of a restriction.
Therefore we may not use the results of Corollary 4.2 to conclude that the restriction of jaA to a spacelike hypersurface
does not exist. On the other hand it is well known that on Minkowski space the product of free fields can not be restricted
to spacelike hypersurfaces. Thus one might conjecture that a similar statement holds on a manifold.
2. The ‘supercharge’
We saw above that we can not apply Theorem 3.17 to restrict the ‘supercurrent’ to a spacelike hypersurface. However,
we will show below that the (anti) commutator of the ‘supercurrent’ with a basic field gives an operator valued distribu-
tion which can be restricted to any spacelike hypersurface C. Hence it is possible to define terms like [Q+A, A(x)]− ↾C
rigorously. However, for this definition we need some more notation which is related to the splitting of the spacetime into
space and time (See [Wal84, pp. 255]).
2.1. Splitting spacetime into space and time. Let (M, gab) be a Lorentz manifold and let C denote a smooth
spacelike hypersurface in M with unit normal covector field n˜a. Then there exists a covector field na near C on M , such
that na restricted to C is n˜a and such that the integral curves of na = gabnb are (timelike) geodesics.
DEFINITION 4.3. The spacetime metric gab induces a spatial,i.e., a three dimensional, Riemannian2 metric on C via
the formula
hab := gab − nanb.
The Levi-Civita connection Da associated to this spatial metric is given by
LEMMA 4.4 (Lemma 10.2.1 of [Wal84]). The Levi-Civita connection of hab is given by
DcT
a1···al
b1···bm = h
a1
d1 · · ·hbmemhcf∇fT d1···dle1···em , (62)
where ∇a is the Levi-Civita connection of gab.
DEFINITION 4.5. The extrinsic curvature of C in M , Kab, is defined by
Kab = ha
c∇cnb.
2Note that the signature of hab is (−,−,−).
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Note that Kab is symmetric in in its indices due to the fact that it is half the Lie derivative of hab with respect to the
vector field n (See [Wal84]). Moreover, since we assumed na to be a geodesic covector field, we have
Kab = ∇anb if na is geodesic, (63)
since nanc∇cnb vanishes by assumption. Another useful identity is ∇a(va) = Dava + nanb∇avb which is valid for all
vector-fields tangential to C.
DEFINITION 4.6. The trace of Kab, Kaa, is denoted by K –the extrinsic curvature scalar– and a hypersurface with
K = 0 is called maximal.
REMARK .
• It is not known whether an arbitrary spacetime admits maximal hypersurfaces globally, since there are various
constraints. For example the extrinsic curvature and the full Ricci tensor are connected by the Gauss-Codazzi
relations. For a special class of spacetimes this difficult problem is investigated in [CW94]. Fortunately the
situation in this work is far less complicated, since we need maximal spacelike hypersurfaces locally only, i.e., for
every point p in the spacetime there should exist a neighborhoodU and a spacelike hypersurface C such that U ∩C
has extrinsic curvature zero. Using the following line of argument together with a result of Bartnik [Bar84], it
should be possible to show that all spacetimes admit maximal hypersurfaces locally through every point. Bartnik
shows in [Bar84] (Theorem 5.4) that all asymptotically flat spacetimes satisfying an interior condition possess
maximal spacelike hypersurfaces globally. It is worth noting that his interior condition demands certain quantities
which vanish on Minkowski space (equipped with the usual time function) to be uniformly bounded throughout
the spacetime, hence a spacetime which differ only slightly from Minkowski space, e.g., on a compact set, does
satisfy his interior condition automatically. Consider now a point p in our spacetime with three sufficiently small
open neighborhoods U , U ′ and U ′′, such that the closure U¯ of U is contained in U ′, U¯ ′ ⊂ U ′′ and U ′′ can be
covered by a single chart. It follows that there exists a deformed spacetime (M ′, g′ab) together with a global time
function, such that M ′ is contained in U ′′ ⊂M , g′ equals g on U and g′ is flat outside of U ′. Note that (M ′, g′ab)
can be constructed using a chart ̺ to pull back the metric g to R4. Then one deforms this metric in the region
̺(U ′ \ U¯ to the Minkowski metric. The time function t is chosen, such that it is the usual time Minkowski time
function outside of ̺(U ′′) and some arbitrary time function inside ̺(U). We interpolate t between ̺(U) and
̺(U ′) such that ∇at is nonzero and everywhere timelike. Finally, using a conformal mapping, which does not
change the metric inside ̺(U), the resulting spacetime is mapped into ̺(U ′′). Then (M ′, g′ab) together with t
satisfy the interior condition of Bartnik’s Theorem 5.4, which ensures that a maximal spacelike hypersurface C in
(M ′, g′ab)
i→֒ (M, gab) passing through p exists. Thus U ∩ C is a spacelike hypersurface with extrinsic curvature
zero in (M, gab).
• It is worth noting that for a geodesic covector field na, which is in addition a Killing covector field, Kab = 0
automatically.
2.2. (Anti-) commutators for the ‘supercharge’. In this subsection we will explicitly calculate the (anti-) commu-
tators of the ‘supercharge’ with the basic fields and their derivatives. The former is obtained by smearing the distributional
‘supercurrent’ with a suitable testdensity. We remind the reader that we define distributions according to the notation of
Ho¨rmander loc.cit., i.e., distributions are extensions of smooth functions. It follows that the former correspond to the
continuous linear forms on the smooth densities with compact support (See [Ho¨r83, p. 145]). It is worth noting that
the latter can be identified on every spacetime with smooth functions with compact support by using the natural volume
element on this Lorentz manifold.
DEFINITION 4.7. Let kaA denote the ‘supercurrent’, C a spacelike hypersurface, na ∈ Γ(TM) a unit timelike geo-
desic vector field which, when restricted to C is normal to this surface. Fix a point x0 ∈ C ⊂ M and let χ be a smooth
function with compact support in a normal neighborhood of x0, which can be identified with the density χdµ, where dµ
denotes the natural volume element on M . The regularized ‘supercharge’ χdµQA′(x0) is defined by
χdµQA
′
(x0) :=
∫
M
kaA(x)JAA
′
(x, x0)na(x)χ(x)dµx. (64)
Note that χdµQA′(x0) as well as it’s Dirac adjoint χdµQ+A′(x0) are well defined operators on the GNS Hilbertspace
which transform as a spinor (cospinors respectively) at the point x0.
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PROPOSITION 4.8. Let C, na and x0 be the same as in Definition 4.7. Then the six operator valued distributions
D′(M ×M) ∋ AVx0 : (χdµ, h) 7→ [χdµQ+A′(x0), A(h)]−
D′(M ×M) ∋ BVx0 : (χdµ, h) 7→ [χdµQ+A′(x0), B(h)]−
D′(M ×DM) ∋ ΨVx0 : (χdµ, hB) 7→ {ΨB(hB), χdµfQ+A′(x0)}+
D′(M × T ∗M) ∋ ∇a AVx0 : (χdµ, ga) 7→ [χdµQ+A′(x0),∇aA(ga)]−
D′(M × T ∗M) ∋ ∇a BVx0 : (χdµ, ga) 7→ [χdµQ+A′(x0),∇aB(ga)]−
D′(M ×DM ⊗ T ∗M) ∋ ∇a ΨVx0 : (χdµ, gaB) 7→ {∇aΨB(gaB), χdµQ+A′(x0)}+
have unique restrictions to the spacelike hypersurface C.
PROOF. Let (H,Ω, A,B,Ψ) denote the GNS-Hilbertspace of a globally Hadamard product-state ω and let D be the
usual dense invariant domain for the three fields. We prove first of all that the distribution
< AVx0(·, ·)Ω|AVx0(·, ·)Ω >∈ D′(M4)
on M4 can be restricted to C4. Inserting the definitions we obtain:
‖AVx0(χdµ, hdµ)Ω‖
2
=
∫
M4
dµxdµydµzdµv
< Ω| − i[k+aA(x)J AZ(x, x0)na(x)χ(x), A(y)]− ·
i[ka
′′B′′
(z)JB′′Y (z, x0)na′′(z)χ(z), A(v)]−h(v)Ω >
=
∫
M4
dµxdµydµzdµv < Ω|Ψ+A(x)ΨA′′(z)Ω > γaAB((
−i 6∇
x
−m
)B
C
< Ω|[A(x), A(y)]−Ω >
(
i 6∇
z
−m
)B′′
C′′
< Ω|[A(z), A(v)]−Ω >
−
(
(−i 6∇
x
−m)γ5
)B
C
< Ω|[B(x), B(y)]−Ω >(
(i 6∇
z
−m)γ5
)B′′
C′′
< Ω|[B(z), B(v)]−Ω >
)
J CZ(x, x0)naχ(x)γa′′
C′′
A′′JB′′Y (z, x0)na′′(z)χ(v)
=
∫
M4
dµxdµydµzdµv(−1)Ψω2AA
′
(x, z)γaAB((
−i 6∇
x
−m
)B
C
E(x, y)
(
i 6∇
z
−m
)B′′
C′′
E(z, v)
−
(
(−i 6∇
x
−m)γ5
)B
C
E(x, y)
(
(i 6∇
z
−m)γ5
)B′′
C′′
E(z, v)
)
J CZ(x, x0)naχ(x)γa′′
C′′
A′′JB′′Y (z, x0)na′′(z)χ(v)
(65)
We used the fact that Ω is a quasifree product state and introduced the following abbreviations for the vacuum expectation
values:
iE(x, y) :=< Ω|[A(x), A(y)]−Ω >
iE(x, y) :=< Ω|[B(x), B(y)]−Ω >
Ψω2A
A′
(x, y) :=< Ω|Ψ+A(x)ΨA
′
(y)Ω >
Note that < Ω|[A(x), A(y)]−[A(z), A(v)]−Ω >= iE(x, y)iE(z, v), since the we are dealing with free fields. For our
claim it is sufficient to show that the following product of distributions
V˜ :≡ (E(y, x)⊗ 1⊗ 1) · (1⊗ Ψω2AA′′(x, z)⊗ 1) · (1⊗ 1⊗ E(z, v))
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can be restricted to C, since (65) consists of terms of this type together with derivatives of it, multiplied by smooth
functions, only. For the verification of this statement we calculate the wave front set of the distribution V˜ . Note that for a
Distribution u ∈ D′(M) with wave front set WF(u) the wave front set of 1⊗ u is contained in the set (M, 0)× WF(u)
(See for example [Ho¨r71] p. 130) and recall that differentiation does not enlarge the wave front set. For the wave front
sets of E, which is the difference of the advanced and retarded fundamental solutions of the Klein Gordon equation (see
below) one finds (see for example [Ho¨r71]):
WF(E) = {(x, ξ1, y, ξ2) ∈ T ∗M × T ∗M\{0}|(x, ξ1) ∼ (y, ξ2); ξ12 = 0}, (66)
whereas for the wave front set of Ψω2AA′ we already found in Corollary 3.26
WF(Ψω2AA′) ⊆ {(x, ξ1, y, ξ2) ∈ T ∗M × T ∗M\{0}|(x, ξ1) ∼ (y, ξ2); ξ12 = 0; ξ01 > 0}. (67)
By Theorem 3.16 the wavefront set of V˜ and all its derivatives is contained in the following set:
WF(V˜ ) ⊆ S
:= (WF(E ⊗ 1⊗ 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Γ1
+WF(1⊗ E ⊗ 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Γ2
+WF(1⊗ 1⊗ E)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Γ3
)
∪ Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3 ∪ (Γ1 ⊕ Γ2) ∪ (Γ1 ⊕ Γ3) ∪ (Γ2 ⊕ Γ3)
⊆ {(y, ξ1, x,−ξ′1, z, 0, v, 0) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|(y, ξ1) ∼ (x, ξ′1); ξ12 = 0}⋃
{(y, 0, x, ξ2, z,−ξ′2, v, 0) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|(x, ξ2) ∼ (z, ξ′2); ξ22 = 0; ξ02 > 0}⋃
{(y, 0, x, 0, z, ξ3, v,−ξ′3) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|(z, ξ3) ∼ (v, ξ′3); ξ12 = 0}⋃
{(y, ξ1, x, ξ2 − ξ′1, z,−ξ′2, v, 0) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|(y, ξ1) ∼ (x, ξ′1); (x, ξ2) ∼ (z, ξ′2);
ξ1
2 = ξ2
2 = 0; ξ02 > 0}⋃
{(y, ξ1, x,−ξ′1, z, ξ′3, v,−ξ3) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|(y, ξ1) ∼ (x, ξ′1); (z, ξ3) ∼ (v, ξ′3);
ξ1
2 = ξ3
2 = 0}⋃
{(y, 0, x, ξ2, z, ξ3 − ξ′2, v,−ξ′3) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|(x, ξ2) ∼ (z, ξ′2); (z, ξ3) ∼ (v, ξ′3);
ξ2
2 = ξ3
2 = 0; ξ02 > 0}⋃
{(y, ξ1, x, ξ2 − ξ′1, z, ξ3 − ξ′2, v,−ξ′3) ∈ T ∗M4\{0}|
(y, ξ1) ∼ (x, ξ′1); (x, ξ2) ∼ (z, ξ′2); (z, ξ3) ∼ (v, ξ′3);
ξ1
2 = ξ2
2 = ξ3
2 = 0; ξ02 > 0},
where we used the fact that the wave front set of Ψω2AA′ is contained in that of E. Now let ˜˜ϕ denote the natural
embedding of C4 into M4 and N ˜˜ϕ the associated set of normals of ˜˜ϕ. Then the two sets S and N ˜˜ϕ do not intersect, hence
the restriction of V˜ as well as that of ‖AVx0(·, ·)Ω‖ to C4 exists by Theorem 3.17. Now replace the vector Ω in Eqn. (65)
by an arbitrary element Φ ∈ D ⊂ H . Since Ω is quasifree one ends up with a sum of terms which are tensor products
of V˜ and its derivatives with two-point distributions of the basic fields or fundamental solutions. Since the latter can be
restricted3 to C × C, it follows that the tensor products mentioned above can be restricted to C × C, too. Especially the
restriction to C for the internal variables, i.e., the variables associated to AVx0 , exists, which proves the claim for the first
operator valued distribution AVx0 . The five remaining cases follow completely analogous. The corresponding proofs are
omitted in order to avoid repeating the argument verbatim.
We have the following Theorem.
THEOREM 4.9. Using the same notation as in Proposition 4.8: For all smooth testdensities on C with support suf-
ficiently close to x0, the resulting six distributions on C × C are independent of the density χdC, provided χ ≡ 1 in a
neighborhood of the support of the second testdensity. dC denotes the induced volume form on C. More precisely: Let ϕ˜
3Recall that their wave front sets contain lightlike singular directions only.
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and ϕ denote the embedding of C × C and C into M ×M and M respectively. Then
D
′(C) ∋ ϕ˜∗(AVx0)(χdC, ·) : h 7→[
C
G
+
A′′(x0), A(h)]−
:= [χdCQ+A′′(x0), A(h)]−
= ϕ∗
(
+iΨ+AJ
A
A′′(x0)
)
(h)
D
′(C) ∋ ϕ˜∗(BVx0)(χdC, ·) : h 7→[
C
G
+
A′′(x0), B(h)]−
:= [χdCQ+A′′(x0), B(h)]−
= ϕ∗
(
+(Ψ+γ5)AJ
A
A′′(x0)
)
(h)
D
′(DCM) ∋ ϕ˜
∗(ΨVx0)(χdC, ·) : hB 7→{Ψ
B(hB),
C
G
+
A′′(x0) }+
:= {ΨB(hB),
χdC
Q
+
A′′(x0)}+
= ϕ∗
(
+i
(
((i6∇+m)(A− iγ5B))J (x0)
)B
A′′
)
(hB)
D
′(T ∗C) ∋ ϕ˜∗(∇a
A
Vx0)(χdC, ·) : g
a 7→[CG+A′′(x0),∇aA(g
a)]
−
:= [χdCQ+A′′(x0),∇aA(g
a)]
−
= ϕ∗
(
iDa(Ψ
+J )A′′ + inaDb(Ψ
+ 6nγbJ )A′′
−mna(Ψ
+ 6nJ )A′′
)
(ga)
D
′(T ∗C) ∋ ϕ˜∗(∇a
B
Vx0)(χdC, ·) : g
a 7→[CG+A′′(x0),∇aB(g
a)]
−
:= [χdCQ+A′′(x0),∇aB(g
a)]
−
= −iϕ∗
(
iDa(Ψ
+
γ
5J )A′′ + inaDb(Ψ
+ 6nγbγ5J )A′′
−mna(Ψ
+ 6nγ5J )A′′
)
(ga)
D
′(DCM ⊗ T
∗C) ∋ ϕ˜∗(∇a
Ψ
Vx0)(χdC, ·) : g
a
B 7→{∇aΨ
B(gaB),
C
G
+
A′′(x0)}+
:= {∇aΨ
B(gaB),
χdC
Q
+
A′′(x0)}+
= ϕ∗
(
−iha
c∇c
(
((−i6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J
)B
A′′
− inaγ
b
hb
c∇c( 6n((−i6∇ −m)(A− iγ
5
B))J )B
A′′
−mna( 6n((−i6∇ −m)(A− iγ
5
B))J )B
A′′
)
(gaB),
provided χ ≡ 1 o the support of the testdensities. Here DCM denotes all elements in DM with basepoint in C.
Note that we used boldface type, e.g., χ and h, to indicate smooth functions and densities respectively on C. The
notion CG+A′′(x0) was introduced to emphasize that the result does not depend on χ. It is obvious that the six operator
valued distributions in Theorem 4.9 smoothly depend on x0, hence they have a natural extension to operator valued
distributions on a neighborhood of U ⊂ C × C of the diagonal in C × C.
COROLLARY 4.10. The six distributions of Theorem 4.9, when extended to U ⊂ C × C can be restricted to the
diagonal in C × C, i.e., they uniquely define six operator valued distributions on C. For the corresponding kernels one
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finds:
[CG+A, A(x)]− = limx0→x
[χQ+A′(x0), A(x)]− = +iΨ
+
A(x)
[CG+A, B(x)]− = limx0→x
[χQ+A′(x0), B(x)]− = (Ψ
+γ5)A(x)
{ΨB(x), CG+A}+ = limx0→x {Ψ
B(x),χQ+A′(x0)}+ = +i
(
(i 6∇+m)(A− iγ5B))B
A
[CG+A,∇aA(x)]− = limx0→x [
χQ+A′(x0),∇aA(x)]−
= iha
b∇bΨ+A + inahbc∇c(Ψ+ 6nγb)A
−mna(Ψ+ 6n)A
[CG+A,∇aB]− = limx0→x [
χQ+A′(x0),∇aB(x)]−
= ha
b∇b(Ψ+γ5)A + nahbc∇c(Ψ+ 6nγbγ5)A
−mna(Ψ+ 6nγ5)A
{∇aΨB(x), CG+A}+ = limx0→x {∇aΨ
B(x),χfQ+A′(x0)}+
= −ihab∇b
(
(−i 6∇ −m)(A − iγ5B))B
A
− ina
{
γdhd
c∇c
(6n(−i 6∇ −m)(A − iγ5B))}B
A
−mna
(6n(−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))B
A
.
Corollary 4.10 is obvious, since we may use the fact that the pointwise product of a smooth function g ∈ C∞(M)
with a section in the spinorbundle hA ∈ Γ(DM), g(x)hA(x), is again a section in the spinorbundle. Similarly the
pointwise product of gA ∈ Γ(D∗M) with hA ∈ Γ(DM), gA(x)hA(x), defines a smooth function on M by dual pairing
and the claim follows immediately using Corollary 3.19.
REMARK . The kernel of ·Q+A′ is not covariantly constant. Thus the results of Proposition 4.8 and Theorem 4.9
depend on the hypersurface C. On the other hand the results of Corollary 4.10 –as long as no derivatives occur– have a
natural extension to all of M independent of C.
For the proof of the Theorem we need some properties of the fundamental solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac
equation respectively. We begin with the scalar case.
2.3. The fundamental solution of the Klein Gordon equation. In this subsection some useful identities for the
fundamental solution of the Klein Gordon equation are established. Let (M, gab) denote a globally hyperbolic Lorentz
manifold with Cauchy surface C. For the sake of simplicity we identify in the sequel of this work test densities and test
functions using the natural measure dµ =
√|gab|d4x on M and denote the space of testdensities on M with compact
support by D(M). Let P be a pseudodifferential operator on M which has the form P = ✷ + a, where ✷ denotes
the D’Alembert operator associated to gab and a is some smooth function on M . The ‘squared’ Dirac operator and the
Klein Gordon operator are examples for P . As a consequence of the global hyperbolicity, there exist global fundamental
solutions for P uniquely determined by their support properties (see Leray [Ler63], Choquet-Bruhat [CB77]). That
is there exist unique distributions E± ∈ D′(M × M), viewed as linear mappings ∆± : C∞0 (M) → C∞(M) by the
identification ∫
M
f1∆
±(f2)dµ = E
±(f1dµ⊗ f2dµ) for all f1, f2 ∈ C∞0 (M),
which are called advanced and retarded fundamental solutions respectively. They are uniquely determined by the follow-
ing two properties:
1.
P∆± = ∆±P = 1, (68)
where 1 denotes the identity on C∞0 (M).
2. If f ∈ C∞0 (M) then supp∆±(f) is compact with respect to the future (+) or past (−).
Here, a set U ⊂M is called compact with respect to the future (past) if and only if for any point x ∈M , J+(x)∩J−(U)
(J−(x) ∩ J+(U) ) is compact. Recall that J+(x) (J−(x)) denotes the set of all points y ∈ M which can be connected
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to x with a future (past) directed causal curve from x to y. We define the fundamental solutions E = E+ − E− and
∆ = ∆+ −∆−. Given ∆ it is easy to solve the Cauchy problem for the differential equation Pu = 0, u ∈ C∞0 (M). The
result is:
PROPOSITION 4.11 (Huygens principle (smooth form)). Let ρ0 (ρ1) denote the restriction (normal restriction) of any
smooth function on M to the Cauchy surface C. Then for any smooth solution u of Pu = 0 on M and any f ∈ C∞0 (M)∫
M
uf dµ =
∫
C
u0ρ1(∆f)− u1ρ0(∆f) dC, (69)
where u0 ≡ ρ0(u) := u ↾C , u1 ≡ ρ1(u) := (nµ∇µu) ↾C and dC denotes the natural volume element on C determined by
the induced metric hab (compare subsection 2.1 of this chapter).
PROOF. For the proof, which is merely an application of Greens formula, the reader is referred to Dimock’s pa-
per [Dim80] Lemma A.1.
Now let u be a distributional solution of Pu = 0. Then u admits a restriction to C according to Theorem 3.17, since by
Theorem 3.21 its wave front set contains at most lightlike directions. Thus Eqn. (69) can by extended by continuity and
we proved
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let ϕˆ : (M × C) ∋ (p1, p2) 7→ (p1, p2) ∈ (M ×M) be the natural embedding of M × C into
M ×M . Then the following identity holds for all f ∈ D(M):
u(f) = ϕˆ∗ {(1⊗ u) · ((1⊗ na∇a)E)} (f ⊗ 1dC)
− ϕˆ∗ {(1⊗ na∇au) ·E} (f ⊗ 1dC)
“ ≡ ”
∫
M
∫
C
u(z)na′∇a′E(x, z)f(x) − (na′∇a′u(z))E(x, z)f(x)dCzdµx
, (70)
where · ⊗ · is the usual tensor product of distributions, 1 being the function 1 and 1 denotes the restriction of 1 to C. Note
that Eqn. (70) is well defined, since
(
J+(supp(f)) ∪ J+(supp(f))
)
∩C is compact.
It is worth noting that the fundamental solution E, being a distributional bisolution of the Klein Gordon equation, can
be restricted to C. For the restriction of E and its normal derivative one finds:
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let E be the (unique) fundamental solution of the scalar Klein Gordon equation.
• The restriction of E to any Cauchy surface C vanishes, i.e., let ϕ˜ denote the embedding of C ×C into M ×M , then
ϕ˜∗(E) = 0. (71)
• The normal derivative of E with respect to the first entry restricted to C × C is minus the Dirac delta distribution,
i.e.,
ϕ˜∗(na∇aE)(x, y) = −δ(x, y). (72)
REMARK . These two statements can equivalently be formulated in terms of the operator ∆. They state that ∆, when
restricted to C × C vanishes, whereas the restriction of its normal derivative with respect to the first entry is minus the
identity on C∞0 (C).
PROOF. For y ∈ C let uy ∈ D′(M) be the unique distributional solution of (✷+m2)uy = 0 with initial data
(uy) ↾C= 0 (n
a∇auy) ↾C= −δ(·, y),
where δ(·, y) denotes Dirac delta distribution at y ∈ C, i.e., for gdC ∈ D(C), δ(gdC, y) = g(y). Inserting these initial
datas in Eqn. (70) we obtain for all f ∈ D(M) –using the notation of Proposition 4.12–
uy(f) = 0− ϕˆ∗{1⊗ na∇auy}ϕˆ∗{E}(f ⊗ 1dC)
= (1⊗ δ(·, y)) · ϕˆ∗{E}(f ⊗ 1dC)
= +ϕˆ∗{E}(f ⊗ y)
= E(f, y).
This proves uy = E(·, y) for y ∈ C. Thus E(·, y) ↾C= 0 together with (na∇aE(·, y)) ↾C= −δ(·, y) for all y ∈ C, which
was claimed in the Corollary.
Note that E(f, y) is a smooth function on M for all f ∈ C∞0 (M), since ∆ applied to a smooth function with compact
support is smooth. Hence E ↾C×C (·, y) ≡ E(·, y) ↾C if y ∈ C. The next Lemma states that derivatives of distributions in
direction tangential to C commute with the restriction to C.
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LEMMA 4.14. Let C be a spacelike hypersurface and let u ∈ D′(M) be a distribution on M such that ϕ∗(u), the
restriction of u to C, exists. Let va be a smooth vector field tangential to C and let hab, Da denote the induced metric and
Levi-Civita connection respectively on C (compare Definition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4). Then
ϕ∗(va∇au) = vaDaϕ∗(u).
PROOF. Suppose u is given by a smooth function, then
ϕ∗(va∇au)(f) :=
∫
C
(va∇au(x))f (x)dC
=
∫
C
(vaDau(x))f (x)dC,
since va is tangential on C
= −
∫
C
u(x)Da(vaf)(x)dC,
by Stokes Theorem, i.e., integration by parts, which is valid, since Da is the induced Levi-Civita connection on C
=: (vaDaϕ
∗(u))(f)
By continuity this extends to D′(M).
COROLLARY 4.15. Let E be the fundamental solution of the Klein Gordon equation, va denote a smooth vector field
and ϕ˜ is the embedding of C × C into M ×M . Then
ϕ˜∗(va∇aE) = −vanaδ.
PROOF. Split the vectorfield va in its normal and tangential components and use the linearity of ϕ˜∗.
ϕ˜∗(va∇aE) = ϕ˜∗(vahab∇bE) + ϕ˜∗(vananb∇bE)
By Lemma 4.14 the first summand is equal to vahabDbϕ˜∗(E), which vanishes by Proposition 4.13. By Eqn. (72) the
second summand is equal to −vanaδ, which finishes the proof.
We now establish analogous properties for the fundamental solution of the Dirac equation.
2.4. The fundamental solution of the Dirac equation. Let (M, gab) be a globally hyperbolic Lorentz manifold
with Majorana spinor (cospinor) bundle DM (D∗M). Let C be a Cauchy surface in M . We remind the reader that
functions and densities on M and C can be identified using the appropriate metric. The Dirac operator 6D := (i 6∇ −m)
fulfils the following important identity (See e.g. [BT87])
(i 6∇ −m)(−i 6∇ −m) =
(
✷+ (m2 +
1
4
R)
)
1,
where 1 denotes the identity on the spinor bundle. Note that
(
✷+ (m2 + 14R)
)
is the SUSY coupled Klein Gordon
operator, which is strictly hyperbolic in the sense of Leray. It follows that(
✷+ (m2 +
1
4
R)
)
u = 0
possesses unique advanced and retarded fundamental solutions viewed either as distributions in
D′(D∗M×DM), denoted byE±A
A′
, or as linear operators fromΓ0(DM) toΓ(DM) , denoted by∆±A
A′
. Their difference
will be written as EAA
′
:= E+A
A′ − E−AA
′
and ∆AA
′
:= ∆+A
A′ −∆−AA
′
respectively. The existence of a unique
fundamental solution for the Dirac equation 6Du = 0 is a consequence of the following Theorem of Dimock [Dim82].
PROPOSITION 4.16.
• The operator 6D on Γ0(DM) has a unique fundamental solutions
Ξ± : Γ0(DM)→ Γ(DM)
given by
Ξ± := (−i 6∇ −m)∆±
• Its Dirac adjoint, 6D+, which is an operator on Γ0(D∗M), has unique fundamental solutions
Ξˆ± : Γ0(D
∗M)→ Γ(D∗M)
given by
Ξˆ± := (i 6∇ −m)∆±,
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where ∆± are the fundamental solutions of (✷+ (m2 + 14R)) 1 uniquely determined by their support properties. 1
denotes the identity on the spinor (cospinor) bundle and the spinor indices have been suppressed.
We may identify Ξ± (Ξˆ±) with distributions denoted by
S± ∈ D′(D∗M × DM) (Sˆ± ∈ D′(DMD∗M)). Their difference is written as Ξ (Ξˆ) and S (Sˆ) respectively. For the
formulation of Huygens principle it is necessary to define products of distributions in these bundles. Let us call D′(DM)
(D′(D∗M)) the space of spinor (cospinor) valued distributions. Using a similar notation as in the previous subsection,
we denote the testdensities for D′(DM) (D′(D∗M)) by D(D∗M) (D(DM)). It is worth noting that the smooth sections
in the corresponding bundles are dense in these spaces. Moreover, on a globally hyperbolic manifold things are greatly
simplified by the fact that every spin structure SM over M necessarily is the trivial bundle [Ger68]. It follows that all
calculation can be performed in ‘coordinates’: Pick a global spin frame E : M → SM . We denote the corresponding
moving frames by (E1, . . . , E4) and their duals by (E1 . . . , E4) respectively. Then every element uA ∈ D′(DM),
vA ∈ D′(D∗M), fA ∈ D(D∗M), gA ∈ D(DM) can uniquely be written as
u =
∑
uΛEΛ v =
∑
vΛE
Λ
f =
∑
fΣEΣ g =
∑
gΣE
Σ,
where uΛ and vΛ, Λ = 1, . . . , 4 are distributions on M and fΣ, gΣ, Σ = 1, · · · , 4 are densities with compact support.
Note that we use an upper index for fA ∈ D(D∗M), since this density can be identified with a spinor field. A distri-
butional product of uA and vA is well defined if and only if
∑
Λ u
Λ · vΛ exists, where each term in the sum is the usual
product of distributions. It is obvious that in the special case uA ∈ Γ(DM) ⊂ D′(DM) and vA ∈ Γ(D∗M) ⊂ D′(D∗M)
this definition is frame independent. Due to the continuity of the product and since Γ(DM) and Γ(D∗M) are dense in
D′(DM) and D′(D∗M) respectively, this independence can be lifted and uA · vA ∈ D′(M) defines a distribution on
M if the product exists. We state now the distributional version of Huygens principle for the ‘squared’ Dirac operator
on the spinor bundle. Recall that all distributional solutions of
(
✷+ (m2 + 14R)
)
u = 0 can be restricted to C, since by
Theorem 3.21 their wave front sets contain at most lightlike directions.
PROPOSITION 4.17 (Huygens principle (distributional form)). Let ϕˆ denote the natural embedding of M × C into
M ×M . For any distributional solution uA ∈ D′(D∗M) of
(
✷+ (m2 + 14R)
)
u = 0, the following identity holds for
all fA ∈ D(D∗M):
uA(f
A) = ϕˆ∗
{
(1A′
B′ ⊗ uA) ·
(
(1B′
C′ ⊗ na∇a)EC′A
)}
(fA
′ ⊗ 1dC)
− ϕˆ∗
{
(1A′
B′ ⊗ na∇auA) ·EB′A
}
(fA
′ ⊗ 1dC),
(73)
where ·⊗· is the usual tensor product of distributions, 1A′B′ denotes the identity onDM , whereas 1 denotes the restriction
of the function 1 to C. Note that Eqn. (73) is well defined, since
(
J+(supp(fA)) ∪ J+(supp(f))
)
∩C is compact.
The fundamental solution S of the Dirac equation can be restricted to C, too, since its wave front set is contained in
the wave front set of E. The result is:
PROPOSITION 4.18. Let SAA
′ ∈ D′(D∗M ×DM) be the unique fundamental solution of the Dirac operator. The
restriction of SAA′ to the Cauchy surface C with normal covectorfield na and embedding ϕ˜ : C × C → M ×M is well
defined and given by:
For all fAdC ∈ D(D∗CM), gB dC ∈ D(DCM)
ϕ˜∗
(
SA
B′
)
(fA, gB′) =
∫
C
fA(i 6n)ABgBd C, (74)
where DCM (D∗CM ) denotes the restriction of DM (D∗M ) to C.
REMARK . The result of the Proposition is equivalent to the statement that Ξ restricted to C is (i 6n) times the identity
on Γ0(DCM).
For the proof of the Proposition we need the following two Lemmata.
LEMMA 4.19. Let EAA
′ ∈ D′(D∗M ×DM) be the unique fundamental solution of the ‘squared’ Dirac operator(
✷+ (m2 + 14R)
)
.
• The restriction of EAA
′
to any smooth Cauchy surface C vanishes, i.e., let ϕ˜ be the embedding of C × C into
M ×M , then
ϕ˜∗(EA
A′) = 0 (75)
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• The restriction of its normal derivative with respect to the first entry gives −JAA′ times the Dirac delta distribu-
tion, i.e.,
ϕ˜∗(na∇aEAA
′
)(x, y) = − JAA
′
δ(x, y). (76)
Recall that J denotes the bi-spinor of parallel transport and δ is defined as in Proposition 4.13.
PROOF. Let uyA
B′ ∈ D′(D∗M) be the unique solution of (✷+ (m2 + 14R))uyAA′ = 0 with initial data
(uyA
A′) ↾C (x) = 0 ((n
a∇auy)A
′
A ) ↾C (x) = − J AA
′
(x, y)δ(x, y),
where δ(x, y) denotes the Dirac delta distribution at y ∈ C. Using the distributional form of Huygens principle, we obtain
for all fA ∈ D(D∗M) –using the notation of Proposition 4.17–
uyA
B′(fA) = 0− ϕ∗
{
(1C
A ⊗ na∇auyB′′B
′
) · EAB
′′
}
(fC ⊗ 1dC)
=
(
(1C
A ⊗ JB′′B
′
δ(·, y))ϕ∗(EAB
′′
)
)
(fC ⊗ 1dC)
= EA
B′(fA, y)
(77)
This proves uyA
B′ = EA
B′(·, y) for all points y ∈ C. Note that EAB
′
(fA, y) is smooth in y, since we are dealing
with the fundamental solution of the ‘squared’ Dirac equation (recall the results for the scalar case). We conclude:
EA
B′(·, y) ↾C= 0 and (na∇aEAA
′
(·, y)) ↾C= −JAA
′
δ(·, y) for all y ∈ C, which was claimed.
The second Lemma is the analogon of Lemma 4.14 above.
LEMMA 4.20. Let C be a spacelike hypersurface and let uA ∈ D′(DM) be a spinor valued distribution on M such
that ϕ∗(uA), the restriction of uA to C, exists. Let va be a smooth vector field tangential to C and let hab, Da denote the
induced metric and Levi-Civita connection respectively4 (See Definition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4). Then
ϕ∗(va∇auA) = vaDaϕ∗(uA).
PROOF. Suppose uA is given by a smooth section with compact support in DM , then for any smooth section fA in
the cospinor bundle vauAfA is a smooth vector field and the integral of Da(vauAfA) over C vanishes by Stokes Theorem.
We can apply the latter, since Da is the Levi Civita connection on C. We obtain the following chain of equation:
0 =
∫
C
Da(v
auAfA)dC
=
∫
C
(Dav
a)uAfA + v
a((∇auA)fA + uA(∇afA))dC
since Da is a derivation and on scalars vaDa ≡ va∇a
=
∫
C
uADa(v
afA) + v
a(∇auA)fAdC
since Da is a derivation and vaDa ≡ va∇a for pure (co)spinors
=: (−vaDaϕ∗(uA))(fA) + ϕ∗(va∇auA)(fA)
Note that the last equality is obtained by using the definition of the covariant derivative for distributions. Moreover
we used the metric to identify functions and densities. By continuity this extends to all of D′(M), which proves the
Lemma.
REMARK . The previous Lemma is not a complete analogon of Lemma 4.14. In the former everything is independent
of the fact that C is embedded into M , e.g., all tensorial objects are tangential to C and covariant differentiation does not
change this fact. On the other hand in the spinorial case, the embedding enters via the spinor bundle, i.e., spinors on C
are elements in the bundle DCM consisting of all spinors in DM , whose base points are elements of C. It follows that
DCM can not be constructed without specifying the embedding C i→֒ M , i.e., the elements of DCM do not lie in some
subbundle ‘tangential’ to C. It is worth noting that such a subbundle actually can be defined (See [NO84]). However such
a treatment yields Spin(3)-spinors, which is undesirable from our point of view.
4We extend Eqn. (62) without modification to spinors, i.e., for a smooth section fA in the spinor bundle
Daf
A ≡ ha
b∇bf
A.
Note that we do not project on the spinor indices.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.18. Using Proposition 4.16 above we rewrite the fundamental solution S (suppressing
all spinor indices)
S = (−i 6∇ −m)E = (−iγahab∇b − i 6nna∇a)−m)E (78)
For the restriction of S to C × C we obtain by Lemma 4.19
ϕ˜∗(S)(x, y) = ϕ˜∗(−(iγahab∇bE))(x, y) + i 6nJ δ(x, y)−mϕ˜∗(E)(x, y) (79)
The first summand vanishes by Lemma 4.20, since γahab is tangential to C, the third term is zero by Lemma 4.19. The
remaining term in the middle is the result that was claimed.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.9. To prove the Theorem, we calculate the (anti) commutators explicitly. It was already
shown in Proposition 4.8 that the restrictions of all six operator valued distributions ·Vx0 yield operator valued distributions
on C. Consider ϕ˜∗(AVx0) ∈ D′(C × C). Inserting the definitions and writing all distributions as integrals we obtain:
ϕ˜∗(
[
·Q+A′′(x0), A(·)
]
−
)(χdC,hdC) =
[
χdC
Q+A′′(x0), A(hdC)
]
−
=
∫∫
C×C
[
k+
a
A(x)J AA′′(x, x0)na(x), A(y)
]
−
χ(x)h(y) dCxdCy
=
∫∫
C×C
(−i)(Ψ+γa(−i 6∇
x
−m))A[A(x), A(y)]−JAA′′(x, x0)na(x) χ(x)h(y) dCxdCy
since A commutes with B and Ψ
=
∫∫
C×C
(−1)(Ψ+(x)γaγb)
A
JAA′′na∇b[A(x), A(y)]−(χ(x)h(y))
+ im
(
Ψ+(x)γa
)
A
J AA′′na[A(x), A(y)]− χ(x)h(y) dCxdCy
(80)
We are dealing with free fields, hence on the GNS Hilbertspace we have the identity:
[A(x), A(y)]− = iE(x, y)1,
where 1 denotes the identity on the Hilbertspace. It was shown in Proposition 4.13 that the restriction of E to C van-
ishes, whereas the restriction of its derivative in direction va is given by −vana times the Dirac delta distribution by
Corollary 4.15. Therefore our result is
(80) = i
∫
C
Ψ+AJ AA′′(x, x0)h(x)dCx,
since γaγbnanb = gabnana = +1 and the y-integration can be carried out explicitly. Note that the result is independent
of χ since we assumed χ ↾supph ≡ 1. The pseudoscalar case (replace AVx0 by BVx0 ) is –up to a factor (−iγ5)– identical
to the previous one:
[
χdCQ+A′′(x0), B(hdC)
]
−
=
∫∫
C×C
(−i)(Ψ+γa(−i 6∇
x
−m)(−iγ5))A[A(x), A(y)]−
JAA′′(x, x0)na(x)χ(x)h(y) dCxdCy
=
∫
C
Ψ+A(x)γ
5J AA′′(x, x0)h(x) dCx
(81)
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Finally for the spinorial case we get:
{ΨA′(hA′dC),χdCQ+A′′(x0)}+ =
∫∫
C×C
(−i){ΨA′(y),Ψ+B(x)}+(6n(−i 6∇
x
−m)(A− iγ5B)(x))BA
J AA′′(x, x0)hA′(y)χ(x)dCxdCy
Since the anti-commutator of Ψ and Ψ+ is given by (Note the minus sign!)
{ΨA′(y),Ψ+B(x)}+ = −iSA
′
B(y, x)1
one obtains
=
∫∫
C×C
(−1)hA′(y)SA′B(y, x)
( 6n(−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B)(x))BAJAA′′(x, x0)χ(x) dCydCx
=
∫
C
(−1)hA(x)i( 6n 6n︸︷︷︸
=1
(−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B)J )AA′′χ(x) dCx
where the result of Proposition 4.18 was used.
=
∫
C
ihA(x)((i 6∇+m)(A − iγ5B)(x))ABJ BA′′(x, x0) dCx
(82)
The last equation is valid since we assume χ ≡ 1 on those points where hA does not vanish. Let us consider now:
[χdCQ+A′′(x0),∇aA(gadC)]−
=
∫∫
C×C
(−i)(Ψ+ 6n(−i 6∇
x
−m))Ai(∇a′E(x, y))χ(x)ga
′
(y)J AA′′(x, x0) dCxdCy
=
∫∫
C×C
Ψ+B(x)6n
(
−iγb hbcha′c
′∇c∇c′E︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
−i 6nncha′c
′∇c∇c′E︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
− iγbna′ hbcnc′∇c∇c′E︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
−i 6nna′ ncnc′∇c∇c′E︸ ︷︷ ︸
IV
−mha′c
′∇c′E︸ ︷︷ ︸
V
−mna′ nc′∇c′E︸ ︷︷ ︸
VI
)B
A
χ(x) · ga′(y)JAA′′dCxdCy
(83)
For the six terms (I-VI) we find the following results (As usual ϕ˜ denotes the natural embedding of C × C into M ×M ):
I: ϕ˜∗
(
hb
cha′
c′∇c∇c′E
)(
χ˜b, g˜a
′
)
= 0 ∀χ˜a, g˜a ∈ D(TC) (84)
by Corollary 4.15.
II: ϕ˜∗
(
ncha′
c′∇c∇c′E
)
(χdC, ga′dC) = ha′c
′
Dc′ϕ˜
∗(nc∇cE)(χdC, ga′dC)
= +χ(Dc(ha
cgadC),
(85)
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since ϕ˜∗(nc∇cE)(x, y) = −δ(x, y) by Proposition 4.13. For the third term let us consider the whole integral expression:
III: − iϕ˜∗
((
Ψ+ 6nγbJ )
A′′
(
na′hb
cnc
′∇c∇c′E
))
(χdC, ga′dC)
=
(
−iϕ˜∗ ((Ψ+ 6nγbJ )A′′) · hbcDcϕ˜∗(nc′∇c′E)) (χdC, na′ga′dC)
= +iDc
(
hb
cϕ˜∗
(
(Ψ+ 6nγbJ )A′′
)) · ϕ˜∗(nc′∇c′E)(χdC, na′ga′dC)
= +ihb
cDcϕ˜
∗
(
(Ψ+ 6nγbJ )A′′
)
(nag
adC)
Note that Dc is the covariant derivative on C, hence Dbhcd = 0 and we can apply Leibnitz rule on the derivative of
products. The boundary term Dc(·) vanishes since we assume χ ≡ 1 on the support of ga′ . We also used that the normal
derivative of E with respect to the second entry is the Dirac delta distribution (compare VI:).
= +i
∫
C
nahb
c∇c(Ψ+ 6nγbJ )A′′gadC,
since hbcDcvb = hbc∇cvb for all vector fields vb on C. The fourth terms vanishes by Huygens principle, since for the
(distributional) solution uy of the Klein Gordon Equation with the following initial conditions on C
uy ↾C = δ(·, y) (na∇auy) ↾C= 0
we obtain by Proposition 4.12:
D′(M) ∋ uy(·) = nc′∇c′E(·, y)
IV: ϕ˜∗(ncnc
′∇c∇c′E) = 0 (86)
The fifth term vanishes by Proposition 4.13:
V: ϕ˜∗(hac∇cE) = 0.
The result of IV: confirms
VI: ϕ˜∗(nc
′∇c′E)(x, y) = +δ(x, y). (87)
Inserting these expressions in (83) yields:
(83) =
∫
C
+iha
cDc(Ψ
+J )A′′ga + ihbcDc
(
(Ψ+ 6nγbJ )A′′
)
nag
a −m(Ψ+ 6nJ )A′′naga dC (88)
Since the result for B differs by a factor (−iγ5) only, we obtain for the corresponding kernel:
[χdCQ+A′′(x0),∇aB(x)]− = −i
(
+iDa(Ψ
+γ5J )A′′ + iDb(Ψ+ 6nγbγ5J )A′′na −m(Ψ+ 6nγ5J )A′′na
)
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Finally for the spinorial case consider the map
{∇aΨA(gaAdC),χdCQ+A′′(x0)}+
=
∫∫
C×C
{∇aΨA(x),−i(Ψ+ 6n(−i
⇀
6∇ −m))A′(A− iγ5B)
A′
B′(y)}+
gaA(x)χ(y)J B
′
A′′(y, x0) dCxdCy
=
∫∫
C×C
(−i)∇a {ΨA(x),Ψ+A′(y)}+︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−iSAA′ (x,y)
(6n(−i 6∇
y
−m)(A− iγ5B)(y)J )A′A′′
gaA(x)χ(y) dCxdCy
= −
∫∫
C×C
(6n((−i 6∇
y
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′ ·
(∇aSAA′(x, y))
gaA(x)χ(y) dCxdCy
Inserting SAA′(x, y) ≡ EAB′(x, y)(+i
↼
6∇
y
−m)B′A′ , which is valid since SAA′ is the fundamental solution of the Dirac
equation (Compare Proposition 4.16), we get
= −
∫∫
C×C
(6n((−i 6∇
y
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′
×∇aEAB′(+i
↼
6∇
y
−m)B′A′gaA(x)χ(y) dCxdCy
Similar to the calculation done above, we treat derivatives tangential and normal to C individually:
= −
∫∫
C×C
(6n((−i 6∇
y
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′(
ha
chb′
c′∇c∇c′EAB′︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
(+iγb
′
)
B′
A′ + ha
cnb′n
c′∇c∇c′EAB′︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
(+iγb
′
)
B′
A′
+ nan
chb′
c′∇c∇c′EAB′︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
(+iγb
′
)
B′
A′ + nan
cnb′n
c′∇c∇c′EAB′︸ ︷︷ ︸
IV
(+iγb
′
)
B′
A′
−m(hac∇cEAA′︸ ︷︷ ︸
V
+nan
c∇cEAA′︸ ︷︷ ︸
V I
)
)
gaA(x)χ(y) dCxdCy
(89)
The first term (I:) vanishes since we can apply Lemma 4.20.
I: ϕ˜∗(hacha′c
′∇c∇c′EAA′)(χ˜aA, g˜a
′A′) = ϕ˜∗(EAA′)(Dc(ha
cχ˜aA), Dc′(ha′
c′ g˜a
′A′))
= 0 ∀χ˜aA ∈ D(DCM ⊗ T ∗C), g˜A
′a ∈ D(D∗CM ⊗ T ∗C)
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For the second term let us consider the whole integral expression:
II: −
∫∫
C×C
(i 6n 6n((−i 6∇
y
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′habnc
′∇c∇c′EAA′gaA(x)χ(y)dCxdCy
= +
∫∫
C×C
(i((−i 6∇
y
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′nc
′∇c′EAA′Dc(hacgaA)χ(y)dCxd Cy
by Lemma 4.20
= +
∫
C
(i((−i 6∇
x
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′Dc(hacgaA)dCx,
since χ ≡ 1 on the support of gaA and the normal derivative of EAA′ with respect to the second entry restricted to C is
plus the Dirac delta distribution by Lemma 4.19
=: −
∫
C
ha
cDc(i((−i 6∇
x
−m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′gaAdCx
= ϕ∗
(
−ihac∇c
(
((−i 6∇
x
−m)(A − iγ5B))J
)A
A′′
)
(gaA)
The third term yields:
III: −
∫∫
C×C
(iγb
′ 6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′nchb′c
′∇c∇c′EAA′nagaA(x)χ(y)dCxdCy
= +
∫∫
C×C
Dc′(h
c′
b′χ(y)γ
b′i 6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )A′A′′nc∇cEAA′nagaA(x)dCxdCy
since hbc∇c ≡ hbcDc for cospinors. This allows the necessary integartion by parts. The boundary term vanishes, since
χ and gaA have compact support.
= −
∫
C
γbhb
cDc(i 6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′nagaAdC,
since the normal derivative of EAA′ with respect to the first entry restricted to C is minus the Dirac delta distribution
by Lemma 4.19. Recall that χ is one on the support of gaA and note that the metric hab is covariantly constant for Dc.
Moreover, the same result holds for the Dirac γ-matrices, i.e., Dcγb = hcdhbd∇dγd = 0.
= ϕ∗
(
−inaγbhbc∇c(6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′
)
(gaA)
The forth term is shown to vanish by using the same argument as in the scalar case: Consider the unique solution uyAB′ :
D(DM) → Γ(D∗M) of the SUSY-coupled Klein Gordon operator with distributional initial data uyAB′ ↾C is the Dirac
delta distribution and na∇auyAtB′ ↾C vanishes. Inserting these initial data into Eqn. (73), we get
uy
A
B′ = (n
c′∇c′E)
A
B′
which verifies the statement, i.e.,
IV: ϕ˜∗(ncnc
′∇c∇c′EAB′) = 0.
By Lemma 4.19 we get for the fifth term:
V: ϕ˜∗(hac∇cEAA′) = 0
Finally, since the normal derivative of EAA′ with respect to the first entry restricted to C is minus the Dirac delta distribu-
tion, the sixth term is
VI:
∫∫
C×C
+m(6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A − iγ5B))J )A′A′′nc∇cEAA′nagaAχ(y)dCxdCy
=
∫
C
−m(6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′nagaAdCx
= ϕ∗
(
−mna(6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′
)
(gaA)
(90)
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To summarize:
(89) = ϕ∗
(
−ihac∇c
(
((−i 6∇
x
−m)(A − iγ5B))J
)A
A′′
− inaγbhbc∇c(6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))J )AA′′
−mna(6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A − iγ5B))J )AA′′
)
(gaA)
(91)
2.5. Traces for the ‘supercharge’. In this subsection we calculate the traces of the anti-commutator of the ‘super-
charge’ with various point-separated currents. The results of the following Proposition will be used in the next section
to calculate the expectation value of our energy-momentum tensor (Definition 4.22 below) in a locally SUSY Hadamard
product state. We use the results of Proposition 4.8 to calculate the following traces:
PROPOSITION 4.21. Consider two points x and y on C. The corresponding vector and spinor indices are denoted
by a,A and a′, A′ respectively and a semicolon is a shorthand for covariant differentiation. Then we have the following
three identities in the sense of distributional kernels on C.
Tr
(
γaDA
{
i((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)ACJ CC′ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
)
= 2
(
gbb′({A;a, A;b
′}+ + {B;a, B;b
′}+) + gaa′({A;b, A;a
′}+ + {B;b, B;a
′}+)
− gabgcc′({A;c, A;c
′}+ + {B;c, B;c′}+) +m2gab({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+)
+ 2gd
′
dǫ
abcd(A;cB;d
′ −B;cA;d′)
+ iTr(γbJ [Ψ′,Ψ+;a]−) + iKTr((γa 6nγbJ )[Ψ′,Ψ+]−)
)
(92)
Tr
(
γaDA
{
((γb 6∇ − 6∇γb)(A − iγ5B))ACJ CC′ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
)
= +4
(
− gabgcc′({A;c, A;c′}+{B;c, B;c′}+) + gaa′(A;a
′
A;b +B;a
′
B;b)
+ gbb′(A
;aA;b
′
+B;aB;b
′
) + 2gd
′
dǫ
abcd(A;cB;d
′ −B;cA;d′)
− iTr(γaG[bc]J [Ψ′,Ψ+;c]−))
(93)
Tr
(
γaDAJ AA′
{
(A′ − iγ5′B′)A
′
C′ J C
′
C((γ
b 6∇ − 6∇γb)Ψ)CJ CC′ , CG+B
}
+
)
= 4(
{
A;ab, A′
}
+
+
{
B;ab, B′
}
+
) + 4(gabm2 + ξRnanb)({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+
− 4iTr(J γaG[bc]
[
∇cΨ,Ψ′+
]
−
)
− 2KTr
(
γaG[bc]nc
{ 6∇(A− iγ5B), (A′ − iγ5B′)}
+
)
,
(94)
where Tr means the trace over the suppressed spinor indices, K denotes the extrinsic curvature of C, G[AB] = 14 (γaγb −
γbγa), ǫabcd is the totally anti-symmetric ǫ tensor on (M, gab) and ξ denotes the coupling of the Klein Gordon equation
for the fields A and B.
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PROOF. We start with the first equation. Write the anti-commutator as a sum of commutators and anti-commutators
in the basic fields with CG+B .
Tr
(
γaDA
{
i((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)ACJ CC′ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
)
=
1
2
Tr
(
γaDAi((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AC J CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+B
})
(92 A)
+
1
2
[
CG+D γ
aD
A, i((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AC
]
−
J CC′ΨC′ (92 B)
+
1
2
Tr
(
J CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+D
}
+
γaDBi((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)BA
)
(92 C)
− 1
2
Tr
(
J CC′ΨC′
[
(CG+ γa)A, i((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AB
]
−
)
(92 D)
Consider the part (92A):
1
2
Tr
(
γaDAi((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AC J CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
)
=
1
2
Tr
(
γaDAi((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)ACJ CC′(+i)((i 6∇+m)(A − iγ5B))C
′
B′JB
′
B
)
=
1
2
Tr
(
iγaDA
(
γc∇c(A+ iγ5B)γb
)A
C
J CC′(−i)
(
γd
′∇d′(A′ − iγ5
′
B′)
)C′
B′
JB′B
+ iγaDA
(
γc∇c(A+ iγ5B)γb
)A
C
J CC′(−m)
(
(A′ − iγ5′B′)
)C′
B′
JB′B
−mγaDA((A− iγ5B)γb)ACJ CC′(−i)
(
γd
′∇d′(A′ − iγ5′B′)
)C′
B′
JB′B
−mγaDA((A− iγ5B)γb)ACJ CC′(−m)
(
(A′ − iγ5′B′)
)C′
B′
J B′B
)
=
1
2
Tr(γaγcγbγd)gd
′
d(∇cA∇d′A′ +∇cB∇d′B′)
+
1
2
iTr(γaγcγbγdγ5)gd
′
d(∇cB∇d′A′ −∇cA∇d′B′) +
1
2
Tr(γaγb)m2(AA′ +BB′)
due to the cyclicity of the trace and since J CC′γd′C′A′JA
′
A = g
d′
dγ
dC
A by Eqn. (117), (γ5)2 = 1 and the trace over
an odd number of γ-matices vanishes.
= +2
(
gbb′(∇aA∇b
′
A′ +∇aB∇b′B′)− gabgcc′(∇cA∇c
′
A′ +∇cB∇c′B′)
+ gaa′(∇bA∇a
′
A′ +∇bB∇a′B′) + gd′dǫabcd(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
+m2gab(AA′ +BB′)
)
,
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since the parallel transport commutes with contraction. The various traces for the γ-matrices can be found in Appendix C
section 1. For the next part (92B) one obtains:
1
2
[
CG+D γ
aD
A, i((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AC
]
−
J CC′ΨC
′
=
1
2
i
(
[CG+D, i∇cA]−
(
γaDAγ
cA
C
)− i[CG+D, i∇cB]− (γaDA(γ5γc)AC)
−m[CG+D, A]−γaDC + im[CG+D, B]−(γ5γa)DC
)
J CC′ΨC
′
= −
(
(i(DcΨ
+) + inc(DdΨ
+)6nγd −mncΨ+)D(γaγcγbJΨ′)D −mΨ+γaγbJΨ′
)
− incΨ+(Dd 6n)γd(γaγcγbJΨ′)D
′
,
since (γ5)2 = 1. Note that Dd(6n)γd equals K , which is the extrinsic curvature scalar.
= −
(
i(∇cΨ+)γaγcγbJΨ′ −mΨ+γaγbJΨ′
)
− iKΨ+γa 6nγbJΨ′
= −2i∇aΨ+γbJΨ′ − iKΨ+γa 6nγbJΨ′
where we used the Dirac equation Ψ+(i
↼
6∇+m) = 0 for Ψ+.
The result for the third part (92C) is:
+
1
2
Tr
(
J CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+D
}
+
γaDAi((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AB
)
= +
1
2
Tr
(
−iJ γc′∇c′(A′ − iγ5
′
B′) J γa(i)γd∇d(A+ iγ5B)γb
− iJ γc′∇c′(A′ − iγ5′B′ )J γa(−m)(A− iγ5B)γb
−mJ (A′ − iγ5′B′)J γa(i)γc∇c(A+ iγ5B)γb
−mJ (A′ − iγ5′B′)J γa(−m)(A− iγ5B)γb
)
= +2
(
gaa′(∇a
′
A′∇bA+∇a′B′∇bB)− gabgcc′(∇c′A′∇cA+∇c′B′∇cB)
+ gbb′(∇
′bA′∇aA+∇b′B′∇aB)
+ gd
′
dǫ
abcd(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′) +m2gab(A′A+B′B′)
)
,
since up to a commutation of x and y the same terms as in (92A) occur. Finally for the term (92D) one finds:
− 1
2
Tr
(
J CC′ΨC
′
[
(CG+ γa)A, i((A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γb)AB
]
−
)
= −Tr
(
JΨ′(−2i)∇aΨ+γb − iKJΨ′Ψ+γa 6nγb
)
,
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since all terms of (92B) can be used again. To summarize the results:
(92) = +2
(
gbb′(∇aA∇b
′
A′ +∇aB∇b′B′)− gabgcc′(∇cA∇c
′
A′ +∇cB∇c
′
B′)
+ gaa′(∇bA∇a
′
A′ +∇bB∇a′B′) + gd′dǫabcd(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
+m2gab(AA′ +BB′)
)
− 2iTr(γb(∇aΨ+JΨ′)− (iKΨ+γa 6nγbJΨ′)
+ 2
(
gaa′(∇a
′
A′∇bA+∇a′B′∇bB)− gabgcc′(∇c′A′∇cA+∇c′B′∇cB)
+ gbb′(∇
′bA′∇aA+∇b′B′∇aB) + gd′dǫabcd(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
+m2gab(A′A+B′B′)
)
+ 2iTr(JΨ′∇aΨ+γb) + Tr(iKJΨ′Ψ+γa 6nγb)
= 2
(
gbb′({A;a, A;b
′}+ + {B;a, B;b′}+) + gaa′({A;b, A;a
′}+ + {B;b, B;a′}+)
− gabgcc′({A;c, A;c
′}+ + {B;c, B;c
′}+) +m2gab({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+)
+ 2gd
′
dǫ
abcd(A;cBd
′ −B;cAd′) + iTr(γbJ [Ψ′,Ψ+;a]−)
+ iKTr((γa 6nγbJ )[Ψ′,Ψ+]−)
)
We continue with the same calculation for the second Equation:
4Tr
(
γaDA
{
(G[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B)JΨ′)A, CG+B
}
+
)
= 2Tr
(
(γaG[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))DCJ CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
)
(93 A)
+ 2
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))AC
]
J CC′ΨC′ (93 B)
+ 2Tr
(
J CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
(γaG[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))AD
)
(93 C)
− 2Tr
(
J CC′ΨC′
[
CG+B γ
B
A, (G
[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))AD
])
(93 D)
For the part (93A) one calculates:
2Tr
(
(γaG[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))DCJ CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
)
= 2Tr
(
γaG[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B)J (+i)((i 6∇+m)(A′ − iγ5′B′))J
)
= −2Tr(γaG[bc]γd)gdd′(∇cA∇d′A′ +∇cB∇d′B′)
+ 2iTr(γaG[bc]γdγ5)gdd
′
(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
= −4
(
gabgcc′(∇cA∇c
′
A′ +∇cB∇c′B′)− gbb′(∇aA∇b
′
A′ +∇aB∇b′B′)
)
+ 4ǫabcdgd
′
d(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
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The next part (93B) gives:
+ 2
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))AC
]
J CC′ΨC′
= 2
([
CG+B ,∇cA
]
−
(γaG[bc])− i [CG+B ,∇cB]− (γaG[bc]γ5 ))JΨ′
= 2
(
(iDcΨ
+ + inc(DdΨ
+)6nγd −mncΨ+ 6n+ iKΨ+nc)γaG[bc]
− i(iDcΨ+ + inc(DdΨ+)6nγd −mncΨ+ 6n+ iKΨ+nc)γ5γaG[bc]γ5
)
JΨ′
Recall the identity (Dd 6n)γd = K .
= 4i(∇cΨ+)γaG[bc]JΨ′,
For the last equality we used the fact that Ψ+ is a solution of the Dirac equation and that 6n anti-commutes with habγb.
The third term is again relatively easy to compute:
2Tr
(
J CC′
{
ΨC
′
, CG+B
}
+
(γaG[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))BD
)
= 2Tr
(
J (i)((i 6∇ −m)(A′ − iγ5′B′)) J (γaG[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))BD
)
= −2Tr(γdγaG[bc])gdd′(∇d′A′∇cA+∇d′B′∇cB)
+ 2iTr(γaG[bc]γdγ5)gdd
′
(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′),
since all other traces vanish
= −4
(
gabgc
c′(∇c′A′∇cA+∇c′B′∇cB)− gaa′(∇a
′
A′∇bA+∇a′B′∇bB)
)
+ 4ǫabcdgd
d′(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
The forth term (93D) gives:
− 2Tr
(
JΨ′
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc]∇c(A− iγ5B))AD
]
−
)
= −4iTr(γaG[bc]JΨ′∇cΨ+),
as an immediate consequence of the calculations of part (93B). To summarize the second equation:
(93) = −4
(
gabgcc′(∇cA∇c
′
A′ +∇cB∇c′B′ − gbb′(∇aA∇b
′
A′ +∇aB∇b′B′)
− ǫabcdgd′d(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
)
+ 4i(∇cΨ+)γaG[bc]JΨ′
− 4
(
gabgc
c′(∇c′A′∇cA+∇c′B′∇cB)− gaa′(∇a
′
A′∇bA+∇a′B′∇bB)
− ǫabcdgdd′(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
)
− 4iTr(γaG[bc]JΨ′∇cΨ+)
= +4
(
− gabgcc′({A;c, A;c′}+{B;c, B;c′}+) + gaa′(A;a
′
A;b +B;a
′
B;b)
+ gbb′(A
;aA;b
′
+B;aB;b
′
) + 2ǫabcdgd
d′(∇cA∇d′B′ −∇cB∇d′A′)
− iTr(γaG[bc]J [Ψ′,Ψ+;c]−))
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Finally for the third Equation we consider:
Tr
(
γaDAJAA′{(A′ − iγ5
′
B′)
A′
C′J C
′
C((γ
b 6∇ − 6∇γb)Ψ)C , CG+B}+
)
= 2Tr
(
(γaJ (A′ − iγ5′B′)JG[bc])DC
{∇cΨC , CG+B}+) (94 A)
+ 2
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc]J (A′ − iγ5′B′)J )AC
]
−
∇cΨC (94 B)
+ 2Tr
({∇cΨC , CG+B}+ (γaG[bc]J (A′ − iγ5′B′) J )BD) (94 C)
− 2Tr
(
∇cΨC
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc]J (A′ − iγ5′B′)J )AD
]
−
)
(94 D)
Consider the part (94A) and note that the bi-spinors of parallel transport cancel each other.
2Tr
(
(γa(A′ − iγ5B′)G[bc])DC
{∇cΨC , CG+B}+)
= 2Tr
(
γa(A′ − iγ5B′)G[bc]
(
−iDc((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B)) + inc 6nγdDd((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))
−mnc 6n((−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B))− incK(−i 6∇ −m)(A− iγ5B)
))
,
since 6n 6n = 1 and 6n commutes with γahab
= −2Tr
(
γa(A′ − iγ5B′)G[bc]
(
Dc 6∇(A− iγ5B)− nc 6nγdDd 6∇(A− iγ5B)
−m2nc 6n(A− iγ5B) +Knc 6∇(A− iγ5B)
))
,
since traces over an odd number of γ-matrices are zero.
= −2Tr
(
γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′)(∇c 6∇+ ξRnc 6n)(A− iγ5B)
)
− 2KTr
(
γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′)nc 6∇(A− iγ5B)
)
For the last equality we used the fact that A and B are solutions of the Klein Gordon equation with coupling ξ, i.e.,
(✷+ (m2 + ξR))A = 0 and (✷+ (m2 + ξR))B = 0. It was also used that 6∇6∇ = ✷ for scalars.
= 4(A′∇a∇bA+B′∇a∇bB) + 4(m2gab + ξRnanb)(A′A+B′B)
− 2KTr
(
γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′)nc 6∇(A− iγ5B)
)
The last equality follows, since Tr(γaG[bc]γd) = 2(gabgcd − gacgbd), whereas the corresponding terms with a single
γ5 gives a result totally anti-symmetric in the indices abcd which vanishes due to the symmetry of ∇c∇d and ncnd
respectively. The calculation for the next part (94B) results in:
+ 2
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc](A′ − iγ5B′))AC
]
−
∇cΨC
= 2
([
CG+B, A
′
]
−
(γaG[bc])BC − i
[
CG+B, A
′
]
−
(γaG[bc]γ5)BC
)
∇cΨC
= 4iΨ′
+J γaG[bc]∇cΨ
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The third part (94C) yields as a consequence of our results for (94A):
+ 2Tr
({∇cΨC , CG+B}+ (γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′))BD)
= 4((∇a∇bA)A′ + (∇a∇bB)B′) + 4(m2gab + ξRnanb)(AA′ + BB′)
− 2KTr
(
6∇(A− iγ5B)γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′)nc
)
The result for the forth term follows immediately from the second:
− 2Tr
(
∇cΨC
[
CG+B γ
aB
A, (G
[bc]J (A′ − iγ5′B′)J )AD
]
−
)
= −4iTr
(
J γaG[bc]∇cΨΨ′+
)
To summarize these results:
(94) = 4(A′∇a∇bA+B′∇a∇bB) + 4(m2gab + ξRnanb)(A′A+B′B)
− 2KTr
(
γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′)nc 6∇(A− iγ5B)
)
+ 4iTr
(
J γaG[bc]Ψ′+∇cΨ
)
4((∇a∇bA)A′ + (∇a∇bB)B′) + 4(m2gab + ξRnanb)(AA′ +BB′)
− 2KTr
(
6∇(A− iγ5B)γaG[bc](A′ − iγ5B′)nc
)
− 4iTr
(
J γaG[bc]∇cΨΨ′+
)
= 4(
{
A;ab, A′
}
+
+
{
B;ab, B′
}
+
) + 4(gabm2 + ξRnanb)({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+
− 4iTr(J γaG[bc]
[
∇cΨ,Ψ′+
]
−
)
− 2KTr
(
γaG[bc]nc
{ 6∇(A− iγ5B), (A′ − iγ5B′)}
+
)
3. The energy momentum tensor in terms of ‘supercurrents’ and ‘supercharges’
In this section we define a candidate for a point-separated energy momentum tensor of our locally SUSY model by
an analogon of Eqn. (58). Let (H, D,A,B,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω) denote our locally SUSY quantum field theoretical model on the
spacetime (M, gab). We define two point separated ‘supercurrents’:
1j
aA(x, y) =
1
2
(
i(A− iγ5B)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γaJΨ′
− 2ξ
{
(4G[ab]∇b(A− iγ5B))JΨ′ + J (A′ − iγ5′B′)J 4G[ab]∇bΨ
}) (95)
2j
a′A′(x, y) =
1
2
(
i(A′ − iγ5′B′)(i
↼
6∇ −m)γa′JΨ
− 2ξ
{
(4G[a
′b′]∇b′(A′ − iγ5′B′))JΨ+ J (A− iγ5B)J 4G[a′b′]∇b′Ψ′
}) (96)
Note that 1,2j(x, y) are two well defined operator valued distributions on H. The constant ξ is undetermined at this stage
and will be fixed below to the SUSY coupling 1/4. Setting
jaA(x, y) := 1j
aA(x, y) + gaa′ JAA′ 2ja
′A′(x, y),
it follows, using Proposition 4.1 and the fact that gaa′ and J AA′ are smooth, that the restriction of jaA to the diagonal
exists and equals the improved supercurrent of Eqn. (38). Moreover, since [∇agaa′ ] = [∇aJ AA′ ] = 0, where the square
brackets denote the coincidence limit, it easy to see that jaA(x, y) is ‘asymptotically conserved’ on spacetimes with
vanishing scalar curvature, i.e.,
[∇ajaA(x, y)] = ∇a[jaA(x, y)] = ∇ajaA(x) = 0 iff R = 0.
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Recall that the last equality was shown in Proposition 3.2 for classical fields propagating on a spacetime with R = 0. This
result extends without modification to the quantized version of the theory.
DEFINITION 4.22. Let C be a smooth maximal spacelike hypersurface in the vacuum spacetime (M, gab), i.e., C has
extrinsic curvatureK = 0. Then the point separated energy momentum tensor T˜ ab(x, y) of a locally SUSY quantum field
theoretical model (H, D,A,B,Ψ,Ψ+,Ω) on this spacetime is defined as the operator valued distribution on C × C with
kernel (Compare Eqn. (30))
T˜ ab(x, y) := +
1
8
(
Tr
(
γ(a{1jb)A(x, y), CG+B}+
)
+ gaa′g
b
b′Tr
(
γ(a
′{2jb
′)A′(x, y), CG+B′}+
))
, (97)
where 1,2jaA are given by Eqn. (95) and Eqn. (96) respectively with ξ = 1/4.
REMARK . The r.h.s. of Eqn. (97) is a well defined operator valued distribution on C × C by Proposition 4.8, even if
our spacetime does not have vanishing scalar curvature, ξ 6= 1/4 and C is not maximal.
We will now use the results of Proposition 4.21 to express the r.h.s. of Eqn. (97) as commutators and anti-commutators
respectively of the basic fields. Let us relax the assumption on the spacetime (M, gab), the hypersurface C and the coupling
ξ for a moment.
THEOREM 4.23. The point separated energy momentum tensor T˜ ab(x, y) defined by Eqn. (97) is an operator valued
distribution on C × C, even if the spacetime does not have vanishing scalar curvature, ξ 6= 1/4 and C is not maximal. Its
kernel can be written in the basic fields as:
T˜ ab(x, y) =
1− 2ξ
4
gbb′({A;a, A;b
′}+ + {B;a, B;b′}+) + 1− 2ξ
4
gaa′({A;b, A;a
′}+ + {B;b, B;a′}+)
− 1− 4ξ
4
gabgcc′({A;c, A;c
′}+ + {B;c, B;c′}+) + 1− 4ξ
4
gabm2({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+)
− ξ
2
(
({A;ab, A′}+ + {B;ab, B′}+) + gaa′gbb′({A,A;a
′b′}+ + {B,B;a′b′}+)
)
− ξ2Rnanb({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+)
+
i
8
Tr
(
J γ(a(gb)b′ [Ψ,Ψ+;b
′
]− − [Ψ;b),Ψ+
′
]−)
)
+
ξ
16
KTr
(
γ(aG[b)c]nc{6∇(A− iγ5B), (A′ − iγ5B′)}+
)
+
ξ
16
Kgaa′g
b
b′Tr
(
γ(a
′
G[b
′)c′]nc′{(A− iγ5′B), 6∇′(A′ − iγ5′B′)}+
)
+
i
8
KTr
(
γ(a 6nγb)J [Ψ′,Ψ+]−
)
+
i
8
Kgbb′g
a
a′Tr
(
γ(a
′ 6nγb′)J [Ψ,Ψ+′]−
)
(98)
Now set ξ = 1/4 and assume K = R = 0. The result is
T˜ ab(x, y) =
1
8
gbb′({A;a, A;b
′}+ + {B;a, B;b′}+) + 1
8
gaa′({A;b, A;a
′}+ + {B;b, B;a′}+)
− 1
8
(
({A;ab, A′}+ + {B;ab, B′}+) + gaa′gbb′({A,A;a
′b′}+ + {B,B;a′b′}+)
)
+
i
8
Tr
(
J γ(a(gb)b′ [Ψ,Ψ+;b
′
]− − [Ψ;b),Ψ+′ ]−)
)
iff ξ = 1/4 and K = R = 0
(99)
As an immediate consequence we get
COROLLARY 4.24. The point separated energy momentum tensor T˜ ab(x, y) with ξ = 1/4 agrees with the Definition
of the point separated energy momentum tensor T ab of section 3, Eqn. (37), provided K = Rab = R = 0.
This compatibility result will allow us in the next section to calculate the ‘vacuum’ expectation value < Ω|T˜ abΩ >
explicitly using the results of Christensen [Chr76, Chr78]. Note that we need Rab here, i.e., vanishing scalar curvature
is not sufficient. We close this section with the proof of the Theorem:
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4.23. For the proof insert the Definitions and use Proposition 4.21. After some lengthly but
elementary calculation one obtains:
T˜ ab(x, y) =
1
4
gbb′({A;a, A;b
′}+ + {B;a, B;b′}+) + 1
4
gaa′({A;b, A;a
′}+ + {B;b, B;a′}+)
− 1
4
gabgcc′({A;c, A;c
′}+ + {B;c, B;c′}+) + 1
4
gabm2({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+)
− ξ
2
(
({A;ab, A′}+ + {B;ab, B′}+) + gaa′gbb′({A,A;a
′b′}+ + {B,B;a′b′}+)
)
− ξ(gabm2 + ξRnanb)({A,A′}+ + {B,B′}+)
+ ξgabgc
′
c({A;c, A;c
′}+ + {B;c, B;c′}+)− ξ
2
gaa′({A;b, A;a
′}+ + {B;b, B;a′}+)
− ξ
2
gbb′({A;a, A;b
′}+ + {B;a, B;b′}+)
+
i
8
Tr
(
γ(aJ [Ψ′,Ψ+;b)]−
)
+
i
8
gaa′g
b
b′Tr
(
γ(a
′J [Ψ,Ψ+;b′)]−
)
+
ξ
2
iTr
(
γ(aG[b)c]J [Ψ′,Ψ+;c]−
)
+
ξ
2
gaa′g
b
b′ iTr
(
γ(a
′
G[b
′)c′]J [Ψ,Ψ+′;c′ ]−
)
+
ξ
2
iTr
(
J γ(aG[b)c][Ψ;c,Ψ+′ ]−
)
+
ξ
2
gaa′g
b
b′ iTr
(
J γ(a′G[b′)c′][Ψ′;c′ ,Ψ+]−
)
+
ξ
16
KTr
(
γ(aG[b)c]nc{6∇(A− iγ5B), (A′ − iγ5B′)}+
)
+
ξ
16
Kgaa′g
b
b′Tr
(
γ(a
′
G[b
′)c′]nc′{(A− iγ5
′
B), 6∇′(A′ − iγ5′B′)}+
)
+
i
8
KTr
(
γ(a 6nγb)J [Ψ′,Ψ+]−
)
+
i
8
Kgbb′g
a
a′Tr
(
γ(a
′ 6nγb′)J [Ψ,Ψ+′]−
)
By applying Lemma C.2 of Appendix C one verifies:
ξ
2
iTr
(
γ(aG[b)c]J [Ψ′,Ψ+;c]−
)
= − ξ
2
iTr
(
J γ(aG[b)c][Ψ;c,Ψ+′ ]−
)
ξ
2
gaa′g
b
b′ iTr
(
γ(a
′
G[b
′)c′]J [Ψ,Ψ+′;c′ ]−
)
= − ξ
2
gaa′g
b
b′ iTr
(
J γ(a′G[b′)c′][Ψ′;c′ ,Ψ+]−
)
and
+
i
8
Tr
(
γ(aJ [Ψ′,Ψ+;b)]−
)
= − i
8
Tr
(
γ(aJ [Ψ;b),Ψ+′ ]−
)
.
For the first two equalities one should note that γ(aG[b)c] = 14 (2g
abγc − gcbγa − gacγb). Finally use the fact that the
γ-matrices are covariantly constant, i.e., gaa′J γa
′J = γa. This proves the Theorem.
4. The ‘vacuum’ expectation value
In this section the results of Christensen’s covariant geodesic point separation [Chr76, Chr78] are used to calculate
the ‘vacuum’ expectation value of our point-splitting energy momentum tensor T˜ ab. It is emphasized that we suppose
the assumption of Definition 4.22, unless otherwise stated, throughout this section, i.e., a vacuum spacetime (Rab = 0)
with maximal spacelike hypersurface C (K = 0). Let us start with a short introduction to the covariant geodesic point
separation: Consider the ‘vacuum’ expectation value of T˜ ab. Using the explicit form for T˜ ab (Eqn. (99)), one sees that
< Ω|T˜ ab(x, y)Ω > depends on the ‘vacuum’ expectation value of the anti-commutator, or commutator respectively, of
the basic fields, together with their derivatives, only. Recall that Ω arises from a quasifree locally SUSY product state ω
and < Ω|{A(x), A(y)}+Ω >, < Ω|{B(x), B(y)}+Ω > and < Ω|[Ψ(x),Ψ+(y)]−Ω > are the real and imaginary parts
respectively of the Hadamard distributions ω2 introduced in chapter 3 section 4 (Eqn. (44)). Using the same notation as
in that section, we denote the corresponding singular kernels by AGT,Pǫ , BGT,Pǫ and ΨGT,Pǫ . We remind the reader of the
fact that in the fermionic case ΨGT,Pǫ is the singular kernel of the auxiliary two point distribution ω˜2. Since both scalar
kernels are identical, we may drop the indices and write G for the scalar and GBA′ for the fermionic case. As a result
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< T˜ ab >ω can be written as5:
< T˜ ab >ω =
1
4
(
gbb′G
;ab′ + gaa′G
;a′b − gaa′gbb′G;a
′b′
)
− 1
8
Tr
(
J γ(aγc
(
gb)b′G;cb
′ − G;cb)
))
+
1
8
(
gbb′(
AH(p)+BH(p));ab
′
+ gaa′(
AH(p)+BH(p));a
′b
− (AH(p)+BH(p));ab − gaa′gbb′(AH(p)+BH(p));a
′b′
)
− 1
8
Tr
(
J γ(aγc
(
gb)b′
ΨH(p);c
b′ − ΨH(p);cb)
))
=:< T˜ ab >ω,sing + < T˜
ab >ω,finite,
(100)
i.e., as a sum of two parts < T˜ ab >ω,sing and < T˜ ab >ω,finite. The first summand is constructed solely with the singular
kernels G and G, while the second consists of the remaining regular kernels H(p) and their derivatives only. The label
‘finite’ was chosen for the latter, since the corresponding distribution on C × C can be restricted to the diagonal and the
result is a finite function < T˜ ab >ω,finite. (Recall that H(p) can be made sufficiently smooth by choosing p large enough.
It follows, that the coincidence limit exist.) On the other hand, due to the divergences in both, G and G, the coincidence
limit of < T˜ ab >ω,sing does not exist in general, i.e., if we use Eqn. (100), but relax our assumptions on the spacetime
and the hypersurface. Renormalization is necessary in this case. It is worth noting that all state dependent information
is contained in < T˜ ab >ω,finite, since G and G are purely geometric objects. We digress for a moment to describe
the renormalization prescription according to Adler & al. [ALN77] or Wald [Wal78]: Subtract from G the Hadamard
solution G0, which is defined by setting the (arbitrary) function H0 in the expansion of H(p) (see Appendix B) equal to
zero and plug in the result into T˜ ab(x, y). Then, since G and G0 have equal singularities, the coincidence limit x→ y will
exist and, after performing the same operation on G, defines a finite expression for < T˜ ab(x) >ω,sing,ren.. Unfortunately,
as is stated in Wald loc.cit., this prescription is not unique, since the length scale, by which σ is measured has not been
specified. In the massive case the Compton wave length of the particle can be used to introduce such a length scale and
the ambiguity can be resolved. However, for a massless theory the ambiguity remains due to the fact that these models
do not possess a natural length scale. Moreover, it was pointed out by Wald loc.cit. that an unambiguous prescription for
the renormalized stress tensor can not be given without introducing a new fundamental length scale. Another problem,
which one encounters using this prescription is related to the fact that not all functions H0 lead to symmetric Hadamard
bisolutions. Namely, < T˜ ab(x) >ω,sing,ren. fails to be locally conserved in general. To obtain a locally conserved object
one must in a last step add the local curvature term − 132π2 [v1]gab, where [v1] is the coincidence limit of the second
expansion coefficient of v(p) (See Eqn. (111) in Appendix B). Apart from these deficiencies the geodesic point separation
method turned out to be a valuable tool for explicit calculations. For some of the results obtained by this method the
reader is referred to the books of Birell & Davis [BD82] or Wald [Wal84] respectively and the original literature cited
therein. The result of this section is that in our case a renormalization is not necessary (at least for the massive theory),
since the divergences of the bosonic and fermionic parts of the model already cancel each other. Unfortunately there
remain direction dependent terms, which must be dealt with by an ‘elementary averaging’ procedure, in order to obtain
a tensorial, i.e., direction independent, result. To establish this result we have to isolate the divergences of the fermionic
and bosonic parts of < T˜ ab >ω respectively in a covariant way. This can be done using a covariant Taylor expansion for
all terms in < T˜ ab >ω, i.e., for G, G and their derivatives. The latter is a method frequently used in classical general
relativity. See for instance DeWitt’s classical book [DeW65]. For the convenience of the reader we describe the basic
idea in the next paragraph: Covariant Taylor expansion, as well as the usual Taylor expansion, uses a power series to
describe a smooth function near some initial point. For the covariant Taylor expansion one uses the fact that every smooth
bi-scalar K(x, x′) on a Lorentz manifold, i.e., a smooth function depending on x and x′, for x sufficiently close to x′ can
be written as a power series in σ and its covariant derivatives up to order q with coefficients k(x) depending on x only,
plus a remainder, which is of orderO(σ;(q+1)). The coefficients t(x) are completely determined by the coincidence limits
of K and its derivatives at x and one writes
K(x, x′) ≡ k(x) + ka(x)σ;a(x, x′) + 1
2!
kabσ
;ab(x, x′) + · · · O(σ(q+1)). (101)
The relation between the coefficients and K can be established by repeatingly differentiating both sides of Eqn. (101)
with respect to x′ and performing the coincidence limit afterwards. The results, as well as the various coincidence limits
5Note that the auxiliary two-point distribution G +H(p) in the fermionic case is even in the γ-matrices [DeW65], which implies that Tr(γa(G +
H(p))) vanishes.
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of σ, which are needed, can be found for instance in [Chr76, Chr78]. Unfortunately we can not expand the kernelsG and
G directly according to Eqn. (101), since their coincidence limits do not exist. On the other hand the van Vleck Morette
determinant ∆1/2, v(p) and σ are smooth in any convex normal neighborhood and thus their covariant Taylor expansions
exist to any order. (Note that we do not assume the convergence of the infinite series without remainder). Therefore the
only problematic terms are those like (σ−1);ab(x, x′), which diverge as x′ approaches x. In order to expand them, we
carry out the differentiation, which yields
(σ−1);ab = 2σ−3σ;aσ;b − σ−2σ;ab. (102)
We can now expand σ;ab and σ;a and plug in the result into Eqn. (102). The result, which contains terms proportional to
σ−2 and σ−1/2 can be found e.g. in [Chr76]. It should be noted that this expansion is only valid if the points x and x′ are
not null related, i.e., for σ(x, x′) 6= 0. On the other hand, the distribution < T˜ ab(x, y) >ω,sing is defined on C × C, hence
the only singularities occur at the diagonal, while everywhere else the corresponding kernel is smooth. We may therefore
expand G, G and their derivatives by substituting for ∆1/2, v(p), σ−1, ln(σ) and their derivative the corresponding power
series, form < T˜ ab >ω,sing and collect together terms like powers of σ;a. This tremendous task, which involves much
algebra and the calculation of many coincidence limits, has fortunately already been done by Christensen. In his PhD
thesis he performed the calculation for the scalar field and extended the result later to fermions ([Chr76] and [Chr78]). He
did not use the representation (111) for the Hadamard distributions. Instead he considered a special Hadamard distribution,
usually denoted by GDS , which was originally obtained by DeWitt [DeW65] using Schwinger’s proper time formalism.
The kernel of this DeWitt-Schwinger Hadamard distribution has an asymptotic expansion of the form [Chr76]:
GDS(x, x
′)
=
∆1/2
4π2
{
a0
[
1
σ
+m2L(1 +
1
4
m2σ + · · · )− 1
2
m2 − 5
16
m2σ + · · ·
]
− a1
[
L(1 +
1
2
m2σ + · · · )− 1
2
m2σ
]
+ a2σ
[
L(
1
2
+
1
8
m2σ + · · · )− 1
4
− · · ·
]
+ · · ·
+
1
2m2
[a2 + · · · ] + 1
2m4
[a3 + · · · ] + · · ·
}
,
(103)
where L = (γ + 12 ln | 12m2σ|), γ is Euler’s constant, ∆1/2 is the van Vleck Morette determinant and the an are smooth
functions satisfying certain recursion relations with boundary condition a0(x, x) = 1. Note that Eqn. (103) is equally valid
for the scalar and fermionic case, but in the former ∆1/2 and an are bi-scalars, while in the latter they are bi-spinors. The
omitted terms are either of order σ2 or finite of order 1/m6. It was pointed out by Adler, Lieberman and Ng [ALN77],
and also by Castagnino and Harari [CH84] that GDS can be identified with a Hadamard series in the DeWitt-Brehme
form, i.e., the form given in Appendix B written as an asymptotic series, by setting the undetermined function H0 to
DSH0 =∆
−1/2
{
m2(lnm2 − ln 2 + 2γ − 1)
− a1(2γ − ln 2 + lnm2) + 1
m2
a2 +
1
m4
a3 + · · · .
} (104)
Moreover, the second authors together with Nun˜ez claimed in [CHN82] that GDS is the unique kernel which covariantly
generalizes to curved spacetimes the singularity structure of the Minkowski space Hadamard distribution together with
its derivatives with respect to m2. Christensen continues by inserting into Eqn. (103) as well as into its derivatives the
covariant Taylor expansions for the derivatives of σ, for ∆1/2 and an and for their derivatives. He forms the stress energy
tensor for a scalar and a Fermi field using an analogon of Eqn. (99), collects terms like powers of σ;a and observes quartic
(σ−2), quadratic (σ−1), linear (1/σ;a) and logarithmic (ln(m2σ)) divergences for both fields. Inserting his results into
Eqn. (99), one sees that all divergences cancel on a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations. One ends up with:
< T˜ ab(x, y) >DS=
1
4π2
(
− 1
192
RcdefRcdef
σ;aσ;b
2σ
+
1
3
R(acd
e
Rfcge
σ;b)σ;dσ;fσ;g
(2σ)2
+
1
24
Rcde(aRcdef
σ;b)σ;f
2σ
− 1
24
[
RacbdRcedf +R
acd
eR
b
dcf +R
acd
eR
b
cdf
] σ;eσ;f
2σ
+
1
96
RcdefRcdeg
σ;fσ;g
2σ
(
gab − 2σ
;aσ;b
2σ
))
,
(105)
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where the subscript DS reminds of the fact that the special Hadamard distribution GDS was used.
REMARK .
• This result is not exact, but of order 1/m6. However all missing terms have only finite contributions in the
coincidence limit (See [Chr76]).
• The result does not depend on the length scale chosen. A change of length scale (σ → λ2σ′) yields simple
factors in front of the quartic, quadratic and linear divergent terms associated to the single fields, but produces a
finite (ln(λ2m2)) contribution to be added to the logarithmic divergent terms. On the other hand the fact that the
divergent terms cancel each other in the situation considered here, implies that those finite terms cancel as well.
It is easy to see that Eqn. (105) remains finite if y approaches x, but unfortunately the result is direction dependent,
i.e., it depends on how the points were ‘separated’. To remedy this defect, we use an elementary averaging procedure
described by Adler et al. in [ALN77]. It consists in the following replacements:
σ;aσ;b → 1
2
gabσ
σ;aσ;bσ;cσ;d → 1
6
σ2(gabgcd + gacgbd + gadgcd)
Note that these replacements correspond to a decomposition of a direction dependent expression, e.g., σ;aσ;b, according
to irreducible representations of the Lorentz-group, keeping the scalar part,e.g., 14g
ab σ;cσ;c, only. Let us denote the
averaged result for < T˜ ab >DS by < T˜ ab >DS . Then the coincidence limit is well defined and we obtain as a final result:
< T˜ ab >DS =
1
4π2
(
+
1
288
RacdeRbcde +
1
288
RacdeRbedc − 1
96
RacdeRbdce
)
.
= 0 if Rab = 0,
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since Racde(Rbcde + Rbdec + Rbecd) = 0 = RacdeRbcde + 2RacdeRbdec (See Adler et al. [loc. cit.]). It is worth noting
that this result already implies the finiteness of < T˜ ab >ω in the coincidence limit6 for every locally SUSY Hadamard
product state ω, since all Hadamard distributions differ by a smooth function only. Thus for our state ω, which we assume
to be characterized by its smooth part H(p):
< T˜ ab >ω=< T˜
ab >DS + < T˜
ab >(H(p)−DSH(p))≡< T˜ ab >DS + < T˜ ab >H(p) − < T˜ ab >DSH(p)
where < T˜ ab >H(p) denotes Eqn. (100) with G and G respectively omitted.
REMARK . DeWitt has shown in [DeW75] that < T˜ ab >DS can be obtained by functionally differentiating an
effective action with respect to the metric. Hence this expression –as is the classical stress-energy tensor– is covari-
antly conserved by construction. On the other hand for the smooth part < T˜ ab >DSH(p) one might encounter ∇a <
T˜ ab >DSH(p) 6= 0, since this part does not contain the finite contributions from < T˜ ab >DS . However being an auxiliary
expression only, which was introduced to simplify the calculations of < T˜ ab >ω, this property of < T˜ ab >DSH(p) does
not affect the covariant conservation of < T˜ ab >ω as a whole.
LEMMA 4.25. Let H(p) =
∑p
i=0Hiσ
i denote the smooth7 part of the scalar and fermionic Hadamard series respec-
tively. Then
< T˜ ab(x, x) >H(p) ≡ [< T˜ ab >H(p) ]
=
1
4
(
2[H ;a0 ]
;b + 2[H ;b0 ]
;a − [H0];ab − 4[H ;ab0 ]− 4[H1]gab
)
− 1
8
{
γ(aγc
(
[H0;c]
;b) − 2[H0;cb]− 2[H1]gcb,
)}
,
where [·] as usual denotes the coincidence limit.
PROOF. Write H(p) in its series expansion:
H(p) =
p∑
i=1
Hiσ
i
and note that < ˜T ab >H(p) contains second derivatives only. Differentiating H(p) two times yields:
H(p);ab = H0;ab +H1;abσ +H1;aσ;b +H1;aσ;b +H1σ;ab +O(σ).
6After elementary averaging.
7Strictly speaking H(p) is p-times differentiable.
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For the Lemma we are only interested in terms which do not vanish in the coincidence limit. These terms are H0;ab and
H1σ;ab, since it is one of the defining properties of σ that its coincidence limit and that of its covariant derivative vanishes.
Thus for the coincidence limit of < ˜T ab(x, y) >H(p) one gets:
[< ˜T ab >H(p) ] = 2 ·
1
8
(
[gbc′ ]
(
[Hac
′
0 ] + [H1][σ
;ac′ ]
)
+ [gac′ ]
(
[Hc
′b
0 ] + [H1][σ
;c′b]
)
−
(
[H ;ab0 ] + [H1][σ
;ab]
)
− [gac′ ][gbd′ ]
(
[H ;c
′d′
0 ] + [H1][σ
;c′d′ ]
)
− 1
8
Tr
{
[J ]γ(aγc
(
[gb)d′ ]([H0;c
d′ + [H1][σ;c
d′ ])−([H0;cb] + [H1][σ;cb])
)}
=
1
4
(
2[H ;a0 ]
;b + 2[H ;b0 ]
;a − [H0];ab − 4[H ;ab0 ]− 4[H1]gab
)
− 1
8
{
γ(aγc
(
[H0;c]
;b) − 2[H0;cb]− 2[H1]gcb,
)}
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since [σ;ab] = [σ;a′b′ ] = gab, [σ;ab′ ] = −gab and [gbc′ ] = δbc. We used Synge’s Theorem ([Chr76]) which states that
[Ha1,··· ,an,b′1,··· ,b′m;c′ ] = −[Ha1,··· ,an,b′1,··· ,b′m;c] + [Ha1,··· ,an,b′1,··· ,b′m ];c,
for any bi-tensor Ha1,··· ,an,b′1,··· ,b′m whose coincidence limits are known.
Now we apply this Lemma to the smooth DeWitt-Schwinger term, DSH(p). The necessary coincidence limits for DSH0
and its derivatives, as well as for DSH1, are collected in Appendix B. The result is:
< ˜T ab(x, x) >DSH(p) (−1)
(
− δ
90
RcdeaRcde
b + gab(
2δ − 3
720
W 2 − 1
4
m4(δ − 1))
)
− 1
8
Tr
(
γ(aγc
{
+
δ
24
G[kd]G[ef ](R
kdg
cR
ef
g
b)
+Rkdgb)Ref gc) +
δ
45
RkdecRkde
b)
− 2gcb)(2δ − 3
192
G[kd]G[ef ]R
kdghRef gh +
2δ − 3
720
W 2 − m
4
4
(δ − 1))
})
=
δ
90
RcdeaRcde
b − gab(2δ − 3
720
W 2 − 1
4
m4(δ − 1))
+ gab(
2δ − 3
720
W 2 − 1
4
m4(δ − 1))− gabW 2 2δ − 3
768
− δ
90
RcdeaRcde
b
− δ
192
Tr(γ(aγcG[kd]G[ef ])(RkdgcRef g
b)
+Rkdgb)Ref gc)
=
2δ − 3
768
W 2gab − δ
48
(RacdeRbced + 2R
acdeRbdec),
(108)
where W 2 = RabcdeRabcde, δ = lnm2 − ln 2 + 2γ and the trace formulas of Appendix C were used. As an example let
us now consider the Schwarzschild and Kerr solution of Einstein’s equation.
5. Two examples: The Schwarzschild and Kerr solution
5.1. The Schwarzschild solution. One of the simplest relativistic star models is the Schwarzschild solution of Ein-
stein’s equation. It is an exact vacuum solution which describes the geometry outside a static spherical symmetric relativis-
tic system. Moreover, it has been shown implicitly by Bartnik, Chrus´ciel and Murchdha [BCO90] that every point in this
spacetime possesses a maximal spacelike hypersurface passing through it. With these two properties the Schwarzschild
solution provides a good background for an application of our method. We are going to calculate the ‘expectation value’
of the stress energy tensor of a locally SUSY model with respect to the DeWitt Schwinger pseudostate (< T˜ ab >DS) to-
gether with the corresponding smooth part < T˜ ab >DSH(p) . The actual computations are performed using the Maple V
Symbolic Computation Program by Waterloo Maple Software [C+91b, C+91a]. (A commented listing and sample run
can be found in the Appendix D. Using the Schwarzschild coordinates t, r, θ, φ, the line element of this spacetime is
known to be of the form:
ds2 = (1− 2M
r2
)dt2 − (1 − 2M
r2
)−1dr2 −−r2dθ2 − r2 sin2 θdφ2,
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where M can be interpreted as the total mass of the system as measured from infinity. In these coordinates the only non
vanishing components of the Riemann tensor are
R0101 =
2M
r3
R0202 = − (r − 2M)M
r2
R0303 =
(r − 2M) sin2 θ
r2
R1212 =
sin2 θ
r − 2M R2323 = −2rM sin
2 θ
and those which follow from symmetry. Contracting the Riemann tensor with itself yields:
RabcdRabcd = 48
M2
r6
,
the Kretschman invariant. Inserting these results in Eqn. (106) we obtain:
< T˜ ab(x) >DS=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ,
a result which clearly is covariantly constant. For the smooth part < T˜ ab >DSH(p) the result is more complicated:
< T˜ ab >DSH(p)=
(
1
16
M2 ( 10 r δ − 3 r − 16 δM )
r5 ( r − 2M )2 ,−
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r6
,
− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 ( r − 2M ) ,
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 (−r + r cos( θ )2 + 2M − 2M cos( θ )2)
)
(
− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r6
,− 1
16
( 6 r δ + 4 δM + 3 r − 6M )M2 ( r − 2M )
r8
,
1
16
( r − 2M ) ( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r9
,− 1
16
M2 ( 2 r δ − 4 δM − 3 r + 6M )
r9 (−1 + cos( θ )2)
)
(
− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 ( r − 2M ) ,
1
16
( r − 2M ) ( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r9
,
− 1
16
M2 (−2 δ + 3 + 8 δ r2 )
r10
,− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r10 (−1 + cos( θ )2)
)
(
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 (−r + r cos( θ )2 + 2M − 2M cos( θ )2) ,
− 1
16
M2 ( 2 r δ − 4 δM − 3 r + 6M )
r9 (−1 + cos( θ )2) ,−
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r10 (−1 + cos( θ )2) ,
1
16
M2
(
2 δ − 3− 8 δ r2 + 8 δ r2 cos( θ )2)
r10 (1− 2 cos( θ )2 + cos( θ )4)
)
REMARK . It is explicitly shown in the Appendix that this expression is not covariantly constant. This only expresses
Wald’s observation [Wal78] that the divergent part in the Adler, Lieberman and Ng renormalization prescription is not
covariantly constant in general.
5.2. The Kerr solution. The Kerr solution of the Einstein equation describes the geometry near a rotating mass. The
results of Bartnik and al. loc. cit. apply to this Lorentz manifold, too, i.e., every point in the Kerr spacetime possesses a
maximal spacelike hypersurface passing through it. We are going to calculate the ‘expectation value’ of the stress energy
tensor of our model with respect to the DeWitt Schwinger pseudostate (< T˜ ab >DS), by using a slightly modified version
of the Maple V program, which was used above for the Schwarzschild case. The reader is referred to Appendix D
for a commented listing and a sample run. It should be noted that this example is already complex enough so that the
smooth part, < T˜ ab >DSH(p) , can’t be handled by the program in reasonable times. Using the Schwarzschild coordinates
t, r, θ, φ, the line element of the Kerr spacetime is known to be of the form:
ds2 = dt2 − (r2 + a2) sin2 θdθ2 − 2Mr
ρ2
(dt+ a sin2 θdφ)2 − ρ2(dθ2 + dr
2
r2 − 2Mr + a2 ,
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where ρ2 := r2+a2 cos2 θ. The parameter a corresponds to the angular momentum of the rotating system. The calculation
yields the manifestly conserved result:
< T˜ ab(x) >DS=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 .
Discussion and outlook
For an analogon of the free Wess-Zumino model on a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations, a relation between
conserved ‘supercurrents’ and the point-separated stress energy tensor, similar to the one on Minkowski space, was es-
tablished. The assumption on the scalar curvature of the underlying manifold, i.e., Rab = R = 0, is necessary to yield
a conserved current. This in turn ensures –at least in the flat case– that the corresponding stress tensor is covariantly
constant. On the other hand if one relaxes this assumption, our definition of the stress tensor, Eqn. (97), would still make
sense, yielding Eqn. (98). However, the result in terms of the basic fields would not reproduce the true improved stress
tensor, Eqn.(37), i.e., Eqn. (98) and Eqn. (37) differ by terms which vanish on vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations
only. These difference terms prevent Eqn. (98) from being covariantly conserved. This means that Eqn. (98) can not be
interpreted as a physically sensible stress tensor in this case. Moreover, the divergent parts of the true improved stress en-
ergy tensor, according to Christensen’s calculations, do not cancel if Rab 6= 0.8 Both facts considerable limit the use of the
Bose-Fermi cancellation mechanism in the framework of quantum field theory on curved spacetime, since a ‘fine tuning’
of the underlying geometry is necessary. Nevertheless the examples of chapter 4 section 5 show that the Schwarzschild
and Kerr solutions together with the DeWitt-Schwinger pseudostate9 of a locally SUSY model are self consistent solutions
of the semiclassical Einstein equation. A more realistic state on the first manifold is the Hartle-Hawking vacuum [HH76],
which represents a black hole of mass M in unstable thermal equilibrium with a bath of black body radiation of local tem-
perature Tloc = (8πM)−1(1− 2M/r)−1/2. In a future work this state and its generalization to Fermi fields could be used
to calculate the corresponding expectation value of our stress tensor. One could further investigate whether the Hawking
radiation associated to this state gets modified by the Bose-Fermi symmetry of the model. This might also answer the
question whether the Hartle Hawking vacuum gives a new self consistent solution of the semiclassical Einstein equation.
On the other hand, independent of the result, the ‘fine tuning’ problem mentioned above suggests that such a solution, as
well as the one presented in this work, is not stable, i.e., every small perturbation of the metric which changes the Ricci
tensor immediately yields a divergent result for the stress tensor, making the semiclassical Einstein equation ill defined. It
should be noted that this statement is qualitatively different compared to similar statements for the semiclassical Einstein
equation with a renormalized stress tensor on the r.h.s. In the latter case the equation remains well defined if the metric
changes and the usual phase space methods can be used to check stability. (See [CGNP86] for partial results on the stabil-
ity of the DeSitter universe with a neutral scalar field.) The second assumption necessary to reproduce the true improved
stress energy tensor, is the setting of the coupling constant ξ to 1/4. This setting is motivated by the observation that
the ‘squared’ Dirac operator when applied to spinors equals the SUSY coupled Klein-Gordon operator times the identity.
Moreover, according to Christensen’s calculations, any other setting of ξ would give a divergent result for the expectation
value of the true improved stress energy tensor. For the physical implications of this setting one should note that the field
equations on a Ricci flat manifold are independent of ξ. Thus on these manifolds SUSY coupling yields –via Dimock’s
construction– the same algebras of local observables as the usual minimal (ξ = 0) or conformal (ξ = 1/6) setting. It
follows that the physics does not depend on the choice of ξ, which is satisfactory. On the other hand the parameter ξ
enters into the classical definition of the improved stress energy tensor in a non trivial way, since in order to obtain it, the
Lagrangian is variated with respect to the metric, i.e., the variations are not restricted to the Ricci flat case. This means that
from a Lagrangian point of view, SUSY coupling may be interpreted as a renormalization: For instance, in the minimal
(ξ = 0) setting, it consists in adding the counterterm +(m2 + 14R)1/2 −m to the scalar masses. Obviously an analogous
statement holds for the conformal setting. Recall that the latter would be appropriate for a massless model. Unfortunately
for such models, the DeWitt-Schwinger approach can not be used a priori, since it contains a power series expansion in
1/m. On the other hand Christensen showed in [Chr78] that all his calculations remain valid in the massless limit, if one
sets m = 0 everywhere except in the logarithmic divergent term. There one has to substitute the mass m by some ‘cutoff’
mass µ. In our setting the logarithmic divergent parts cancel each other and we could remove the cutoff. Moreover, our
final result for the DeWitt-Schwinger pseudostate (Eqn. (106)) is independent of m, which means that it is valid in the
massless limit without any modifications. The reader should recall that one does not have a natural lengh scale in the
massless case, which would, if renormalization were necessary, result in an ambiguity of the stress tensor. It is worth
8This result can also be verified using the Hadamard condition of Kay and Wald instead of Christensen’s DeWitt-Schwinger ansatz [Ko¨h93].
9It is not clear whether the DeWitt-Schwinger prescription leads to a state in our case, i.e., whether positivity holds.
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noting that in our model, due to its Bose-Fermi symmetry, this ambiguity is not present (compare chapter 4 section 4).
For a successful cancellation of the divergencies, as a third assumption, equal masses for the three fields contained in the
model were needed. As is well known from experiments, this assumption is strongly violated in the real world. For super-
symmetric models on Minkowski space, which do face the same problem, the best way to solve this deficiency seems to
be using a mechanism of spontanous symmetry breaking. However as far as the author knows, such a mechanism has not
yet been implemented into a quantum field theory on a curved spacetime. This might be due to the fact that it is up to now
very difficult to do perturbation theory on manifolds. The study of more realistic models should therefore presumable
be done on a simple spacetime first, for instance Schwarzschild, since the corresponding equations of motion are too
complicated otherwise. It is worth noting that in our model, even for different masses, the worst divergencies of the point
separated stress energy tensor cancel each other, as long as the metric remains Ricci flat, i.e., Rab = 0. According to
Christensen, we are left with a logarithmically divergent part only. Its numerical contribution to the ‘vacuum expectation
value’ of the stress tensor is expected to be small, even if the ‘separated’ points almost coincide, i.e., if their distance is
comparable to the Planck length. Recall that this distance is believed to be the border of validity of our semiclassical
approximation, meaning that smaller distances presumable do not make sense in the framework. Thus there should exist
a regime, where the logarithmic divergent part can be neglected in explicit calculations. Up to now we only considered
the expectation value of the stress tensor in some state. For a supersymmetric model on flat space, the stress tensor itself,
due to its relation to the conserved supercurrent and the supercharge, can be defined as an operator valued distribution
on the vacuum Hilbertspace. Unfortunately one can not apply the same line of argument to a locally SUSY model on
a general Ricci flat manifold. Although it is true that the latter possesses a conserved ‘supercurrent’, the definition of a
‘supercharge’ as an operator on some GNS-Hilbertspace failed, mainly because on a general manifold there do not exist
covariantly constant classical spinor fields10. Without such a constant field, the integral of the ‘supercurrent’, which is
necessary for obtaining a charge is not defined. In order to integrate the current, one parallel transports its spinor index
to some reference point. The result is a bispinor-tensor, which fails to be conserved. This in turn implies, that no charge
operator on the GNS-Hilbertspace of any Hadamard state exists (see Theorem 6.2.10 of [Łop91]). On the other hand the
existence of the stress energy tensor for a supersymmetric model on Minkowski space as an operator valued distribution
can equally well be established using Wick products of the basic fields together with the fact that the vacuum expectation
value of the point separated stress tensor vanishes in the coincidence limit. Namely, using the following definition for the
Wick ordered stress energy tensor:
: T ab : (x) := lim x1→x
(
T ab(x, x1)− < 0|T ab(x, x1)0 >
)
, (109)
where : · : denotes Wick ordering and |0 > is the Minkowski vacuum, shows that
T ab(x) := lim
x→x
T ab(x, x1)
is a well defined operator valued distribution that differs from : T ab : by a finite function times the unit operator. Note
that Eqn. (109) is the usual definition for Wick ordering (compare e.g. [SW64]), since T ab is quadratic in the basic fields
and that the coincidence limit
lim
x1→x
< 0|T ab(x, x1)0 >
exists. Thus showing that Wick products of our basic fields on a manifold with respect to some Hadamard state can be
defined as new Wightman fields would immediately yield a stress tensor as an operator valued distribution on the corre-
sponding GNS-Hilbertspace after elementary averaging. Let us sketch the main idea for the proof of the first statement.
Let A denote a free scalar Wightman field on the GNS-Hilbertspace (H, D,A,Ω) of a quasifree Hadamard state. The
kernel
: A2 : (x, y) := A(x) ·A(y)− < Ω|A(x) · A(y)Ω >
yields a well defined operator valued distribution on H. Its restriction to the diagonal is the definition of the Wick square
of A, denoted by : A2 : (x). To show that : A2 : (x, y) admits such a restriction, one proceeds as in the proof of
Proposition 4.1, i.e., one considers
‖ · · ·A(z1) · · · : A2 : (x1, y1) · · ·A(zl) · · · : A2 : (xm, ym) · · ·A(zn)Ω‖ (110)
and asks, whether the restriction of Eqn. (110) to the diagonal x1 = y1, . . . , xm = ym exists. Note that Eqn. (110) splits
into sums of products of two-point distributions, since Ω arises from a quasifree state. Fortunately all terms containing
two-point distributions of the form < Ω|A(xi)A(yi)Ω > occur twice thanks to the definition of : A2 : (x, y) and cancel
each other. For the remaining terms, for instance
· · · < Ω|A(xi)A(xj)Ω > · · · < Ω|A(yi)A(yj)Ω > · · · ,
10It would be intersting to classify all Ricci flat spacetimes, which possesses constant spinors, i.e., which are Ka¨hler manifolds in four dimensions
(See [BT87]).
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setting xi = yi yields products of two-point distributions, which are well defined, since the state Ω satisfies the new general
wave front set spectrum condition (Definition 3.29) by assumption (compare chapter 3 section 6). We may therefore use
the sequential continuity of the restriction mapping to establish that Eqn. (110) can be restricted to the diagonal. For
the exact proof of this statement and its generalization to arbitrary Wick powers, we refer the reader to [BFK94], which
is in preparation. Note that the argument in fact uses only that the state under consideration is quasifree and satisfies
the general wave front set spectrum condition (GWFSSC). Hence the result extends to the other basic fields of our local
SUSY model. On the other hand the GWFSSC would be of limited interest without the methods of the microlocal analysis
developed by Ho¨rmander and Duistermaat [Ho¨r71, DH72] which were extensively used in this work. Their mathematical
tools together with the wave front set characterization of globally Hadamard states [Rad92] and our GWFSSC might turn
out to be very powerful for various constructive problems of quantum field theory on curved spacetime. For example the
method developed in chapter 4 section 1 for the ‘supercurrent’ was successfully used to construct other new Wightman
fields on globally hyperbolic manifolds [Ko¨h94]. It was already mentioned above that its generalization to Wick powers
of free fields is in preparation [BFK94]. Even the formulation of a perturbation theory on manifolds in terms of Wightman
fields seems possible if one uses the new GWFSSC. Work in this direction is in progress. As a possible application of
the latter one could consider quantum electrodynamics on globally hyperbolic manifolds and try to calculate vacuum
polarization effects in strong gravitational fields, e.g., corrections to the life time of excited atoms near massive objects.
The new GWFSSC might be even useful for a better understanding of the usual spectrum condition on Minkowski space.
First results in this direction, concerning the compatibility of both conditions can already be found in Radzikowski’s
thesis, but the feeling is that there are still many deep relations to discover [Rad]. Another thing that should be done is
to clarify the relation between the new GWFSSC and the scaling limit criterion of Fredenhagen and Haag [FH90]. In
connection with the latter research is done on an algebraic characterization of wave front sets associated to states.
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APPENDIX A
Algebraic topology
For the convenience of the reader this appendix contains some basic terminology of algebraic topology. A well
written and quite short introduction into this subject can be found in the book by R. S. Ward and R. O. Wells [WW90].
The book by M. Nakahara [Nak90] is well suited for this purpose, too. We will restrict ourselves here to the definition and
properties of homology groups, since homotopy groups, despite of their close relation to the former, are not necessary for
the understanding of Theorem 2.20. Algebraic topology is a branch of mathematics which tries to characterize topological
spaces by their topological invariants. One of the oldest and maybe also most useful topological invariant is the Euler
characteristic χ(X) of polyeders X . It is given by
χ(X) := (number of vertices)− (number of edges) + (number of faces)
Homology groups are roughly speaking generalizations of this characteristic. To make this statement more precise we
need some basic terminology.
1. Basic Terminology
DEFINITION A.1. The set
∆k := {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Rk|xi ≥ 0, x1 + · · ·+ xk ≤ 1}
is called standard simplex.
Note that ∆k is a point for k = 0, a line for k = 1, a triangle for k = 2, . . . .
DEFINITION A.2. Let M denote a topological space. A continuous mapping
σ : ∆k →M
is called a (singular) k-simplex in M .
One may think of every k-simplex as being generated by a convex linear combination of k pointsP0, . . . , Pk−1 ∈ Rk.
Let R be a commutative ring.
DEFINITION A.3. The set
Sk(M,R) := {σ| σ =
∑
µ
finite
aµσµ, a
µ ∈ R, σµ singular µ-simplex}
is called the module of singular k-chains of M with dimension k.
Note that the sum is assumed to denote formal linear combination.
DEFINITION A.4. The i-th face F ik of a (standard) k-simplex is given by the mapping
F ik : ∆
k → ∆k−1 := Span(P0, · · · , Pˆi, · · · , Pk),
where all symbols under aˆare omitted.
Let σ be a singular k-simplex. Its faces are given by the composition with this mapping.
DEFINITION A.5. To every k-simplex we associate a (k − 1)-simplex ∂σ called the boundary of σ by
(∂σ) :=
k∑
i=0
(−1)iσ ◦ F ik.
We remark that this boundary operator ∂ is null potent and can be extended canonically to singular k-chains.
DEFINITION A.6. A singular k-chain σ ∈ Sk(M,R) is called a cycle if and only if ∂σ = 0 and a boundary if and
only if there exists a singular (k − 1)-chain σ′ ∈ Sk(M,R) such that σ = ∂σ′,
In the homology group all cycles which differ by a boundary are identified. More precisely:
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DEFINITION A.7. Let
Sk(M,R) ⊃ Zk(M,R) = {Set of all k-cycles}
and
Sk(M,R) ⊃ Bk(M,R) = {Set of all k-boundaries},
then the k-th homology group of M over the ring R is given by the quotient of cycles and boundaries
Hk(M,R) := Zk(M,R)/Bk(M,R).
Using objects which are dual to the simplices cohomology groups are defined analogously.
DEFINITION A.8. A homomorphism c from Sk(M,R) into R is called (singular) k-cochain. The set of all (formal)
linear combinations of such cochains will be denoted by Sk(M,R).
DEFINITION A.9. A coboundary operator δ : Sk → Sk+1 is given by transposition of ∂ with respect of the dual
pairing.
EXAMPLE A.10. Let ω be a k-form on a manifold M , σ ∈ Sk(M,R) a singular k-chain. Define
c(σ) :=
∫
σ
ω = aµ
∫
σµ
ω = aµ
∫
∆k
σ∗µ(ω),
where aµ are the coefficients of σ = aµσµ. By Stokes Theorem we find on the other hand,
c(σ) =
∫
∂σ
dω = aµ
∫
∆k−1
(∂σµ)
∗(dω)
and conclude that the coboundary operator is given by the exterior derivative in this case.
Cocycles and coboundaries are defined in analogy to cycles and boundaries respectively. The corresponding sets are
denoted by Zk(M,R) and Bk(M,R) respectively.
DEFINITION A.11. The quotient
Hk(M,R) := Zk(M,R)/Bq(M,R)
is called the k-th cohomology group of M over the ringR.
For the Definition of ˇCech-cohomology groups we need some sheaf theory.
2. Sheaf theory
Sheafs were introduced by J. Leray in the late forties of this century during his research on hyperbolic differential
equations. Twenty years later they became a valuable tool in the algebraic topology and algebraic geometry. The main
reason for this is presumably the fact that sheafs can be used for non topological problems too: Every sheaf contains local
geometrical information; sheaf cohomology is roughly speaking a tool that relates local sections of sheafs to global ones.
Let M be a topological space. A ‘presheaf’ S of abelian groups1 on M is an assignment of open subsets U of M to an
abelian group S(U)
U → S(U),
satisfying the following supplementary condition: For all subsets V ⊂ U ⊂M there exists a restriction homomorphism
rUV : S(U)→ S(V )
with the property that for all W ⊂ V ⊂ U
rUV ◦ rVW = rUW and rUU = 1
REMARK . A bundle for example consists of a family of geometrical objects characterized by points (fibers). The
corresponding objects in a presheaf are characterized by open subsets.
DEFINITION A.12. A sheaf is a presheaf satisfying two additional properties:
- Let (Uα) be an open covering of M , sα ∈ S(Uα) and
∀α, β : rUαUα∩Uβ (sα) = r
Uβ
Uα∩Uβ
(sβ),
then there exists a s ∈ S(U), such that all sα are restrictions of s:
∀α : rUUα(s) = sα.
1In chapter 2 section 3 these groups were identical to Z2.
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- s is unique, i.e., let (Uα) and U as above be given and let s, s′ ∈ S(U), such that rUUα(s) = rUUβ (s′) is satisfied
then s ≡ s′.
3. Sheaf cohomology
For the Definition of a sheaf cohomology we will proceed similarly as in section 1. Let M denote a topological space
and let (Uα) be an open covering of M . A k-simplex is an ordered set of (k + 1) open subsets of (Uα) with non void
intersections.
DEFINITION A.13. Let σ = (U0, . . . , Uk) be a (k + 1)-simplex. Its support is defined by
|σ| := U0 ∩ · · · ∩ Uk.
DEFINITION A.14. A k-cochain of (Uα) is a continuous mapping
f : σ 7→ S(|σ|).
The set of all k-cochains will be denoted by Sk(Uα, S).
Note that Sk(Uα, S) is an abelian group under pointwise composition.
DEFINITION A.15. A coboundary operator δ is defined by:
δ : Sk(Uα, S) → Sk+1(Uα, S)
f 7→ δf : σ 7→
k+1∏
i=0
(
r|σi|σ f(σi)
)(−1)i
,
where σi := (U0, . . . , Uˆi, . . . , Uk+1) and r denotes the restriction mapping.
It is easy to see that this operator is null potent. We denote by Zk(Uα, S) and Bk(Uα, S) the set of all cocycles and
coboundaries respectively.
REMARK . In chapter 2 section 3 we considered the special case S(U) ≡ S ≡ Z2. The two elements of this abelian
group are usually denoted by +1 and −1 and their group product is the usual multiplication. Moreover, in this special
case every element is its own inverse, such that the coboundary operator defined in chapter 2 section 3 is just a special
case of Definition A.15 above.
DEFINITION A.16. The quotient
Hk(Uα, S) := Z
k(Uα, S)/B
k(Uα, S)
is called k-th ˇCech-cohomology group of M with coefficients in the sheaf S with respect to the covering (Uα).
In a last step the construction will be made independent of the covering using an inductive limit procedure. Let (I,≤)
be a partial ordered set, (Sα)α∈I a family of modules indexed by I and let
fαβ : Sα → Sβ ∀α, β ∈ I
be a homomorphism with the property
fαα = 1
and
fαβ ◦ fβγ = fαγ , if α ≥ β ≥ γ.
DEFINITION A.17. The inductive limit of (Sα)α∈I denoted by
S = lim
α∈I
indSα
are the equivalence classes in the disjoint union
Sˆ =
⋃
α∈I
Sα
with respect to the equivalence relation
Sˆ ∋ xα ∼ xβ ∈ Sˆ :⇔ ∃γ such that α ≥ γ, β ≥ γ and fαγ (xα) = fβγ (xβ)
DEFINITION A.18. The k-th cohomology group of M with coefficients in S is the inductive limit of Hk(Uα, S),
where the partial ordering is given by the refinement of coverings.
Hk(M,S) := lim
Uα
ind
(
Zk(Uα, S)/B
k(Uα, S)
)
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APPENDIX B
The Hadamard recursion relations
For the purpose of proving existence and uniqueness results for elliptic and hyperbolic differential operators on man-
ifolds, Hadamard gave 1923 a prescription for constructing bi-distributional solutions for the corresponding differential
equations [Had23]. For the Klein-Gordon operator with variable mass (✷ +m2(x)) in four dimensions his algorithm is
motivated by writing
WT,p(x, x′) = lim ǫ→0
1
(2π)
2
(
∆1/2(x, x′)
σ(x, x′) + 2iǫt+ ǫ2
+ v(p)(x, x′) ln[σ(x, x′) + 2iǫt+ ǫ2] (111)
+H(p)(x, x′)
)
with
v(p) =
p∑
i=1
vi(x, x
′)σi (112)
and
H(p) =
p∑
i=1
Hi(x, x
′)σi (113)
where σ(x, x′) is the square of the geodesic distance, ∆1/2(x, x′) := g−1/2(x) det(σ;ab(x, x′))g−1/2(x′) is the van Vleck
Morette determinant and t = T (x) − T (x′) is some global time function. A semicolon denotes covariant differentiation
and σi abbreviates σ;i. The normalization factor (2π)−1 is chosen so as to agree with the two-point distribution for the
scalar field on Minkowski space. One assumes v(p) to be smooth and H(p) to be at least p-times differentiable. To proceed
one substitutes the ansatz (111) into the Klein-Gordon equation and equates the coefficients of the explicitly appearing
powers of σ and ln(σ) to zero. This yields to a family of ordinary differential equations for v(p) and H(p), which can be
written recursively as:
0 = (n+ 1)(n+ 2)vn+1 + (n+ 1)vn+1;aσ
;a − (n+ 1)vn+1∆−1/2∆1/2;aσ;a (114)
+
1
2
(
✷+m2 +
1
4
R
)
vn
0 = (n+ 1)(n+ 2)Hn+1 + (n+ 1)Hn+1;aσ
;a − (n+ 1)Hn+1∆−1/2∆1/2;aσ;a (115)
+
1
2
(
✷− 1
4
R+m2
)
Hn + (2n+ 3)vn+1 + vn+1;µσ
;µ −∆−1/2∆1/2;µσ;µvn+1
together with the boundary condition
0 = v0;a +
(
1−∆−1/2∆1/2;bσ;b
)
v0 +
1
2
(
✷+m2 +
1
4
R
)
∆1/2, (116)
providedm2(x) ≡ 14R+m2. These relations are called Hadamard recursion relations (See also [DeW65]). The boundary
condition Eqn. (116) completely fixes v(p), while H(p) remains arbitrary. However the latter gets uniquely fixed if H0 is
specified. It should be noted that ∆1/2 and v(p) are symmetric and hence solve similar equations when (✷ +m2(x)) is
replaced by (✷x′ +m2(x′)) in the considerations above.
REMARK . It is explicitly shown in [Wal78] that H(p) need not to be symmetric even if H0 is. Thus in order to
obtain a symmetric bi-solution (which is necessary for Hadamard bi-distributions arising from states) the initial functions
H0 are constraint (See [CH84] for the constraint in the scalar case). On the other hand the ‘DeWitt-Schwinger’ approach,
which was used by Christensen, is effectively a choice of H0 which yield to a symmetric H(p) [Wal], but it is not suitable
for massless theories. Moreover almost all results in this approach have to be understood as being valid asymptotically
only.
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For the spinor case the analogous treatment for the auxiliary bi-distribution GBA′ yields:
v(p)
B
A′ =
p∑
i=1
vi
B
A′(x, x
′)σi
and
H(p)
B
A′ =
p∑
i=1
Hi
B
A′(x, x
′)σi.
For the corresponding coefficient functions the relations (114) and (115) are formally equally valid –except that now the
covariant derivatives are understood as acting on Spinors [NO84]. For the boundary condition one finds
0 = v0;a +
(
1−∆−1/2∆1/2;bσ;b
)
v0 +
1
2
(
✷− 1
4
R+m2
)
(∆1/2J ),
where J is the bi-spinor of parallel transport defined by the relations J (x, x) = 1 and σ;aJ;a(x, x′) = 0 (Compare
section 3). The function v(p) is again fixed by the geometry, whereas H0 remains arbitrary. It is worth noting that the
Remark written above applies verbatim to the spinor case, too. We close this chapter with some coincidence limits for the
smooth DeWitt-Schwinger term DSH(p).
1. The coincidence limit of the smooth DeWitt-Schwinger term
In this section some coincidence limits of the smooth DeWitt-Schwinger term DSH(p) and its derivatives are col-
lected. The results were used in Eqn. (108). The various coincidence limits of the DeWitt-Schwinger coefficients an and
An respectively were taken from [Chr76, Chr78]. Consider DSH0 given by Eqn. (104) up to order 1/m2 and abbreviate
δ = (ln(m2)− ln 2 + 2γ), where γ is Euler’s constant. Then for the scalar case
DSH0 = (∆
1/2)−1m2(δ − 1)− (∆1/2)−1δa1,
where a1 is the second DeWitt-Schwinger coefficient defined in Eqn. (103) (see also [CH84]). We get the following
coincidence limits:
[DSH0] = m
2(δ − 1)
[DSH ;a0 ]
;b = −δ[a;a1 ];b = 0
[DSH ;ab0 ] = −δ[a;ab1 ] = −
δ
90
RcdeaRcde
b
[DSH0]
;ab = 0,
since [δ1/2] = 1, [δ1/2;a] = [δ1/2];ab = 0 on vacuum spacetimes (Rab = 0) and the coincidence limits of a1 were used.
The coincidence limit of DSH1 can be calculated using the Hadamard recursion relation. We obtain:
[DSH1] = −1
4
[DSH0;h
h]− 1
4
m2[DSH0]− 3
4
[a2]
=
2δ − 3
720
RabcdRabcd − 1
4
m4(δ − 1)
For the fermionic case one finds the following coincidence limits
[DSH0] = m
2(δ − 1)
[DSH ;a0 ]
;b = −δ[A;a1 ];b = 0
[DSH ;ab0 ] = −δ[A;ab1 ] = −
δ
48
G[cd]G[ef ](R
cdgaRef g
b
+RcdgbRef g
a
)− δ
90
RcdeaRcde
b
[DSH0;h
h] = δ(− 1
24
G[cd]G[ef ]R
cdghRef gh − 1
90
RabcdRabcd),
where now An denotes the fermionic DeWitt-Schwinger coefficient and the Bianchi identities where used to show that
terms like Rcdea;e
b
vanish. For the coincidence limit of DSH1 we use the Hadamard recursion relation again:
[DSH1] = −1
4
[DSH0;h
h]− 1
4
m2[DSH0]− 3
4
[ A2]
=
2δ − 3
192
G[cd]G[ef ]R
cdghRef gh +
2δ − 3
720
RabcdRabcd − m
4
4
(δ − 1)
APPENDIX C
Useful formulas
This chapter contains some well known formulas that were frequently used during the calculations in this work. At
the beginning some identities for the Dirac γ-matrices are collected. Some of the Fierz rearrangement formulas valid for
classical Majorana spinors are presented next. We close this chapter with a proof of a rearrangement formula for the trace
of the commutator of two Majorana spinor fields which is also valid in a quantized theory.
1. γ-matrix identities
In this section some useful and well known properties of the Dirac γ-matrices are collected (see e.g. [IZ80]). We
begin with the basic relation and the definition of the γ5 matrix:
{γa, γb}+ = 2gab
γ5 := γaγbγcγdǫabcd,
where gab is the metric, ǫabcd denotes the totally antisymmetric ǫ tensor. An immediate consequence of this definition
is the fact that γ5 anti-commutes with the other γ-matrices and has unit square. For every product of the γ-matrices the
trace of the resulting matrix is well defined and one finds:
Tr(γaγb) = 4gab
Tr(γaγbγ5) = 0
Tr(γaγbγcγd) = 4(gabgcd − gacgbd + gadgbc)
Tr(γaγbγcγdγ5) = −4iǫabcd
Moreover, all traces over an odd number of γ-matrices vanish. The symbolG[ab] usually denotes 1/4 times the commutator
of γa and γb. This implies
Tr(γaG[bc]γd) = 2(gabgcd − gacgbd)
Tr(γaG[bc]γdγ5) = −2iǫabcd
Tr(G[kd]G[ef ]) = (gdegkf − gdfgke)
Tr(γaγcG[kd]G[ef ]) = gacgdegkf − gacgdfgke + gkagdegcf − gkagdfgce
− gadgkegcf + gadgkfgce + gfagckged − gfagcdgek
− geagckgfd + geagcdgfk
It is worth noting that on a curved spacetime the γ-matrices are covariantly constant, which implies the following identity:
J AA′γa′A′B′J B
′
B = g
a′
aγ
aA
B , (117)
where JAA′ and ga′a are the bi-spinor and bi-tensor of parallel transport respectively (Compare chapter 3 and recall that
parallel transport commutes with contraction).
2. Rearrangement of Majorana spinors
The following Fierz rearrangement formulas for classical Majorana spinors are valid. The proof of these well known
identities can be found in the literature (see for example [MKW87, 1.3.4 and 1.4.7] or [Wes90, Appendix A]). It is worth
noting that these identities are equally valid for a metric with signature (−,+,+,+).
LEMMA C.1 (Fierz rearrangement identities). For two Majorana spinor fields Ψ and χ the following identities hold.
Ψ+χ = χ+Ψ Ψ+γ5χ = χ+γ5Ψ (118a)
Ψ+γaχ = −χ+γaΨ Ψ+γaγ5χ = −χ+γ5γaΨ (118b)
Ψ+γaγbχ = χ+γbγaΨ Ψ+γaγbγ5χ = χ+γ5γbγaΨ (118c)
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Ψ+(i
⇀
6∇ −m)χ = ∇a(−χ+iγaΨ) + χ+(i
⇀
6∇ −m)Ψ (118d)
While the identities above do not hold for quantized fields, the following result for the commutators only uses the
Majorana condition and is hence also valid for quantized fields.
LEMMA C.2. Let χA and φ+B denote a Majorana spinor and a Majorana cospinor respectively. Then the following
identity holds:
Tr(γaAB[χ
B, φ+D]−) = −Tr(γaAB[φB , χ+D]−),
where [·, ·]− denotes the commutator.
PROOF. Write down the Definition of the trace and the commutator:
Tr(γaAB[χB, φ+D]−) = χA(γa
T )A
B
φ+B − φ+BγaBAχA
= −χA(γaT )ABCBCφC + φC(CT )CBγaBAχA,
whereC denotes the charge conjugation matrix. Recall that for a Majorana spinorφ+B = −CBCφC . Using the properties
of C we obtain
= +χACABγ
aB
Cφ
C + φC(γaT )C
B
CBAχ
A
= χ+Bγ
aB
Cφ
C − φCγaBCχ+B
= −Tr(γaAB[φA, χ+C ]−)
APPENDIX D
Listing of the Maple V programs
This Appendix contains the commented listing and an example run of the Maple V programs that were used for the
calculations in chapter 4 section 5.
1. The Schwarzschild spacetime
> # Initialization
> # Read tensor package
> readlib(tensor):
> # and linear Algebra
> with(linalg):
> # Define Variables
> x1:=t:
> x2:=r:
> x3:=theta:
> x4:=phi:
> # Schwarzschild metric
> g11:=1-2*M/r:g22:=-1/g11:g33:=-rˆ2:g44:=-rˆ2*sin(theta)ˆ2:
> # Compute Riemann etc.
> tensor():
> # {R_a}ˆ{bcd} = Rlhhh
> for a from 1 to 4 do
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> for c from 1 to 4 do
> for d from 1 to 4 do
> Rlhhh.a.b.c.d := 0:
> for e from 1 to 4 do for f from 1 to 4 do for g from 1 to 4 do
> Rlhhh.a.b.c.d := Rlhhh.a.b.c.d +
> h.b.e * h.c.f * h.d.g * R.a.e.f.g
> od od od
> od od od od:
> # Kretschman invariant W2 = Rˆ{abcd} R_{abcd}
> W2:=0:
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do for c from 1 to 4 do
> for d from 1 to 4 do for e from 1 to 4 do
> W2 := W2 + h.e.a * R.a.b.c.d * Rlhhh.e.b.c.d:
> od od od od od:
> # SUSY finite Term
> # Tsusy = 2 * 4 Pi * T_{ab} =
> # + 1/288 {R_a}ˆ{cde} R_{bcde}
> # + 1/288 {R_a}ˆ{cde} R_{bedc}
> # - 1/96 {R_a}ˆ{cde} R_{bdce}
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusy.a.b :=0:
> for c from 1 to 4 do for d from 1 to 4 do for e from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusy.a.b := Tsusy.a.b
> + 1/288 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.c.d.e
> + 1/288 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.e.d.c
>
- 1/96 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.d.c.e :
> od od od
> od od:
> # Tsusyhh = Tsusyˆ{ab}
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyhh.a.b := 0:
> for c from 1 to 4 do for d from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyhh.a.b := Tsusyhh.a.b + h.a.c * h.b.d * Tsusy.c.d
> od od
> od od:
> # Covariant Derivative
> # Tsusyh = Tˆ{ab}_{;a} := Tˆ{ab}_{,a}
> # + {\gamma_{ad}}ˆa Tˆ{db}
> # + {\gamma_{ad}}ˆb Tˆ{ad}
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyh.b := 0:
> for a from 1 to 4 do
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> Tsusyh.b := Tsusyh.b + diff(Tsusyhh.a.b,x.a):
> for d from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyh.b := Tsusyh.b +
> C.a.d.a * Tsusyhh.d.b + C.a.d.b * Tsusyhh.a.d:
> od
> od
> od:
> # Smooth terms: Tds = (2*\delta - 3)/768 * W2 -
> # \delta/48
> # ( {R_a}ˆ{cde} * {R_bced} + 2 {R_a}ˆ{cde} *
> # R_{bdec} )
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tds.a.b := 0:
> Tds.a.b := (2 * delta - 3) /768 * W2:
> for c from 1 to 4 do for d from 1 to 4 do for e from 1 to 4 do
> Tds.a.b := Tds.a.b -
> delta / 48 *
> ( Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.c.e.d
> + 2 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.d.e.c ):
> od od od
> od od:
> # Tdshh = Tdsˆ{ab}
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tdshh.a.b := 0:
> for c from 1 to 4 do for d from 1 to 4 do
> Tdshh.a.b := Tdshh.a.b + h.a.c * h.b.d * Tds.c.d
> od od
> od od:
> # Covariant Derivative
> # Tdsh = Tˆ{ab}_{;a} := Tˆ{ab}_{,a}
> # + {\gamma_{ad}}ˆa Tˆ{db}
> # + {\gamma_{ad}}ˆb Tˆ{ad}
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tdsh.b := 0:
> for a from 1 to 4 do
> Tdsh.b := Tdsh.b + diff(Tdshh.a.b,x.a):
> for d from 1 to 4 do
> Tdsh.b := Tdsh.b +
> C.a.d.a * Tdshh.d.b + C.a.d.b * Tdshh.a.d:
> od
> od
> od:
> # Print results in pretty form
> #
> # define Matrix
> Tsusyhh:= matrix(4,4): # SUSY
> Tsusyh:= vector(4):
> Tdshh:= matrix(4,4): # Smooth part
> Tdsh:= vector(4):
> # Set Tsusyh to Tsusyhh
> for a to 4 do for b to 4 do
> Tsusyhh[a,b] := simplify(Tsusyhh.a.b):
> od od:
> # Set Tsusyh to Tsusyh
> for a to 4 do
> Tsusyh[a] := simplify(Tsusyh.a):
> od:
> # Set Tdsh to Tdshh
> for a to 4 do for b to 4 do
> Tdshh[a,b] := simplify(Tdshh.a.b):
> od od:
> # Set Tdsh to Tdsh
> for a to 4 do
> Tdsh[a] := simplify(Tdsh.a):
> od:
> print(‘Stress energy Tensor Tˆ{ab}:‘);
> print(Tsusyhh);
> print(‘{Tˆ{ab}}_{;a}:‘);
> print(Tsusyh);
> print(‘Smooth Tˆ{ab}:‘);
> print(Tdshh);
> print(Divergence);
> print(Tdsh);
> # Output in LaTeX to files
> latex(Tsusyhh,Tsusyhh);
> latex(Tsusyh,Tsusyh);
> latex(Tdshh,Tdshh);
> latex(Tdsh,Tdsh);
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> quit;
Warning: new definition for norm
Warning: new definition for trace
Stress energy Tensor T ab:
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

T ab;a:
[ 0 0 0 0 ]
Smooth T ab:
[
1
16
M2 ( 10 r δ − 3 r − 16 δM )
r5 ( r − 2M )2 ,−
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r6
,
− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 ( r − 2M ) ,
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 (−r + r cos( θ )2 + 2M − 2M cos( θ )2)
]
[
− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r6
,− 1
16
( 6 r δ + 4 δM + 3 r − 6M )M2 ( r − 2M )
r8
,
1
16
( r − 2M ) ( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r9
,− 1
16
M2 ( 2 r δ − 4 δM − 3 r + 6M )
r9 (−1 + cos( θ )2)
]
[
− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 ( r − 2M ) ,
1
16
( r − 2M ) ( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r9
,
− 1
16
M2 (−2 δ + 3 + 8 δ r2 )
r10
,− 1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r10 (−1 + cos( θ )2)
]
[
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r7 (−r + r cos( θ )2 + 2M − 2M cos( θ )2) ,
− 1
16
M2 ( 2 r δ − 4 δM − 3 r + 6M )
r9 (−1 + cos( θ )2) ,−
1
16
( 2 δ − 3 )M2
r10 (−1 + cos( θ )2) ,
1
16
M2
(
2 δ − 3− 8 δ r2 + 8 δ r2 cos( θ )2)
r10 (1− 2 cos( θ )2 + cos( θ )4)
]
Divergence
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[
1
16
M2(−20 δM sin( θ ) + 8 δ sin( θ ) r − 2 δ cos( θ ) + 30M sin( θ )
− 12 sin( θ ) r + 3 cos( θ ))/( sin( θ ) r7 ( r − 2M ) ) 1
16
M2
(
180M2 r2 cos( θ )2 − 88M3 r δ − 132M3 r cos( θ )2 − 6 r2
+ 3 r2 cos( θ )2 + 84M r3 + 88M3 r δ cos( θ )2
+ 72M2 δ r2 cos( θ )2 − 12 rM cos( θ )2 − 136M r3 δ cos( θ )2
+ 12 r4 cos( θ )2 + 8M r δ cos( θ )2 − 12 r4 − 84M r3 cos( θ )2
− 72M2 δ r2 − 24M2 + 16M2 δ − 16M r δ + 40 r4 δ cos( θ )2
− 8M2 δ cos( θ )2 − 2 δ r2 cos( θ )2 + 4 δ r2 − 40 r4 δ + 136 r3M δ
+ 3 sin( θ ) r3 cos( θ ) + 24 rM + 12M2 cos( θ )2
− 2 sin( θ ) r3 cos( θ ) δ + 8 sin( θ ) r2 cos( θ )M δ
− 8 sin( θ ) r cos( θ )M2 δ − 12 sin( θ ) r2 cos( θ )M
+ 12 sin( θ ) r cos( θ )M2 − 180M2 r2 + 132M3 r
)/(
r10(−r + r cos( θ )2 + 2M − 2M cos( θ )2))− 1
16
M2
(
− 8 δ sin( θ ) r
+ 8 δ r sin( θ ) cos( θ )2 + 12 sin( θ ) r − 12 r sin( θ ) cos( θ )2
+ 20 δM sin( θ )− 20M δ sin( θ ) cos( θ )2 − 30M sin( θ )
+ 30M sin( θ ) cos( θ )2 − 2 δ cos( θ )3 + 3 cos( θ )3
)/(
sin( θ ) r10(−1 + cos( θ )2)) 1
16
M2(−20 δM sin( θ ) + 8 δ sin( θ ) r
− 2 δ cos( θ ) + 30M sin( θ )− 12 sin( θ ) r + 3 cos( θ ))/(sin( θ ) r10(−1 + cos( θ )2))]
2. The Kerr spacetime
> # Initialization
> # Read tensor package
> readlib(tensor):
> # and linear Algebra
> with(linalg):
> # Define Variables
> x1:=t:
> x2:=r:
> x3:=theta:
> x4:=phi:
> rho:= (rˆ2 + aˆ2 * cos(theta)ˆ2):
> # Kerr metric
> g11:=1- 2*M*r/rho :
> g14:= - (2*M*r*a / rho ) * sin(theta)ˆ2 : g41:=g14 :
> g22:= - rho / (rˆ2 + aˆ2 - 2*M*r) :
> g33:= - rho :
> g44:= - ( rˆ2 + aˆ2) * sin(theta)ˆ2 - (2*M*r*aˆ2 /rho ) * sin(theta)ˆ4 :
> # Compute Riemann etc.
> tensor():
> # simplify
> # Riemann
> print(‘Simplify Riemann ...‘);
> for a from 1 to 4 do
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> print(a,b);
> for c from 1 to 4 do
> for d from 1 to 4 do
> R.a.b.c.d := simplify(R.a.b.c.d)
> od
> od
> od
> od:
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> print(‘... done‘);
> # Metric
> for a from 1 to 5 do
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> h.a.b := simplify(h.a.b)
> od
> od:
> # Christoffel
> print(‘Simplify Christoffels ...‘);
> for a from 1 to 4 do
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> print(a,b);
> for c from 1 to 4 do
> C.a.b.c := simplify(C.a.b.c)
> od
> od
> od:
> print(‘... done‘);
> # Show result
> #display(Ricciscalar,Einstein);
> # {R_a}ˆ{bcd} = Rlhhh
> print(‘Calculating {R_a}ˆ{bcd} ...‘);
> for a from 1 to 4 do
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> print(a,b);
> for c from 1 to 4 do
> for d from 1 to 4 do
> Rlhhh.a.b.c.d := 0:
> for e from 1 to 4 do for f from 1 to 4 do for g from 1 to 4 do
> Rlhhh.a.b.c.d := simplify( Rlhhh.a.b.c.d +
> h.b.e * h.c.f * h.d.g * R.a.e.f.g)
> od od od
> od od od od:
> print(‘...done‘);
> # SUSY finite Term
> # Tsusy = 2 * 4 Pi * T_{ab} =
> # + 1/288 {R_a}ˆ{cde} R_{bcde}
> # + 1/288 {R_a}ˆ{cde} R_{bedc}
> # - 1/96 {R_a}ˆ{cde} R_{bdce}
> print(‘Calculating SUSY finite terms ...‘);
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusy.a.b :=0: print(a,b);
> for c from 1 to 4 do for d from 1 to 4 do for e from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusy.a.b := (Tsusy.a.b
> + 1/288 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.c.d.e
> + 1/288 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.e.d.c
>
- 1/96 * Rlhhh.a.c.d.e * R.b.d.c.e ):
> od od od
> od od:
> print(‘... done‘);
> # Tsusyhh = Tsusyˆ{ab}
> print(‘Calculating Tsusyˆ{ab} ...‘);
> for a from 1 to 4 do for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyhh.a.b := 0:
> for c from 1 to 4 do for d from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyhh.a.b := (Tsusyhh.a.b + h.a.c * h.b.d * Tsusy.c.d)
> od: Tsusyhh.a.b := simplify(Tsusyhh.a.b): od
> od od:
> print(‘... done‘);
> # Covariant Derivative
> # Tsusyh = Tˆ{ab}_{;a} := Uˆ{ab}_{,a}
> # + {\gamma_{ad}}ˆa Tˆ{db}
> # + {\gamma_{ad}}ˆb Tˆ{ad}
> print(‘Calculating Tˆ{ab}_{;a} ...‘);
> for b from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyh.b := 0:
> for a from 1 to 4 do
> print(b,a);
> Tsusyh.b := (Tsusyh.b + diff(Tsusyhh.a.b,x.a)):
> for d from 1 to 4 do
> Tsusyh.b := (Tsusyh.b +
> C.a.d.a * Tsusyhh.d.b + C.a.d.b * Tsusyhh.a.d):
> od
> od
> od:
> print(‘... done‘);
> # Print results in pretty form
> #
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> # define Matrix
> print(‘Printing ...‘);
> Tsusyhh:= matrix(4,4): # SUSY
> Tsusyh:= vector(4):
> # Set Tsusyhh to Tsusyhh
> print(‘Tsusyhh ...‘);
> for a to 4 do for b to 4 do
> print(a,b);
> Tsusyhh[a,b] := simplify(Tsusyhh.a.b):
> od od:
> print(‘... done‘);
> # Set Tsusyh to Tsusyh
> print(‘Tsusyh ...‘);
> for a to 4 do
> print(a);
> Tsusyh[a] := simplify(Tsusyh.a):
> od:
> print(‘... done‘);
> print(‘Stress energy Tensor Tˆ{ab}:‘);
> print(Tsusyhh);
> print(‘{Tˆ{ab}}_{;a}:‘);
> print(Tsusyh);
> # Output in LaTeX to files
> latex(Tsusyhh,KerrTsusyhh);
> latex(Tsusyh,KerrTsusyh);
> print(‘... done‘);
> quit;
Warning: new definition for norm
Warning: new definition for trace
Simplify Riemann ...
1, 1
1, 2
.
.
.
4, 4
... done
Simplify Christoffels ...
1, 1
.
.
.
4, 4
... done
Calculating Rabcd...
1, 1
.
.
.
4, 4
... done
Calculating SUSY finite terms ...
1, 1
.
.
.
4, 4
... done
Calculating T absusy...
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... done
Calculating T ab;a ...
1, 1
.
.
.
4, 4
... done
Printing ...
Tsusyhh ...
1, 1
.
.
.
4, 4
... done
Tsusyh...
1
.
.
.
... done
Stress energy Tensor T ab :
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

T
ab
;a :
[ 0 0 0 0 ]
...done
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